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OPENING REMARKS 4

JUDGE FULD: I call this meeting to order.

Gentlemen, I welcome you to this meeting. We are

6

7

8

9

1 0

,!

going to start the day with a discussion on Photocopying

Guidelines.

Mr. Levine will open up the subject.

DISCUSSION ON PHOTOCOPYING GUIDELINES
By

ARTHUR J. LEVINE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

MR. LEVINE: Just reviewing: The Commission,

its April 1 and 2 meeting, offered to assist Congress in

in

19

13

20

21

r

aiding the parties in developing wide guidelines on, Library

Photocopying.

The House Subcommittee accepted the offer of

CONTU and, on April 21, Commission Staff sent out a letter

to approximately 20 individuals and associations,requesting

responses concerning guidelines for implementation of the

revised Section 108, as revised by the House Subcommittee on

April 7.

We have now received a majority of the responses. There

are still one or two that are to come in. The Commission is

now to decide how to proceed with those responses.

In addition, Senator McClellan -- Chairman of

the Senate Subcommittee on Patents, Trade Marks and Copy-

rights -- wrote Judge Fuld on May 27, asking that the

Senate Subcommittee be kept informed on the progress in

6



drafting guidelines,and that CONTU, in addition to assisting

the parties in drafting guidelines, also take appropriate 410

initiatives in coordinating the establishment of necessary

clearance and licensing mechanisms concerning Library

photocopying practices not authorized by S-227-particularly

t!.1

111

(3,

'

DL

7

9

10

ii

as it came out of the Senate and as it will, perhaps, come

out of the House. That is; for Libraries; and not-for-

profit-institutions; and for-profit institutions.

Several of the Commissioners and Staff met

informally last evening and, with the Commissioners' permis-

sion, I will just summarize what the consensus of that

meeting was,as to how we proceed from here.

It was suggested that the appropriate taCk to tall,

now would be to get the parties together informallynot

to come up with firm language for guidelines but, rather,

to discuss generally what should be in the guidelines and

approaches to guidelines.

It was suggested that this be done by bringing

the parties together for a two-day conference away from

the noises of the big cities,and from telephones, in an

isolated setting, and see whether that kind of an informal

situation might produce ideas which the Commission staff

would then reduce to writing and use as a basis for

proceeding further.

That is pretty much it.
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That reflects the viewpoint, pretty much, at this

MR. SARBIN: The image that flashed through my

mind was "Ten Little Indians"!

(Laughter)

MR. LEVINE: That is interesting. I said the same

thing last night!

MR. DIX: We also started a pool on who would

be the last Indian left.

MR. SARBIN: Anyhow, I hesitate to comment on it,

only because I was not a participant in last night's

discussion.

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: You are here now!

MR. SARBIN: I am not sure what kind of environment.

would produce a meaningful discussion. Certainly, an informa

gathering seems worthwhile.

After thinking abou-C'Ten Little Indians;' the second

thought I had was that the only way to accomplish anything

in an informal weekend of that nature was to think of it as

an "encounter session" and have a faailitator there, in

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: That was also suggested.

MR. SARBIN: I merely want to say that I would

order to try to get people there --

worry about a weekend like that not really being productive.
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When you create pressures on people by taking

them away from their families and other things, with the

hope that something will come out of it, and they are

frustrated in that effort, I think sometimes that seems to

5
produce greater tension and they cannot escape, because they

6

8

9

0

2.1

have agreed to be there.

MR. LACY: I think one of the thoughts that had

been had -- and I think we are all conscious of that, Hershel

was that no effort would be made to reach an agreement

at that weekend and that everybody would be told, "Nothing

is going to be presented to you that you have to say 'Yes'

or 'No to. There will be no negotiation, actually. We

simply.want to explore. We want to understand more clearly

what your feeling is about this, about that, and about the

other."

I think that removes a little bit of that.

MR. SARBIN: Probably. I just want to express my

worry. That is all.

MR. HERSEY: I think, beyond that, virtually, the

notion was that the new language 'of 108(g) (2) was a situation

that looked promising for a possible agreement on guide-

lines, and that this might -- since all of the parties

have now submitted their suggestions about this give

a chance for them to exchange ideas about these suggestion

and move it one step further along.



MR. LACY: I am told therewould be substantial

2 representation of the Commission, there, to do more than to.

facilitate -- to, in effect,.keep everybody on their good

; behaviors

5

7 1,1
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MR. SARBIN: Okay.

MR. PERLE: I am sorry that I have been late. I

have slept on this

MR. SARBIN: Overslept?

MR. PERLE: No. I did not oversleep. I felt last

night,as I left,that there was a lot of merit. It came to me

11 in my dreams,like Abu-Ben- Adam that this could very well

13 We have the expression in writing of the views of he

12 be more counter-productive than productive.

interested parties. The interested parties can supplement

15 those views between now and whenever we have to get something .-

17

on paper.

The danger, I think, is that it is a perfect

opportunity for confrontation--no matter how well intentione

we are--before we have a program, or before we have somethin

90 that we feel would fly with all interested parties. And I

9 . am really terribly afraid that it is risky in terms o

bringing together people who have had a long history of

sitting on opposite sides of the table. And even though

it is informal; and even though Members of the Commission

are there to keep the sides from negdtiating and bargainin
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they are going to regard it as an opportunity to make.
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where they present more views, I think, is dangerous.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: I think I would like to support

MR. HERSEY: What do you propose?

MR. PERLE: I would propose that the Commission,

after having seen the views and studied them.-- there will

be a document -- will get whatever questions it has,and

address them to the parties informally on the telephone,

through the staff -- call them up, and say, "We would like

to know A.B.C.D." Again, this is to keep written materials

out of this. The more we have people writing things, the

tougher it is for them to back away from it; and the more

they are forced into positions.

Then let the Staff come back to us with an expres

of what has been said, and then let us meet and see if

)5
anything further is needed. But just to have a session

"; .

.):11

9.1

that point of view. I think I understand the objective

of those who thought the retreat would be a profitable

way to proceed, but I think I would support Gabe's position.'

I have observed a number of session's in which the
matters,

parties that were considering./attempted to come together

and discuss or negotiate, or develop some kind of a dialogue
:.

and they all seem to be the same. I think what it is likel
'41

to produce is not so much a confrontation, but a continuation
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22 are under a necessity -- time is going awfully quickly.

10

of the kind of oratory -- and I must admit that the Commission

has not been exempt from that -- that has tended to confuse

the situation/more than anything else. And, looking at the

long and short range objectives, what we need to do is to

give some advice,on a short term basis,to the Congress as t

how they should proceed immediately, and to give it our

best judgement, and get it off of our agenda so that we can

proceed with a long term objective of looking at some data

that we, have generated--or that we take from various sources

to give them a more considered op&pion of the issues.

I think we could waste a lot of time in going

to this other way of proceeding/when what the Commission .

needs to do is to simply come to grips with the task for

which we volunteered.

JUDGE FULD: My view last night -- very tentatively

advanced -- was that I did not think it would serve any

purpose to seek a median amongst parties who have been tryin

to do so for several. years.

I thought that our function would better be served

if we were to prepare tentative quidelines;and submit

the various groups; and get reactions from them. I think w

am rather discouraged at the slow progress that has been

2 made. I think we ought to prepare tentative

them to the various contesting groups and, after getting thefi

a
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reactions, submit these guidelines to the Congressional

Committee. I think it would be much more effective and,

certainly, much more direct and it will, perhaps, bring to

a conclusion the efforts that everyone is trying to make,

to have the parties come to a conclusion.

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: Well, Mr. Chairman, I

think we all agreed last night that that ultimately

should be our procedure: namely, that we should not merely

try to get an agreement between the parties -- which is most

unlikely but that we should submit CONTU's proposed

guidelines, but guidelines that we think are within range

of agreement by both sides, even though there has been no

explicit agreement by either side.

I suppose the rationale of this encounter, before,

was the hope that that would lessen the areas of difference

even though it would not eliminate them.

Now, many of you here have much more of a feel

as to the psychological stance of each side,and whether

such an encounter is going to increase or decrease the

chances of minimizing the differences.

I am perfectly happy to go along with whatever

those who are more in a position to know-feel about that,

but my feeling is that--whichever way we go--we shOuld

realize that we are not going to get

sides, but we are going to .own dOcumen
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11Oz the Publishers'and the Authors' groups and the teachers--
z 0

based upon as much common ground as there is.

MR. PERLE: I respectfully submit that we are going

to get agreement on both ,ides,but only upon the document

that we submit.

JUDGE FULD: I think we should get to that im-

mediately.

MR. PERLE: Let's do it just for the Commission.

MR. HERSEY: May I say just one more word for

the kind of one-stage,before that, -elat Dan proposed last nig

I think the precedentlhere/is the agreement between

3 i L on guidelines for copying for teaching. There, the principa s±:.-.

rr

-

Id did manage to come to an agreement,and the great strength

19

9 I

of that agreement was that it was arrived at by the principalS;

and I think that one concern here may be that guidelines

which may seem to be imposed upon the principals from us or

from Congress, may be less effective in the long run than gui

lines would be if the parties could arrive at them, them-

selves.

JUDGE FULD: There are as many differences betwix

them as there are groups.

MR. HERSEY: There are differences.

JUDGE FULD: With the teachers.

MR. HERSEY: No. There was not as long a history.'

of controversy as this, it is true but

;

2.:

were serious
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differences,and there still remain areas of controversy

about it. I think the one hepe was that one stage of

conversation might open up a process in which --

JUDGE FULD (Interposing) I personally think it

would be more effective if we imposed, upon them,suggested

guidelines, and got a reaction.

MR. LACY: I am not at all wed, necessarily, to

the idea of the retreat,but if I were in Mr. Levine's

9 position as Chief of the Staff, and was asked to prepare

10

11

12

13

19

21)

21

0)0
it

a set of tentative guidelines for the consideration of

the Commission, I would feel that it would be essential to

have some opportunity to explore, with both or the several

sides of this controversztheir reactions to a range of

suggestions.

It is true: we have gotten responses from a

number of people to the original queries,but those responses"

simply don't deal witn some questions -- perhaps deliberatel

and in some cases the questions just may not have arisen in'

their minds.

For example, we have suggested the possibility

of different numbers of copyings might fall on one side or

the other of the criterian in 108(g) (2)--depending on the

kinds of material copied.

I'

It might be one thing for an article in a 100cop

circulation translation journal; another for a journal_-

Y

AIL Titatti;L-'9aa
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and said, "Look: Let's forget for a moment our present... z
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5,000-copy circulation; and perhaps quite different altogether

for a mass magazine, or for a literary magazine. And we don t

have any reaction to that. We have not sat down with anybody

.
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situation. What sort of system for the publication of articl

do you want to see emerge ten years from non and how can we

shape it?"

There are a number of conversations that have not

been had.

Now, it may well be that the kind of conversation

which I would feel'is essential to have were I in Mr.

Levine's position could take place one at a time

with the two sides, rather than with both together. It

would be more convenient. It would have a practical advantage

_1 0 of being able to be done more quickly than arranging a big
o

w
i

X meeting.

17
Certainly, I would feel perfectly comfortable

19

90

22

with an arrangement under which the staff ., perhaps with

the participation of some members of the Commission -- could

explore, informally and without commitment, the reactions

'and the ideas and the views of the different groups involved-

to some of the kinds of questions that we have been kicking

around in our informal discussions, as a preliminary to

preparing guidelines.

I agree completely with the Chairman, that we wi

r

2'; .11444 1414.tie ;tergik
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I can see a meeting in these offices a one-day

1

get a better result in the long run if we come to the sides

with a specific proposal rather than await the process of

agreement.

MR. DIX: Mr. Chairman, I was going to say something

similar to that, I think. It does seem important that the

members of the Staff feel that they approach this with some

confidence.

I mean, really, I think,Art, that you ought to

speak out and not defer too much becadse you are the one that

has to do this job. I have thought of it since last night.

I think I am more in favor of some kind of a face-to-face

meeting than I was last night. At the same time, I think I

am more opposed to the retreat idea -- that enforced

proximity for a short time, it seems to me, is highly explosi

and dangerous.

17
meeting -- of various people who wanted to attend, being

10
done very well, particularly if it did not have to be -- and

lf;
I don't know the legality of this -- a public meeting.

90 I

other words, I don't think we want to set up any situation th i

21
encourages posturing of the various parties.

rl

22 MR. LACY: One-at-a-time sessions might avoid some":

)-
of that posturing, too.

MR. DIX: I really would like to know what you

think about it, Art.

17
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16

MR. LEVINE: Well, two things:

(1) At the last meeting, I made the analogy to

Henry Kissinger in the Middle East. I really don't think

that the "sides" if you will -- in-these issues are quite

-- I think we are building up the difficulty of negotiating

among the parties a bit. I think there has been a lot of
11

q
7 1

hcontroversy up to this point; and a lot of disagreement.

8
I think that 108(g)(2) has now been marked up

q

u in ti\e House, and I think the parties -- and I think it is
u 11_

..1-. reflected in the communications that we have done -- are
w ,

:I9) .1

. now seriously at the point of attempting to reach some

agreement.

I have had second thoughts since last night, too,

about the retreat approach. It just seems that we are going

13 j

to get a lot of very busy people off for a couple of days

16

I!)

20

9 j

and arguing simply to fill the time, because we have two days

to do it.

My own feeling is that the best approach,now, would

be for me individually to sit down with the Librarians, on

one side, the Authors and Publishers on the other, and then,

. after that, bring the parties together.

As I say, at this point I think the situation is

ready for resolution and, if we are not able to solve this

and if, in fact, our efforts result in failure, it is really, na

CONTU's failure. It is the parties' failure.
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We don't want to face that as a possibility,but it

seems to me the parties are now where they have to fish or 0
cut bait and come up with t;omr: sort of agreement, and we

.
will act as the catalyst in that situation; sit down with

6

7

8

9
141

4

5

L1J
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M

one group and sit down with the other group, and then bring.

the parties together.

JUDGE FULD: I really think there is enough expertis

amongst the Commissioners and the Staff to accomplish this

without too-long7 detailed, face-to-face discussion.

z

i.r4 Art, you were not suggesting, were you, that we

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: Arthur's remarks were not

clear to me.

!:1
:..-. 7.

.

simply try to get agreement between the parties, and not

our own guidelines that we hope, then, will lead to agreement.

6 MR. LEVINE: My thinking was this: that I get
o

1-'2J

together with both groups.

17 MR. LACY: At one time?

t. MR. LEVINE: No. Separately; _,nd decide at that

Cf .

point whether that is the time to attempt to draft some guide

20 lines based upon areas of common agreement, or decide at tha

21
point whether we will bring the groups tOgetherland, after .4.

2 that, draft some guidelines for common agreement that

reflects some common agreement resulting from that meeting.

Then have another meeting, perhaps; or circfllate those.
_

I think we cannot, necessarily, lay down toO:preCiiO4, ,

: .
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1

: an area right now but, at some point, we are going to have to

sit down and, based on what we have learned from each of the

3 sides, come up with guidelines.

Are you suggesting, in addition to what the

3 parties agreed to, that we make recommendations above and

6 beyond that?

7
1

8
i
that depends on what they agree to.

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: If the parties do agree;

9 As we talked,the other night -- and Dan Lacy's

letter previously suggested -- our duty as a public group

I
should not be to simply rubber stamp anything the parties

12
agree to. On the other hand, I think the reality is that, if

-10uu0 k.
,

15

1

17

9 1

22

the parties do agree, it likely would be acceptable to us,

too. But, on the assumption that the parties don't agree--

then we will plan the alternative planning.

MS. WILCOX: I wonder whether it would not be

helpful, since the Register of Copyrights is here, if she

could say anything about the time framework that we are

dealing with?

JUDGE FULD: That might be very helpful.

MS. RINGER: The Subcommittee is marking up

tomorrow, and I notice Carol's notes here; which bring us

up-to-date.

JUDGE FULD: We really have not had a chance to

read them.
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19

MS. RINGER: Yes. I realize that.

The Subcommittee has twice addressed Section 118 III

-- which is the last big issue, the Public Broadcasting

Issue -- I think, clearly, and it is coming, I think, to a

5 head tomorrow. My prognosis is pretty good. I think that

6 the chances of them adopting some language tomorrow on that

8

9

are better than 50-50. They are probably quite substantial.

JUDGE FULD: Giving them a license?

MS. RINGER: Well, it has taken a different form,

now. The Staff draft that is attached to these minutes

" called it "compulsory arbitration"; but I think that that term!

1:3

15

17

1,3

seemed to be dropped.

There is an element of oversightior regulation,

involved. I should hasten V) add that non-dramatic literary

works are not included in the Staff draft. Whether they

get back in depends on what happens tomorrow but, at least,

what has been put forward by the Staff does not include it.

As of now, the scheme -- which is different from the 118

19 that the Senate adopted -- applies only to non-dramatic

-J I musical works and pictorial.and giaphic works, and doeS proVid

21 for a form of negotiation the: would eventually lead to a

t)9 determination of rates in terms of royalty payments by the

1 Royalty Tribunal. It is a different system. I am not -Sure

you canlexactly, call it either "compulsory licensing"7'-o

"compulsory arbitration".
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There does seem to be some supporting craft around

this. I think something liRe this will go, although variations

are now under consideration. This is in a very, very fluid

state,but everything looks pretty good.

Meanwhile, they went on to Chapters 2, 3 and 4,

last time,and I believe finished their work on Chapters 2 and

3, and the material that is left on Chapter 4 is relatively

technical and minor. I would say probably the main issue

involves changes in the mandatory deposit provision that

would lay the basis for setting up the television archives.

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: In Chapter 3, did they

change the preemption provision?

MS. RINGER: Yes, they did.

MR. LEVINE: The language is in there.

MS. RINGER: It is in here. They did not change the

,
mis-appropriation. I think that is probably what your questior

was addres ed to. They left that in; but they did change

the leaving of sound recordings under common law, forever.

In other words, under the amendment that the Senate had

adopted, the pre.emption did not apply to sound recordings

fixed before February 15, 1972, and they put in a date

which is February 15, 2047.

a while!

(Laughter)

RINGER:. In any casei I don't.:thinkthis
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concern us.

JUDGE FULD: We won't have any input on that!

MS. RINGER: I doubt whether we will:

The one point that was nervously approached and

!not quite tied down, was the term. But I think nothing

6 will be put forward on the length of the term unless someone

7 Oon the Subcommittee wants to raise it.

S In Chapter 5 -- which we are now preparing there

9 )are a couple of items of unfinished business that are very
UI

10 technical. I don't think they need concern you. They
LI 0,-

11 'Imay take a while in the Subcommittee. But we are almost up
-

, L to the "Manufacturing" clause. I don't think that will take
,

W 13 a good deal of time.

It is a little unclear what they are going to do

!:1 on the Royalty Tribunal. I would say that, while it is not

flamingly controversial issue, there is still quite a bit

of work to be done on that. It ties in with the Copyright

:Office and Royalty Tribunal interrelation. I would say that

11 -t.he chances of the Bill being reported by the end of this

2 :month are extremely good.

21 JUDGE FULD: Which seems to me to make it all the

more important for getting agreement,or submitting guidelines
t.

as quickly as we can.

MS. RINGER: There are two ways of handling.this..

There is only ..so much that this group can --

2 3
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JUDGE FULD: Accomplish?

MS. RINGER: Yes! Obviously! 'Accomplish': as

a matter of input into the Subcommittee/Kill, and I think

this needs to be considered very carefully. It does not

seem to me, on the basis of what I heard today, that it is

possible for you to come up with an agreed set of guidelines

by the time they will need to put their report in and have it

published -- which would be around the end of the Democratic

Convention, I would say, roughly. It is just not possible.

I don't see how you could conceivably do it.

It is a very big question in my mind as to how the

12 Subcommittee, in its Draft Report to the Full Committee, and

13 the Full Committee, itself, will want to deal with this

H problem.

I:1

1;

1 6

19

20

9 1

The Subcommittee will draft a report which will

be the report of the Full Committee,when it finally acts.

It will be fluid; but I would say that the Full Committee

action will not take very long, either. The projected time

goals involved are in thaperiod between the two Conventions,

for that. I don't think you can' do that, either.

So that my feeling is that, somehow, this will

have to be I don't like to say "glossed over" -- but

dealt with in a provisional way that does not blow everything

up. And I am very concerned about that! I don't conceal it

from you. I think what I am really saying is that your goal_

24
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should be the Conference Report-- as far as input into the

ultimate legislative history of this Bill-and that would

probably be in August or September.

JUDGE FULD: You don't think a tentative submission

of guidelines would prompt the parties to a more definitive

conclusion?

MS. RINGER: Internally, as far as your activities,

certainly; but I would not see this going into the Legisla-

tive format,in any formsuntil you are ready. I think that

this might cause more problems than it is worth, although

there may be others that have different viewpoints.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: I think that there is a tendency

for us to confuse what we can do in the long run with

this issue--with what we can do right here and now. As I loo

at the chart which the Staff provided to us, of submissions

of information in terms of what input the Coml;Assion can
tt!

;
have to the current legislation, I think that it is possible

19

20

J

)

1 to do something quite directly.

The issues that I noted that really come up are

few. There is the issue of, you know: How do you

define aggregate quantity?

There is the issue of, on the one hand: How

do you establish some internal controls in the Photocopying

activity? On the other hand, how do you determine upon

whom the burden of proof lies?
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Then you have two issues that I consider to be

quite difficult. The three previous ones, I think, can

be resolved directly from the submissions hat have been

presented because there are_not terribly many options there.

The two most difficult isues I see are

6 considering whether there ought to be differentials for
;i

7 different types of librariestand whether there ought to be

8 differential treatment for different types of works.

Now, those, I would say, are the most difficult

11.

;

issues.

JUDGE FULD: Can we decide that amongst ourselves?

MR. WEDGEWORTH: I think you can, but I am. saying

1$ that they are a little more difficult than the three previOu

;

21

;

2,;

issues and, for this reason, I would look at that and say tha

I think it is possible for the Commission to come to the poinl

of making input to the reporttbased on the submissions that

we have received and with some limited contact with the

principals involved -- leaving aside the long term considera-

tions of this issue.

,

I would just say that,personally, I would

it extremely important for this Commission, at its

to have come to the point where it will

consider

conclusion,

recommend, to the ,

Congress, provisions that will enter into any type of Copyright

Law that establishes quite clearll -- somewhat consistent

Senator McClellan's letter says quite clearly what the

:47k

A ve,A4.4-'6440
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theand responsibilities are for the users, an0 what

rights and responsibilities of the copyright proprietors are.

I think in the long run it is quite clear that we

have got to move in that direction, but we don't have the

data to do that right.now: We should admit that,and provid

the kind of submission that we volunteered our services for

providing, and go on with our real objectives.

MR. HERSEY: That is rushing it a little bit,

isn't it, Bob?

Are you suggesting that we should get it in the

process now, before the Subcommittee Report is ready?

MR. WEDGEWORTH: I am saying that we recognize that

we are providing what we would consider to be tentative

suggestions on the issue that will facilitate the current

legislation. That is what we agreed to do. That it, by no

16 means, will be a final resolution of the issue -- at least

37 from my point of view. I don't see how it can be a final

18
1
resolution of the issue, because it does not satisfy Authors.

!
It will not satisfy Publishers, and it will not satisfy

2° the interests of libraries and their users.

MR. HERSEY: What you are saying then is that

we have to resolve this at this meeting.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: At this meeting?

M H:

MR. HERSEY: Aren't you?

R. WEDGEWORT NO. I am saying that we can define
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the task at this meeting,and move ahead to accomplish it,

rather than saying that, "Well, maybe we ought to talk to

this group. Maybe we ought to talk to this group."

Let's see if we can agree on what the issues are,an

move directly to resolve them and make a submission to the

Congress.

7 MR. HERSEY: I am for that, but I sort of mis-

understood you.

9 MR. WEDGEWORTH: And say, "Do we agree that these

10 are the primary issues"?

11 If we agree that these are the primary issues, I th

12 we ought to have some discussion on how we feel about this,

13 based on the submissions that we have received.

:4
JUDGE FULD: I am not too sure I understand. I

15 have a one-track mind.

You are opposed to our preparing tentative guide-

i7 lines; submitting them and getting reactions?

MR. WEDGEWORTH: No. I am opposed to spending all

of our time talking about processes and ignoring issues.

90 I think the Commission, itself, ought to have some state-

.)/ ments on record as to how it feels about the definition

of aggregate quantity, before Art gets to the point of

9:; talking with the parties involved. That gives him a well

rounded approach to the problem.

JUDGE FULD: I would think that we have in our own
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2 that are presented and that, on the basis of that knowledge

sufficient knowledge and expertise to answer the 1

27,

questio:

4

6 it

8

9
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2.1

information, we should submit guidelines and perhaps get

responses from it which will be the basis for submission to

the Committees of Congress.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: I would tend to agree.

JUDGE FULD: It seems to me that, looking at the

history -- even for the present moment it is impossible

to get the groups together to agree. Therefore, we should

submit to them and we should make the decision and get

comprehension from them.

VICE CHAIRMAN NIMMER: I think there is general

agreement with that approach. The only divergence was,

first of all, to get further input from the parties in the

hope that that would decrease their differences.

The other was that, then, the staff would go

forward and draft tentative guidelines which would then be

subject to our discussion.

Now, Bob is suggesting, I gather, that before that
-

occurs, we should first get some input to Art for the guide- '

lines which makes good sense to me.

JUDGE FULD: Do you suggest that we go to the

questions?

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Yes.

JUDGE FULD: The Staff queries.

MA:t"
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Do you want to have the Staff Draft before you?

In what order would you suggest that we take them

up, Mr. Wedgeworth?

MR. SARBIN: May I make a suggestion?

JUDGE FULD: Please!

MR. SARBIN: If the Staff has recommendations

on the issues, or understands, on the basis of its informal

discussions with the Members of the Commission, that there

is a certain consensus- -a certain feeling about it-- I

would like to hear that as we start on the discussion of each

of those issues.

JUDGE FULD: Is it agreeable that we take the items

in order?

MR. SARBIN: Yes. Take .the items in order.

MR. HERSEY: Mr. Chairman, before we do that, I

would like to repeat what I said last night/for the benefit

of the Commissioners who were not here then.

I think this chart form of analysis, taking the

specific suggestions of the various parties,does not give

a clear picture of the thrust of the Authors' and Publishers'

memoranda which, as I understand it, is that there are

different sorts of animals here,and that one number on the

aggregate quantity would certainly not meet the needs.

Not only does there need to be a consideration of

possible variation in the number with respect to literary
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work,as opposed to journal articles, but there may be a

need for different kinds of works within the area of journa

articles/and the Library memorandum itself suggested that

4
there may be need for different treatment with respect to

8

9

10

11

1.2

13 :I

17

L8

90

different kinds of libraries.

So I think there is a very fundamental issue

that runs all through these items if you take them one by one

JUDGE FULD: This is Item 6? Is that what you are

talking about, on the draft?

MR. SARBIN: The Staff working draft, I think. Yes

JUDGE FULD: The request to make a specific

suggestion on treatment?

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Item 9, also.

MR. HERSEY: No. That deals with the issue whether

literary work should be dealt with differently from journal

articles,but it does not deal with the issue whether various

types of journal articles might, in turn, be dealt with in

different ways. Nor does it deal with the issue o

Libraries, although there is an item on that in the chart.

But I suggest there is an area here of fundamental

philosophy about these quantities that may have to be thought

about. This is one of the last few things that you talked

about, Bob.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Yes. I would agree, John.

The only thing I would say is that it may be that



this -- as one of the more difficult issues/ 11°kI1d have to be

9
one that would be given greater consideratiOn the °n-gOing

deliberations of the Commission. I am not 1,1x. that 14e an

arrive at that at this state,but I do think W ought to give

5
it attention.

MR. HERSEY: Speaking on thc side of poblizhers

and Authors, I don't think we would want a ittletion 14hich

a formula had been agreed onlas the desirable )34sic formula,

which did not take into account this fundamentl philoscIPhy.

Do you see what I am saying?

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Yes.. I understaild 1/hat you

saying,and I don't disagree. I am saying tilat, in a p aotica

sense, it may not be possible within the frOmeVo rk of tIlis

particular responsibility. In the long run OE the wc,k of the

Commission, I think we will have to come to grit)s wiel that

issue.

6

7

8

9

11
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13
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MR. HERSEY: But it is inherent in this reSgcnsi-

bility, if the issue of different types of jCur1141 article

A
is one of the thingsthat should be considere" Ypu see*

is primary.

This is one of the reasons,I thinKri

for us here.

Go ahead.

MR. SARBIN: If we don t procee

before, and then simply for the-kiri:d
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are now expressing to be inserted into the discussion,

2 410how would we proceed?

MR. HERSEY: Well, what I am saying is: I think

4
that, at our last meeting, in order to keep the atmosphere

5

6

1

1 d

15

f

I "
I

19

20
I do about all of this. I don't Mean to suggest that you

as open as possible, we drew back and said we would suggest

that general principles be advanced in the first round by

the various parties; and that has been done on the side of .

the Authors and Publishers. I think there is a need for one

more round to get a little more explicit views from them

about the actual specific recommendations that would be

made.

JUDGE FULD: What do you understand is the view

of the Publishers and Authors?
-

MR. HERSEY: I am not in a position to give that .

view, Judge Fuld.

I don't have that expertise. There have been people

who have been discussing this for five years. I am in the

analogue of a Librarian. I am not qualified, as Bob is --

nor do I think Dan is, although he knows much more than

2
should not say that you are qualified!

MR. LACY: I agree.

MR. PERLE: Most of what I am 'going to ,';:ry to. aY;.

I said last night. Over the years, I think that the peopd

on both sides have been groping toward solutions,and have
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more or less reached agreement in certain areas on both

sides, without really being aware of th,, fact that they have

reached agreement.

I think we can tackle it,right now, by breaking the

whole question down -- not as was done here by specific

questions, but by approach,

First, what are we talking about in 108(g) (2)?

The controversy is not the universe of the written

word but, rather, as I read it, technical, scientific, and

!(.1

w
.< I 1

z
.?

17

scholarly publications; periodicals; journal articles.

So that I would take an approach of having a draft written

up which first says: This is the subject matter. The

other subject matter is subject matter of various positions.

Second: What type of journal article are you

talking about?

The problem arises with recent journal articles

and--if you chart the demand for journal articles.---I

understand that the demand comes up for photo-reproduction

and Library duplication, of the journal articles soon after t E

are published and, when they appear in the indices, that is

when the big thrust comes.

I don't think anybody -- Librarians or Publishers

alike -- is concerned about library copying of 10-year old'

journal articles. So that we can tackle it that way.

Next, having done that, we come to the type of
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Library copying reprography that we are talking about.

First, there is the substitute for the manual

note-taking of the person within the Library. That is one

type of reprography which is quite easy to deal with, I think,

because that which is a machine substitute for the person

physically sitting within the Library at a counter and copy-

ing things out,is not as difficult as regarding the retro-

graphic machine as a printing press.

So we have the face-to-face request for a.

duplication of material within the library, itself. That is

easy. The tough part comes when you ask: How do we

properly regulate that which we have already narrowed down.-7,

when one library, at the request of one of its clientele, 410

is requesting another library to supply materials to it. and

at that point, has a purely interim solution. We can go into

the quantity not quantities as it is now phrased but

quantity of material that is the appropriate quantity,

to say, "That is enoughl Go subscribe!"

There is another factorihere,that was pointed out

by Ms. Wilcox:which is that there is a self-policing element

in this, on the Library end, which is at the cost of making

an inter-library loan -- and correct me if I am misstating

you -- and reaches a point where, after you have requested

a couple of them, it is cheaper to subscribe than to reque

another library to supply it to you. So I don't thinki if.
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we break it down this way, that it is such a tough problem.

if

I think that/the Staff and Members of the Commission are

willing to sit down together, they could, along these lines

come up with an acceptable mechanism in not too much time.

I mean, those of us who are lawyers are faced

with problems a lot more complicated than this. There, we

19

90

21

specific guidelines. There are time deadlines. You hay

to appear before Judge Fuld in the Court of Appeals on June 2--.K

You have to have your brief ready. How are we going to do i

I think it is just a question, not of spending the

time now, but of getting the Staff and the interested

Commissioners to sit down and, if necessary, have another

meeting of the Commission in a hurry after they have

prepared something, and do it. But I think we should just

do it

JUDGE FULD: What is your suggestion? I gather

that it is hard to find ways to do it.

MR. PERLE: If you want a suggestion, I suggest

-
thatinext weekend; or next week at whatever place, whetherj.

be here, or our offices in New York or in Washington --

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Or my office in Chicago, or Mel's.

office in Los Angeles.

MR. PERLE: I think it is probably more convenien

.'

here that the Staff and the interested Commissioners

sit down and start writing something and circulating it as,
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soon as possible among the rest of the Commissioners.

VICE CHAIRMAN NIMMER: Mr; Chairman, isn't the

immediate question whether we follow Mr. Wedgeworth's

suggestion of first, at this meeting -- if there is time --

giving some input as to the substance? Or whether the

first input of substance occurs at the meeting that Gabe

speaks of?
,

8
I have no strong feeling about it,but I think we

should make a decision on what we are doing.
9

10
MR. PERLE: With all due respect, I do have

11

13

17

20

strong feelings. I think we can give input only

addressed to a specific tangible approach.

VICE CHAIRMAN NIMMER: That is what I am talking

about. Either do it here, or there.

MR. PERLE: I move I don't want to "move"

I encourage that it be done there, not here. I think that

here, we are just going to waste our timelif we try to do it

now.

VICE CHAIRMAN NIMMER: Why is the frame of

reference available there and not here?

MR. PERLE: Because I think there are enough

people on this Commission who are aware of all of the argume

Bob can give them to you. Dan can give them to you. I can giv

them to you. Bill can give them to you -- at all.sides.

At this stage of the game, Bob Wedgeworth can argue the
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Publishers' side as well as he can argue the Librarians' side

VICE CHAIRMAN NIMMER: Why isn't that going to

occur when we meet at your office?

MR. PERLE: Because if we do it just head-to-head,

manhole-to-manhole, I think--with all of our fixed positions

aside -- all of us, as Commissioners, can rise to the job

of being Commissioners, rather than parochial representatives

VICE CHAIRMAN NIMMER: I still have not heard why

the different requirements are necessary.

MR. SARBIN: I will give you a reason. As I look

at my watch, we may have 15 minutes in which to do it here,

and that won't get us any further than we have gotten in the

last 15 minutes. I just think that that is probably the best

idea under those circumstances and, certainly, the session

to do that is going to take some hours.

I am satisfied to have the Staff address itself

to these issues,and do these things, and then have the

interested Commissioners -- those that are able to meet

with the Staff, and iron out any differences that there might

appear to be.

4R. LACY: But I take it that you are not thinkin

of a formal meeting of a designated Subcommitt.,le on the

recordbut an informal discussion of the Staff.

MR. SARBIN: Yes. I think so.

JUDGE FULD: I thought that is what was suggested
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initially: that the Staff prepare a tentative set of guide-

lines; take it up to the Commissioners, and those Commissio

have the expertise and knowledge to consider it as quickly

as possible by the entire Commission.
t\-

I would think we would be able to do it today, btit

if time does not permit, perhaps we cannot.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: We can all do it tonight.

MR.FRASE: I think if we are going to do it this wa

9 q

u 1 the Staff has to know whether the Commission accepts
0
5 10
cc 1 Perle's recipe -- cutting this thing down to technical,
ld o
r) . J d

,Z 11 .

professional periodicals !il a certain limited time frame,
z cl

1-7 71 i 9
- and ignoring everything else.
67.

M
o:.. VICE CHAIRMAN NIMMER: Well, taking the two
-

! 1

11; separately: First, on the time frame: I agree. I agree

p:t
I 5

O 0 on the substantive point that the only real dispute, I would-

' Cr- 1(3

w think, is as to current and relatively current materials.
-I 1C=
:n But I don't know how far that takes us. That is like saying.

18
that we don't have to worry about work in the public domain

1')

'JO

2

when we talk about copyright. Well, that is true,,b

still leaves the disputed area.

On the question of

-
publications, that, simply,

problems. You have the text of 108

limited to scientific publications.

guidelines -- which are,

,
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commentary by the Congress says we are only talking about,

2
scientific publications, that could have one of two possible

4

6

7

8

10

ii

19

13
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consequences.

It could mean that they are saying that 108 dOes'

not mean what it says -- it really only refers to scientifid

publications, which is a possible interpretation.

I think that is a very difficult way to control the Statutory

language. That is, when you have ambiguities, you look to th

Legislative history but, if it is not ambiguous, then toAlave

that kind of a contradiction in the Legislative history

is something that the Courts are going to hesitate to go.alon

with.' They mighttor might not, but it seems to 'rritedoubtful'

that they would.

It is true that there is one theory of Statutory

interpretation that, when there is an ambiguity

Legislative history, then you look to the $tatutory:text b

usually, it is supposed to be .the other way arOund.:

So, if the thought is to control the sUbbtantive

content of 108,and eliminate 'from 108 anything but

journals by the Legislative History:

No 1: I don't think it is going to fly, as far-a

the Courts are concerned, which is the ultimate question

But even if it would fly, as far as the Courts are concerne

wonder how the Library people feel about that. I'don,,

know.

Are they Unconcerned with:.108; exCept..:

RC. 1kt/4E
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scientific areas?

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Let me just answer that directl

It Came up very early in the discussions over the past severa

years. I must admit this is a point of view that has been

pursued by, primarily, publishers. The librarians I have

talked to have never been prominent in pursuing that point

view,for the very simple reason that either they know somethi g
r,a

about classification and ind6:ing that we don't know, that

will allow you to clearly divide scientific and technical 1

publications from other types of publications, or it just i

not a practical thing to pursue. I just don't see how it i

possible. Apart from the legal difficulties, you know,

just is not possible to divide them.

VICE CHAIRMAN NIMMER: Suppose it were, Bob.

On substance, would there be no problem?

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Well, yeS, but that is just

difficult "if"; that it just defies a logical view.

MR. HERSEY: I would suggest one clear difference;

from the side of the publisher and author, is; Is the

author paid for the work?

MR. WEDGEWORTH: That does not define "scientifi

d technical'. For example, the RuSsians' definitions o

what is scientific are completely different from ours.

21

r)9

MR. HERSEY:

MR. WEDGEWORTH: We never disagreed.
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said that it was not practically possible.

MR. LACY: I don't think the difficulties are

insurmountableif one wants to surmount them. Obviously, you

are never going to get a criterian as to which there is no

dispute about its application to a particular thinglbut if

one said, for example, that there was a different quantity

or, essentially, no quantity, if what you were talking

about was a short story, an essay, or a poem, the number of

disputes would be negligible. In any event, these things

are not coming up for adjudication before Courts. They are

going to be applied by Librarians in good faith in their

day-to-day practice. The Librarian, in good faith, really

has no difficulty telling the Atlantic Monthly or the

Partisan Review from a journal on Subatomic Physics. He

really does not. That is not a real problem.

MR. DIX: The Librarian does not, but the fellow

operating the Xerox machine has a great deal of trouble.

And certainly we don't want to have trained professional

Librarians operating Xerox machines!

MR. LACY: There is no question, in all of

Copyright, that you can't say, "It's impossible to draw

a fine line." There is not and, basically, we have to, r

cognize that. You. can tell major differences, if you want

to.
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have got to be exempted.
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e.... ,, determining the differential works that need special treatme
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MR. WEDGEWORTH: Is it important, though?

MR. LACY: Yes, it is very important absolutely

crucial to reaching an agreement!

MR. WEDGEWORTH: I can understand John Hersey's

pogition saying we ought to make some distinctions for

6
III literary work,but this, to me, doesn't really mean that we th

7
have to go and define what a scientific/technical publica-

8
1 tion is.

9 MR. LACY: No. I don't think you have to say

MR. WEDGEWORTH: All right. But the issue is

1

emo.i

which is the obverse of defining what scientific and technical

publications are.

MR. PERLE: Well, if there is some sort of

consensus, then -- that is what you are reaching for --

16
it is a question of semantics. I think no language ever

therf

19
:

satisfies all of the demands on that language--so it has to

2!

be interpreted. But I think there are enouah people

who define the line well enough so that you can say, "108(g)(

is an additional right over and above 107."

So that what you can say is for the purpose of

108(g)(2). These things have one set of rules; the others

have another set of rules. There is a guideline. You
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phrase it in a way that is fairly specific. You can never

reach absolute certainty, but,after all, that is why lawyers

make money, because we have to resolve those differences

when those questions arise and every Statute has some

5
ambiguity,and every guideline has some amoiguity.

But,I think we can reach for it, and I think we

can solve 99% of the problem areas.

7
MR. WILCOX: This discussion seems to indicate

that there is a need for definitions,but we are not in

complete agreement on where it could be. It seems to me,

10
perhaps, that earlier in the discussion we were talking about

1i

21

procedures of how we would proceed. There was some differenc

there -- one being that the Staff would prepare these guide-

lines, and the other being that the Commission would patti-

cipate actively in this. That can mean maybe, a crucial'

thing: whether the first cut thtough these guidelines is

done by the Staff after whatever direction we had this

morning, or, indeed, whether it is done by Commission input

at the time the guidelines are written.

MR. LEVINE: What concerns me,in part,is the time

and we can send drafts badk and forth among one another

and spend a lot of internal activity on it without going out

to the parties that are the ones that are involved, and to

whom we have offered our good offices to assist.

It seems to me we have expertise, obviously, on thi.s,

Commission but, for the most part, it is not the peoplewhe:

4 4,
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have been negotiating directly, and those are the ones that

2 have, I would think, in their minds at this point what theyll,

understand "aggregate Itiantity" to mean; the distinctions

1 between "scientific" and "technical" and other works; and I

would like to hear what they have to say about what they are

6 thinking about, and see if we can't begin pulling people

7 together rather than spending a lot of the Commission's time

i

8 !; deciding how we are going to go about getting these -people

9 together.

5 I think the time is ripe for me to sit down with
W ai

1 these people, with some questions -- with questions, without
o .;

necessary definitions or answers.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Is that a rejection of Gabe's

approach?

15 MR. LEVINE: A modification -- probably a rejec-

ii: tion. Probably a rejection.

17 MR. PERLE: I feel rejected. I reject the

: rejection. In all due respect, Arthur, I think that

. is not a good source.

2il MR. SARBIN: In the interest of preserving your

voice, I don't find a real incompatibility between these

ideas. It seems to me that your discussions with the parties

at interest, may be more meaningful if you start out with

something on paper that says, "This is what we think" and

if, informally, you are able to get some input from the



Commissioners who are concerned, into that.
-;

Wh4tIt does not mean that you need COO h it

2. means is following a process that I certainlY find verY
_

' useful in our business, which is to do a fiot qraft and,

! let everybody see it,because then you wiLl get input. Ot

6

let everybody discuss it. Just put somethirlg clOurn oil a zheet
7 :1

1

of paper, ATthur, that is a basis for diseu5siorl. S.

8 b

MR. LEVINE: That is really fine! I QUA not

LI

.> 1:

really mean that I was rejecting Gabe's potiorl, b
10

ilt w1.14o ,4

!I

LI LI !I I am concerned about is a great deal of acti-vi-4.. witiln

(-1zi 11 li

z o
-.-7 the Commission. Section 108 waS marked up

Cill Aril
12

sent out our letter approximately two weeks aftr. that' 'Phe0 ,

,- .
.L,

... -.

.-

,

9 1

last response that we received was mailed tc' us on Jane 1

and things have to be speeded up. That is villat concerns Me.

I would suggest that, rather than / thin

this weekend is too early. I think next weekerki too late.

I would suggest perhaps at the end of the daY on weapesd4y,

next, that we can get together here, there '-

MR. SARBIN: Having done some pre13'111iNry work.

MR. LEVINE: Oh, yes. Obviously: hat7ii giv

us a few days to get some preliminary work ciOne on it'

JUDGE FULD: I am not too sure what tho arrangettlent,

would

A41

Would it not be feasible to -- is one'

amongst us that has a judgement aS to tlumher
.."
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should be--after all of the discussion and after all of

the years, what the quantities should be -- forgetting for

the moment the differentiation between different periodicals

and books.

MR. PRASE: The two sides are pretty far apart.

One says "two", and one says "ten".

JUDGE FULD: And some say "none".

MR. WEDGEWORTH: There.are times when several ó

us may wish to be Czars and just resolve the problem directly

if that is what you are asking.

function.

JUDGE FULD: I would think that would be our

MR. SARBIN: Do you want to do a Commission pool

JUDGE FULD: After all these years?

MR. SARBIN: Put the numbers in a hat, and pick

frdm one-to-ten.

JUDGE FULD: Well, you are not going to get any

.41

18

more helpful suggestions from the contending side.

19 I

MR. SARBIN: No, but I would feel better about

20 I

what I had on the table was all that experience that the

21

24

Staff has had and us just saying, "Here is the way t

I would feel better about it than'I would pullin

it out of a hat.

JUDGE FULD: But we have the hat here!

"5

4 7
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MR. SUBIN: Iknow.

MR. WEDGEWORTM; May I make a specific suggestion

since we are running out of time for this discussion?

I would like to suggest that a few of us get

together at the conclusion of today's meeting and come to

.Han agreed-upon procedure that we will present the first

7 thing tomorrow morning. I think that would save us a lot o
1

8 1 time on how we proceed.

9 JUDGE FULD: Yes. I think that entitles us to a break

o
10 and a cup of coffee.

LU

0 7

'

a

W 13 ;about software protection by two authorities in the area.

(Brief recess.)

12 JUDGE FULD: It is now our pleasure to hear a discussi

- .
The first speaker is Mr. Nicholas Henry. .He is

Director for the Center for Public Affairs of AriZona State UniVee
(

at Tempe, Arizona.
Ui

He is the author of Works on Copyright and its Role

19

0

as an Instrument of Public Policy.

His interest in research is mainly in the assessment

the effects of new information technologies under the

21 development, distribution, and use of knowledge in a highly

23

.
technical, democratic society.

His publication on Copyright and Public Policy earned

2. him the 1974 Author of the Year Award from the Association

for Scientific Journalists.

.1?
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One of his boo,;.- is: Copyright Information,

2 Technology, Public Po., cy.

6

It is a pleasure to have you here.

STATEMENT OF NICHOLAS HENRY
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS AND

DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR PUBLIC AFFAIRS
ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY

TEMPE, ARIZONA

7 MR. HENRY: I am very pleased to be here before
]

8 iyou this morning. In fact, four Members of this Commission

9 I are

10

11

;

mentioned in this book.

JUDGE FULD: Only four?

MR. HENRY: Yes.

My interest in public policy for the new information

technologies, while longstanding, does not derive from beinW

14 advocate of a special interest group, computer scientist, or,

15 lawyer. I am none of those. I appear here simply as an owner

and user of copyrights but, paramountly, as a citizen hopeful

17 of seeing an extraordinarily complex facet of public policy

1r4 finally resolved in a way :that promotes the public interest.

,So my comments on the elusive question of copyrights and

20 ,computer programs should be heard in that light.

21 A computer program may be defined as instructions th

22 set a computer's switches,in order that it can function in.a

particular way. There are three kinds of programs:

Systems programs which control the operations of'

the machinery itself; such as an operating system,or an
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executive system:

Application programs which solve particular

problems, such as the various programs used by scientistsi an

Utility programs which can be used by a variety-

of users, such as a debugging program that corrects mistakes'

in other programs.

The question of registering them is a hazy issue.:

Copyright owners contend that Copyright protects the

programmer's expression and the effort required to compile

some kinds of programs -- not the program's idea -- and

that copyright thus provides motivation to produce computer

programs by distributing its cost among its users.

Since 1964, when the first copyright for a computer

program was registered, only 1200 programs had been registere

by late 1975. This low number indicates that program develop

find copyright unsuited to their needs. There are several

reasons for this. One is that systems programs.frequently.

are sold by computer manufacturers as part of their sales
19

package and development costs are absorbed-in thOse'sales.
91)

21

9 9

1

Utility programs which one might think should

derive the greatest benefit from cOpyright,, are accompanied

by expensive supporting items, such as documentation anndi

debugging arrangements, and periodical hardware adjustmen

that are made specifically for the individual client. The
,

cost of these supporting items Often equals.or exceeds";
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cost of the original utility program. This is a fact that

tends to undercut the suitability of copyright for even the

relatively mass-oriented computer programs.

It seems possible that copyright protection might

be appropriate for certain kinds of systems programs and

6
utility programs -- such as those that are generally usable,

7
off-the-shelf, low-priced programs which are sold separately

8
from computer hardware;and to widely dispersed buyers

9
who would be unlikely to find it practical to agree on time-

sharing arrangements. But copyright does not.now appear to
CJ) _J

i
Cos

Z 3 ,
be a public policy that benefits the distfibution of informa

. 19nt
:2

L.'

w ! 2

fr.

-
<

,

O y

C
;:

individually-tailored programs are hardly compatible with

17
mass-oriented copyright concepts. Beyond such broadly-based

caveats, however, application programs have particular

as it is formatted to most computer programs.

Finally, application programs which: by definiti

must be written in accordance with a particular user's needS,

account for about 60% of all program development costs. TheJe'ii

utility for academic researchers, and copyrighting applica-

2b
tion programs could hinder their usefulness to researchers.

- Let me focus on my own field -- public affairs --

for explaining these potential disadvantages.

The Interuniversity Consortium for Political

Research -- the ICPR -- at the University of Michigan, for

example, would probably be very vulnerable to copyright

5 1
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legalities concerning application programsibecause the Con-

sortium serves as an effective creator/distributor of such

programs. Take OSIRIS III, which is a set of programs of

substantial utility that is available from ICPR. OSIRIS III

is the end-product of at least three different groups of

"creators"; ICPR staff members, staff members of the Survey .

Researv,Il Center of the University of Michigan, and "other" .

con'r.ributors, such as members in the Department of Political.

Science at the University of Michigan.

Had ICPR or any of these groups of OSIRIS III's

creators opted to copyright all or parts of OSIRIS III, then

considerably inflated transaction costs would plague the

operation of the ICPRiand likely would prove expensive to

member universities. In other words, permission would have

to be obtained from the copyright owner or owners before the

program could be distributed and used, and the charging of

use fees could be extracted,by owners of the copyright,from

users of the code.

Such a charge could have a particularly detrimenta

effect on students, since many departments of public affairs,

public administration, and political science use application

programs for educational and training purposes. Increasing:

- ,

transaction costs probably would be felt most keenly by stude'ap

,

.

since faculty are wont to consider their own needs first,-
.

when limd departmental research budgetsjre allocated
-
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Coming back to the larger picture, what are the

more general advantages and disadvantages of copyright prot

of computer-based data and computer programs?

The advantages of the copyright protection seem

reasonably straightforward. One such advantage is that

registering a work in the Copyright Office is simple and

7 ) cheap--which is not necessarily the case in patent registra-

8
tion or trade secrets protection, and also, under copyright

I once infringement is proven, a copyright owner can collect

10 !

1
damages even though no actual damage is demonstrated.

L.

11o These advantages of copyright protection of
-7;

, 12
.g.

computer systems are predicated on the notion that such

protection of the program developer is, indeed, desirable

".

as a public policy, because it facilitates the growth and

!

use of knowledge. Many of the disadvantages of copyright

1.;

as a public policy for computers are premised on the same

7

presumption. For example, copyright does not protect the

original idea behind the program. Rather, as a concept --

,
;

:1411!:,,n

1 P
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at least as it currently is expressed in S.22 -- prohibits

29
only the outright copying of the program and not the

originality, creativeness, and inventiveness of the

program's designer, as patent protection is designed to do:

Second, copyright protection probably would not

protect against a computer "using" the program. This

ceitainly pertains to fair use, but, I think, more diree
,
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to a related court-created idea.

In 1879, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in Baker v.

Seldon (101 U.S. 99, 26 Lawyers Ed. 841) that the "methods.'

and diagrams" used in an art book for purposes of showing

..shovin/ the reader how to improve his art were not protedte

by copyright. Such techniques were flnecessary incidents to'

art, and given therewith to the public," because they

used "for the purpose of practical application."

This decision still stands andlin 1967, the Deput

Register of Copyrights riaed on it in explaining copyright a

the computer use of computer programs, and said, "If you ha

a copyrighted-program which somebody finds it necessary t

use, such use is not an infringement."

I am not sure, but I think that the Information

Industry Association,in the testimony given last

president before the House Subcommittee, interprets

Baker versus Selden differently. By arguing that

in effect, protects the program developer "against ,copyin

of the discretionary elements" found In h s or her

9 I
the IIA seems to be contending that',

copyrightable. It

appears to me that "methods" in a computer program simpl

"methods" are, or at least should be

ate the endTproducts oUa develoPer

judgments-that wereMade preciSely develop.,cert:airi:

,
OW;

*VIWY",itt';:l.',T. A6'.1.
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which are suitable for "practical application."

So the very fine line drawn here by the IIA betw

"discretionary elements" and "methods" strikes me as (a)

fine to the point of transluscence, and (b) designed to

undermine the reasonably valid distinctIon made in

Baker versus Seldon.

Finally, policing the use of computer programs

d as with the photocopying of copyrighted works, is extremely

11

2

18

0

21

difficult. In both cases, technology has skipped away from

the cumbersome authority of the State. As the president of

the Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers Associatio

noted to this Commission: "The proprietor of 6 program is

literally at the mercy of anyone with an office copier or

computer."

He believed that the enactment of stringent copyri

protection of computer programs would change all that. I am

sure. Is it really practical to believe that the State can

enforce copyright as applied to the new information technolo-

gies?

And if it is not deemed practical, then should the

State enact a law that everyone knows to be unenforcible?

The institution of government,and the very

concept of justice in this country,are enduring enough populki

contempt as it is. Why,then,add to that contempt by

passing laws which can be enforced even under the most"
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Copyright was really.not designed with computers

0
5 lO

in mind, and, as the president of the Computer Industry
1.11

cr)

5; Association observed last month to this Commission, his is

r L.
"an industry which has been burgeoning without copyright."

optimistic foreseeable circumstances -- only sporadically?

Now, these advantages and disadvantages that I have
very briefly

reviewed/are practical ones. They implicitly assume that

some kind of public control is needed over the use of

computer programs.

There is a far more fundamental issue: Should 44
--

information needed for computer manipulation of knowledge be

limited at all?

,

Technology observed that "copyright may hinder the maximum

efficient use of national information systems."

The effects of such hindrances would squelch the

1:!

growth of information systems within the disciplines and

perhaps, render il1ega1,abstracts of articles now used

information systems, and delay inclusion, or possibly

In an extensive study of copyright and computers,

Technical Information of the Federal Council for Science and
'1

the Ad Hoc Task Group of the Council on Scientific and

:' 1

)::;

exclude, some information from systems,.even after the

copyright owner is contacted.

In response to this view, the owner-based argUment

as I understand it, again states that a major value to'be
_
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derived from protecting computer programs is that the "little

guy," the "Mom and "Pop" software developer, would have a

ing chance in a marketplace dominated by corporate giants.

This argument is a reasonable argument, but it also-A

should be at least recognized that, in economic terms, it

has significant parallels with a public policy recently over-

7 t!1turned by Congress as being not in the public interest: fai

8 L

trade. Fair trade laws, originally degigned to protect the

9
"Mom and Pop" enterprise by fixing price levels for certain

1:3

, 9 .

17

goods, may indeed have done so. But.the resultant higher-th

market-level price was paid by the consumer.

Similarly, copyright, by giving the developer the-

power to inflate the price of his program beyond that whic

normally would be charged-in a competitive market, would inc

the costs of the program user. Now this possibility may not

negate the "Mom and Pop" argument, but neither should it be

overlooked in deciding the software issue.

More significantly, I think, copyright appears to

be growing increasingly irrelevant to the actual and practi
.

development of computer-based information systems. In an

interview published in 1973 in Publishers Weekly, John Price,

who was the Director of Exxon Corporation's Information

Center stated that publishers and other copyright owners

should solve the theoretical and technical problems of new

;74

of communicating information "before worrying so much aVoUt
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the legalities of copyright." Price, certainly, has not

worried about such legalities, and is a managerial leader

in the business of business information. He believes -- and,

possibly rightly that these businessmen "are going to have

to restructure their ways of doing business" in light of

the new technologies and the new patterns of,informational

needs and use.

Now, Price's comments lead me to a final area of

concern. It relates to the software question.But let me

broach, in concluding, a much broader issue.

Copyright, as a public policy, has lost its

elegance. If we are to define "elegance" in terms of poli

tical economy, simplicity, and Mies Van der Rohe's

dictum that "less is more", then copyright law is no longer,

elegant. It is nitpicking!

Section 110 of S.22 provides a fine example of

this. Section 110 deals with, among other items, classroom

teaching, instructional broadcasting, and certain "not-for-"-:

profit" exemptions, as they relate to the notions of

"performance" and "display", and, in this regard, pertain

directly to the software issue. By its very complexity and

"nitpickingnese, the Section implies that 'the copyright

principle no longer may be adequate as a public policy for

knowledge management in a society possessing a high level,

of information technology. While this is true for severa

At,
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other sections of S.22, Section 110, as amplified by

Senate Report No. 94-473,

57

is perhaps the most self-evident

example of the intellectual difficulties that policy-makers

have had in trying to equitably adapt a concept of public

policy that has been outstripped by an information revolu- JH

tion.

This policy myopia becomes all the more apparent

when we read some of the clauses in Section 110. There are

subsections exempting from copyright,certain kinds of

religious performances; performances occurring as a part

of an annual agricultural or horticultural affair; where

the sole purpose of the performance is to promote retail

sales; the admonition that "face-to-face" teaching does no

necessarily mean that a student and teacher have to be

staring at each other; that reading aloud a non-dramatic lit

erary work constitutes a "display", which would not require :

the copyright owner's permission, but that acting it out

as a "performance", would; that, in certain cases, a "fee"

paid to a performer could necessitate permission from an

owner to use his work-but not a "salary"paid to that same

performer using the same work.

JUDGE FULD: What do you suggest?

MR. HENRY: I don't know! I am not saying I have

the answers,at all.

Last, but not least, that teaching activities

59
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involving "performances or displays, whatever their cultural

value or intellectual appeal, that are .given for the

recreation or entertainment of any part of their audience",

are subject to infringement suits by copyright owners.

With that stipulation, the Senate came out foursquare in

favor ofbokeaoth in schools.

The point is:that when policy-makers start

addressing themselves to policy issues in terms of this

kind of microscopic detail, the public policy in question

begins to lose some of the breadth and elegance that --

I think, at least -- is essential to sound policy.

I, too, regret this greater complexity and movement

for something like the Internal Revenue Code.

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: Is it your implication, then

that the Internal Revenue Code likewise is inelegant, as

you define it at.; surely it is -- and should be abolished?

MR. 1-1:81RY: If you say taxation should be abolished

I don't see that as a practical alternative.

I do say -- again, just speaking 4.s a citizen on.,

the subject o!Z taxation, about which L have TV) expertise

whatsoever I rather like Secretary SiMon's propos0:

of either 20% or 40%. Damn! No exemptions.

That is what copyright, in ternv of a broadly

dcfinad policy originally was. The copyright cwner had e

clusive license to publish, within a certain

6 0
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VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: Under the existing law, there

are complexities that are nowhere in the same degree as

are proposed in the new law.

MR. HENRY: Sure! Right. I realize the dangers, to

some degree, here, because what I am implicitly saying --

6
and I regret this as much as anyone -- is that we should

TU
sici! be led by the nose by technology, at least until we

8 0

know more about it. I don't like that, but I guess I kind

9 i

of tend in that direction.

1.0

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: You are also saying th:4.t

H 1

if laws are complex, it is better not to have laws.

MR. HENRY: I am not saying it is better not to
2

.11 .;
have laws.

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: It would be best to have

simplified laws, but if simplified laws don't do it, then

!,;

no laws are better than complex laws?

MR. HENRY: I haven't gone that far. What I am

1;,

trying to do here is simply point to the desirability, if

possible, of keeping life simple.

);)

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: I come from Gerry Brown's

State, but I cannot fully subscribe to that!

MR. HENRY: I ome from Barry Goldwater's State.

(Laughter)

MR. CARY: For the record, if I may, when the

114
first draft of the Copyright Law appeared, it was considerablyl

61
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more simple than you see it today.

MR. HENRY: Yes, sir.

MR. CARY: And a good part of the confusion and

the nitpicking -- as you call it -- took place because peopl

who felt themselves aggrieved went to their Congressmen,

and their Congressmen made changesiover the years, And. this

is the way our laws are made.

We can draft beautiful, conceptual articles, and

then try to get Congress to pass them and you would not

recognize them!

MR. HENRY: No. I fully appreciate that. And,

again, the tax laws are a good example of that process.

MR. LACY: And the details, in almost every

case, are added by people seeking exemption from copyright -

not by the people who wanted copyright protection.

MR. HENRY: That is one way of looking at it.

MR. LACY: It is the truth!

MS. KARPATKIN: I was interested in your analogy

to the fair trade laws. There seems to be a'broad

spectrum of agreement todayranging from President Ford to

consumerists--that much regulatory legislation unnecessaril

keeps prices high and prevents market forces from operating

to produce a good market price for the consumer.

What do you think the consequence would be if

there were no protection whatsoever for computer software
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except the trade secret protection that now exists in the

law?

6

MR. HENRY: Well, I guess I am as much an expert in

this area as anyone, simply because I don't think anyone

could tell you what the consequences would be-with any degree

of certainty.

According to what I read from various computer

groups in their testimony, my overall impression is that

it doesn't seem to make a great deal of difference. They

10
could probably live without it. That is what I gleaned

1 1

17

1 0
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from those groups.-- from testimony presented by those

groups. Now:they might well deny this is the case, because

I think they might prefer having it but, as the presidents

of the Computer Industry Association said, this industry has

done very well without it.

MS. KARPATKIN: Where do you think the consumer

interest lies?

MR. HENRY: The cheapest possible price for the

product!

MS. KARPATKIN: And do you think that that would

develop if there were no protective legislation?

MR. HENRY: I think it would be more likely to--

but the dangers of that would have to be recognized. It

could discourage innovation on the part of computer progra

creators. 6
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MR. LACY: Aren't you suggesting, Mr. Henry,

that there should be no price?

MR. HENRY: No. I am not suggesting that, Mr. Lacy.

MR. LACY: Well, why should anybody pay--

if he is free to use it without payment?

9

10 under the law of fair trade.
A

1

I I

the

11

MR. HENRY: Well, they would simply pay the owner

distributor.

MR. LACY: Well, why should he pay the owner?

MR. HENRY: Not under the copyright law; just

9 I

thievery.

MR. LACY: What for?

MR. HENRY: Because not to pay for it would be 3

MR. LACY: Suppose you don't have a contract

with the owner; yet you come in possession -- in due course -

of his program.

Why should you pay the owner anything?

MR. HENRY: Perhaps you should set up the

situation a little better for me. I am not following you.

books.

MR. LACY: Suppose there were no copyright in

MR. HENRY: All right.

MR. LACY:

a book. You were

And you wanted to make a movie from .-

not under any necessity of paying the

author or the publisher. You couldrpresumably, make the

6

, . . . .
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movie cheaper -- theoretically, it would be cheaper because

t

1 (,

there is no payment. If there is any payment, there

has to be some kind of protection.

And the question is: which kind of protection

more openly makes the material available? Does it

make it more available if the protection comes by trade

secrecy and restricted contract and restricted licenses,

so that everybody keeps his program under his vest, and

makes it known only to people who have taken an oath they

won't let anybody else use it?

Or is it more available if he has some legal

protection other than locking it up in trade secrecy?

MR. HENRY: If you are posing this question as

an alternative as to which is going to provide the owner

with more protection -- trade secrecy or the copyright

law

MR. LACY (Interposing) I am saying: Which is

going to make it more available to the consumer?

MR. HENRY: Oh!

MS. KARPATKIN: Thal: is not the same question

; as the "price" question, though, is it?

;

MR. HENRY: In termS of making it more available,

I don't know much at all about trade secrecy, frankly.

As a policy, I would have to guess:copyright, simply becau

it is a simpler policy.

6 5
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MR. LACY: The law of price is one of two things:

It is two different people coming into possession of the sam

program and, because each of them is free to exploit it,

there is no exclusive right. They compete against each

other in re-selling what the guy created.

Or, alternatively, it comes to two different

programs: two authors having each written a program

addressed to the same problem, competing and offering.it

for sale.

Obviously, if a man has some protection to enter

this competitive market and can really sell his product --

not give it away I think you have a good case to assume

more producers are going to be competing with each other

to produce more programs for that market at, perhaps, a

lower price if you are assuming that he is going to

pay a price at all.

If you are assuming that there is no need to pay 1;

a price because there is no need to seek permission to do thh

work, then you are not talking about lower prces: .7)11 are

talking about no prices.

MR. WEDGEWORTH,:. Well, if you are going to

address that question; isn't it simpler to look at what

happens now?

Let's take, for example, two very widely used

programs: the biomedical programs that are used for

6 6

4,1
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statistical purposes, and that social-science statistical

package that is made widely available.

What controls the price or those?

What protection does the consumer have in getting

access to those materials?

I think that the real thing for SPSS, for exampl

is that most people buy the documentation in printed form,

which is under copyright. Access' to the program is nothing--

;

zIs there more to come?

..., 0 MR. HENRY: No. The only thing I was going to
-.)

:Y.

al say is that, when this happens--when the law gets this
,

__I

J l
<*.- detailed and policy gets this detailed--it becomes pedantic,

'.q

lawyerish, and crablike. When this happens, it is a sign
_

1 9
. that the policy is predicated on a premise that is no HI
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copyright law, and there is no better illustration of it

than Section 110 of S.22.

longer suitable. I think that this may be the case with

2.

I think 110 is a very good

ezallple of that process which may be unavoidable

1
;1

,c
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JUDGE FULD: What can be done about it at

this point? 6 7
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I would be very hesitant to make a specific

recommendation as to what could be done: It may be that

this idea of a moratorium should be reconsidered, just

to see what the technology does. When you look at the

original -- when this public policy started in 1955, which

is the date I place on it, when Congress commissioned

the Library of Congress to inaugurate studies you know,

this has been going on for 21 years now; and when they

were originally talking about "information machinery", they:

were talking about juke boxes. You know, this is how

far technology has gone, and this has changed the whole

complexion of the law.

JUDGE FULD: Thank you very much.

MR. DIX: Just a brief question.

Just to pursue this train of thought that Mr.

Lacy started here: You have been concerned withland

thinking about, the public interest.

What would happen if, indeed, there were no

protection and if, indeed, computer software were not

regarded as a saleable commodity at all just in your

view? In terms of public interest.

MR. HENRY: You are creating a situation here,

Mr. Dix, saying that you are going to get computer

programs working "for free"?

MR. DIX: Yes'. That is, you are
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legal mechanism that prevents anybody from getting that.

As Mr. Lacy said, if there were no protection,

presumably, there would be no price; then, let's pursue

that.

MR. HENRY: Addressing your specific question,

I:

"not having copyright applied to the computer program",
q

7 :1

, it does not necessarily mean there is no price at least
0
,

0 not in my view, at all. You are talking about an overall

9 ,

w market situation in which there would be a price, You
,

o
5 i5 i

= are simply not putting in what, in straight laissez faire

11

z c.

l .
CI ...1

i MR. LACY: I am puzzled by your "artificial".
oL-ilo

a
tla, H I could see where you would buy the artifac,
:: -':

economic terms, would be an artificial element.

consisting of tape, which can be made for about $50.00,

17)

let's say.
o

,

t2

Do you think it is an "artificial" elenient if

! 7

one charges $10,000 for that tape because he has invested

a half-a-million dollars in producing the aterial that

19
goes on it?

:

e..;

6 9 .

.
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Is that an artificial price?

MR. HENRY: I think, Mr. Lacy, you have to keep

points of reference in mind, here.

I think I am saying "artificial", relative to

an idealized free market economy.

MR. LACY: I don't see a copyright as interferihig
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with the free market economy. It just establishes the

title of what is offered for sale in the free market

economy.

MR. HENRY: When, in effect, you are giving an

exclusive right to a distributor for a specified period of

time to distribute a title and, supposedly, with that title,

7
an idea, or some computer program report, in other words,

i! that creates a different situation than other kinds of

9
products in the economy.

For example, people who sell vegetables.

You know, I have an exclusive license to sell carrots.

You don't have that. This is why it is different.

I am not saying that it is a bad policy for that,

because the intellectual materials are different from

carrots, but this is the point I am trying to get across.

MR. LACY: The problem is what you are selling

when you sell a computer program. When you are selling a

carrot all you are selling is the physical object -- the

thing that you pick up in your hand and weigh.

2!) MR. HENRY: That is a good point!

2i MR. LACY: When you are selling an intellectual

product, it may be involved in any one of a hundred

different kinds of packages, tapes, discs, printed

pages, whatever. You are not really selling a package,

any more .1 you are selling the bag in which the carrots

7 0
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are wrapped.

MR. HENRY: Well, you could make that argument.

MR. LACY: That is not making an argument.

It is simply a statement of the fact.

MR. HENRY: Well, you could also take another

statement of fact and simply say that when you are selling

books on a book shelf, copyright as a policy, applies to the

book rather than the notions expressed in that book.

MR. LACY: Expressed in the intellectual content

of the book.

MR. HENRY: I don't know about the legal positions,

but I think there are two reasonably different views on that.

Wbat seems to be said in one aspect of it is tha

you don't have the right to take this book and photocopy

it. You don't have the right to take this computer program

and copy it because copyright prevents you from doing so.

Some people are saying that what you are really

doing is stealing something. You are stealing a creation,

as opposed to just a physical product. It is a computer

program likened to a carrot.

The reason for this, obviously, is because the

traditional forms of printing technology have changed.

Copyright was predicated on someone controlling

the means of production; a very expensive printing press.4I0

Now, every man -- to use another argument -- is a publishe
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MR.

MR.

MR.

LACY:

HENRY:

LACY:

No. I don't think that is so.

That has changed the whole ball game.

1 don't think that is true. It applied

to hand written play scripts that would be produced,

dramaticallyion the stage; with no printing process bein9

involved at all. You are protecting the playwright's work.

MR. HENRY: I am not talking about playwrights

I am saying the technology has changed.

MR. LACY: It doesn't have to be involved at all,

because you are not selling a physical commodity at all,

if you go to a play that is produced and, in shorthand,

take down the words that are said, and then produce the

same play,later. You are not buying any physical product

at all, but you are certainly doing something, of course,

that they would make you pay for if you subsequently

at all.

I ()

,
performed the work.

MR. HENRY: That is, perhaps, true.

18
MR. LACY: It is true!

MR. LEVINE: Do you think, Mr. Henry, that the faat

that computer programs may now be copyrightable has had

any effect on the price of the computer program?

We know, for example, with sound recordings, that
7 "

unauthorized sound recordings are being sold at a lower

price than the authorized.

MR. HENRY: Yes.
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MR. LEVINE: Is there any effect now?

MR. HENRY: Well, at this point, my impression is

that if there is an effect, it is very negligiblelin terms

4
of the actual pricing. I don't know what the reasons for

67,

11
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this are. I don't mean to cast copyright as a villain here

saying that if you put a copyright on a computer program

you are going to jack up the price. I don't think that

that necessarily follows.

I think it makes it more Jikely, potentially,

depending on what the producers of the program do with the

copyright. It is a tool for them to use, if they want t .

In terms of transaction cost, I think you could

have some real transaction costs, potentially. This has

not happened, for example, in the OSIRIS III case that

I mentioned--insofar as I know.

MR. LEVINE: Is the fact that there has been no

appreciable effect largely due to the fact that the nature

of the protection is --

MS. KARPATKIN: How do we know there is no

appreciable effect? How do we know?

answers this question?

MR. LEVINE: No. Not that I am aware o

MR. HENRY: Not that I am aware of.

MS. KARPATKIN: It is certainly not anything tha

one can speculate about by the seat of one's pants.

Is there a study which'
. . ,
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MR. HENRY: That is what I am being asked to. do.

MS. KARPATXIN: I don't see how you can do it.

It might be very difficult to even do a study on it.

MR. HENRY: It could well be.

I hope you understand, this i "seat-of-the-pants

MR. LEVINE: I recogaize that, because I

further recoanize that th17 is no effective way of

determining that. But I prefaced it by the analogy to

the sound recordings, where, in fact, we knew that sound

recordings were being sold at a price lower than the

authorized recordings. I don't think there is that kind

of data,but the impression one has is that copyright is not

the means by which price levels are being maintr,L1ned but,

rather, contracts and trade secrets.

MR. LACY: You can be sure, on the program, because

such a tiny proportion are copyrighted that it is impossible
fc,

for that to have much effect one way or the other.

I would like to come back to one point on the

Baker v. Selden analogy. I think it is easy to giv-i that

too sweeping a thing. When you are writing a musical score,

you are writing a set of directions to a piano player, or

a singer, as to what notes he is to sing,or keys on the

piano he is to strike, at what intervals, and with what

emphasis. One who does not copy this at all, but buys a
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on the stage,
,I legally licensed copy of it and,/before the public for profit

..: _

'* 2 i

. H

0
. .

performs in the way he Wasinstructed to do by that score,
.

.

,

i

,-..iO
.

infringed the copyright as the Courts have always held,

, .

tJz
.

i-.

So, whether the performance of a thing in accord with the.
_

...-

5 :

r:
t..,

,

,

1
proprietor, I think, depends substantially on the nature'

i

7 I

I

1

8 1 If it is the kind of work in which the real
,

9 I

w
;

intention is to disseminate it by selling copies -- such'
o

:

5 t 0

w .
as a cookbook or an accounting manual "- which is involvedx

ci: 11
o z in Baker v. Seldon -- you have a different kind of .law,-
zo .

o from a work whose specific intentionland whose one social.
L_

E.;1 ii: 13 value/ is to tell you how to do something, like a musical
z -=, .

._. . 1 score, or the script of a play which has relatively little
,.

15-J o value as a literary work compared to its value as a set of
o.,.;

.H..

! 6 :x
w

instructions to actors, as to what to do on thestage. :

J n i

i:
So that _here is a possibility of a performance.

6

instructions provided is an exclusive right of the copyright

of the work and what the performance is.

19 ;

90

9 1

right for copyrighted work which is quite distinct from the

I don't think Baker v. Selden necessarily.,

right to copy it.

precludes the existence of a performance right in computer

programs any more than it does in musical szores or dramas.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: I think I would rather see us

JUDGE FULD:
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questions at the conclusion of the next speaker.

Thank you, Mr. Henry.

MR. HENRY: Thank you.

MR.FULD: ()kir next speaker is Ms. Susan H..Nycum,an attorney

associated with a San Francisco law firm. In addition to

her legal experience, Ms. Nycum has spent ten years as

a computer operations manager; she has been a Council

Member of a Standing Committee on Legal Issues of the

Association for Computing Machinery; a Council Member of the.

American Bar Association Section on Science and Technology;

a Director of the Computer Law Association.

of -of-

She is one of two authors/thatAreport on Computer

published by the National Science Foundation.

Ms. Nycum, welcome.

MS. NYCUM: Thank you.

STATEMENT OF SUSAN H. NYCUM, ATTORNEY

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

MS. NYCUM: It is a great pleasure for me to be

here with all of you. I have actually been asked to

give two presentations, because Mr. Bigelow is not here.

I wonder if Mr. Bigelow's remarks at this time

might flow more normally in the course of the morning.

JUDGE FULD: He has been prevented from coming

in because of his illness, I understand.

MS. NYCUM: There has been a death in his family,
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and the funeral is today. He gives his apologies and

regrets.

JUDGE FULD: Do you want to read his statement first

Is that it?

MS. NYCUM: I think that may be more reasonable.

JUDGE FULD: If you think so, go right ahead.

MS. NYCUM: I guess, since this is Mr. Bigelow's

presentation, it would be reasonable for you to introduce

Mr. Bigelow rather than myself.

JUDGE FULD: Why don't you describe him?

MS. NYCUM: 6 feet 2-1/2!

JUDGE FULD: That is enough!

(Laughter)

MS. NYCUM: Actually, there is a "bio" on

Mr. Bigelow which I gave to someone else.

I might use that as reference material.

JUDGE FULD: I will read it. It is rather long.

He is a practicing attorhey in Boston. He is

interested in the legal problems of the computer industry.

He is Vice President of the Computer Law Association;

former Member of the Council of the American Bar

Association Section on Science and Technology. He was

the first Chairman of the Boston Bar Association Committee

on Law and Scienc an(A Technology. He is a Member of the.

Association of Computing Machinery; served as first Chairma
-6

Li 69f t5-1
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of the Special Interest Group on Computers in Society in 196

and 1970; served as ACM National Lecturer. He has also

been Director of the Boston Chapter of the Data Processing

Management Association; Fellow of the British Computer

Society; also a member of the IEEEComputer Society, the

Society for Management Information SystemS.

I gather he is an'expert in the field!

MR. PERLE: When does he work?

JUDGE FULD: He has written a number of books.

MR. NYCUM: Yes.

This is Mr. Bigelow's presentation:

The first consideration i : Where does software

fit in the computer industry?

He characterizes it somewhat like Mr. Henry;

and in some sense, a little differently.

Software developed by (1) manufacturers,

primarily operating systems, which he here described as tho

programs which make the machines work.

Secondly, new product application programs.

An example . that comes to mind would be

in the electronic transfer system application, which is

a relatively new one and, in many cases is manufactured

by manufacturers of hardware.

(2) Users for their own use and for possible

sale or license to others.
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An example of that is the SPSS, given earlier by

Mr. Wedgeworth of such a situation; and by software hous

as a product of their business.

The EDP Industry Report of March 26 of this

year published by International Data said that EDP users

would spend $30 billion this year -- 40% on hardware;

33% on salaries; 8-1/2% on data communications; 11-1/2%

on outside services; 4% on supplies; and 3% on software

from outside sources.
that

Now, if you consider/the software costs of

manufacture are somewhere between the 3% that IBM

admitted when unbundled, and the 50% found by the Court

to be a reasonable value in the case of the Universal

Computer Association versus the District of Columbia, at

3 CLSR 359, afmed at 3 CLSR 549, a property case; and

if you consider that the userf:sifi-house expenditure is

a considerable portion of that 33% allocated to salaries,
are

then software purchases/projected by the Industry Report

at $605 million -- which, incidentallyiis an increase of

33% over 1975;and 250% over 1573. af we take that 10%

of the hardware cost, which is $1.2 billion, and then

10% of salaries, which would be $1 billionr-both of which

Mr. Bigelow feels are probably conservative--and add in the

outside purchases, we find that users will be paying

almost $3 billion for software in 1976.
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The next consideration is: What kind of software

needs protection?

First, a study by Richard I. Miller of Harbridge

House entitled: Legal Aspects of Technology Utilization,

published by Lexington Books in 1974. This was made with

the assistance of the Association for Data ProCessing

Service Organizations. The ADAPSO members felt that

there were two kinds of software that needed most protection

(1) Business and financial applications. A

survey indicated that 26% of the respondents felt that the

protection there had soma significance; 42% felt it had

greqt significance; and

(2) Systems software, where 62% reported it

had great significance, and 16% thought there was no

significance at all; and no one indicated "some" significan

Here, it is important to realize that most systems

of software are provided by the manufacturer or the vendor

of the hardware;; therefore, in many senses,can be con-

sidered by a software producer to be given away, although,

practically speaking, that is not the case. And, also, th.

in not every instance is an operating system which will do

the job supplied by the manufacturer. Not in Mr. Bigelow

remarks, but in my own experience, I know of two times when

a major vendor was not interested in the systems software

which would do the job,and it had to be developed by the

80



user himself.

So those are the two types of software that

z Bigelow feels need protection.

,

_ Mr. Bigelow considers the advantages and the

disadvantages of patenting and, under that category

6..
of Patent, it lists the concern as to:

7
(1) The cost of obtaining the patent on the part

8 of the owner; and

,; (2) The political and policy considerations of
o

the monopoly of 17 years once,and if,said patent is issued.
1.11T,
tn_J
rto

(3) The enforcibility of patentsfand the
--:;

.;

likelihood that they may be found to be unenforcible, once
5

: issued; and the

1 '
.' (4) International Software limitations.

-
--c

By statute, software is not patentable in France,

and probably not in Holland. It is probably patentable

22.

:

in Canada. He cites Waldbaum, 3 CLSR 164.

Probably in Germany, where a B & T type case

was upheld in 3 CLSR 574.

1059.

And yes, in the United Kingdom: Burroughs 4 CLSR

Consideration under "Copyright" includes the

fact that the copyright protects a mode of expression, and

only that;

That the cost is minimal;
_ _

81



enforce.

That it can be expensive and difficult to

There are questions as to proof of infringement.

There is a matter of fair use.

And there is availability of criminal sanctions

which are uniform because it is a Federal situation.
771t

As to trade secrets and common law copyright,

Mr. Bigelow considers:

(1) The cost is high;

(2) The enforcement may be expensive but

the speed of achieving some sort of protection from the

Court may be more certaini.and faster, actually.

(3) And the effectiveness may also be more

attractive.

However, the trade secrets situation leaves

one open to reverse engineering,and it has some impact

on the ability of doing business in other States.

MR. PERLE: What is "reverse engineering"?

MS. NYCUM: That is when you buy my product

and take it apart to see hovi iE was put together.

That last item, of course, involves some importan

SI

considerations if you have registered business to

in another State. It is One thing thata business

might be concetned about.

SecOndly, there
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you suddenly find another jurisdiction interested in

considering what you have as a tangible property over the410

They might, from the State point of view, assess a sales

tax.

The fourth discussion point is:

What methods are used?

And the I. Miller Study that I referred to

earlier showed that 78% of those surveyed used a lease

with confidential disclosures; and 65% of these people

found that it was very,or completely, effective to do so.

65% used the trade-secret license and, of these,

55% found it very, or completely, effective.

58% used copyright and only 39% of those, or

23% of all respondents, found it to be very,or completely,

effective.

Finally, there are two other legal aspects that

bear on possible delibbrations,here.

(1) Antitrust considerations -- the tie-in sale.

Eitiler you can't get the hardware without Program X, or

or you can't get Program X withOut Program Y.

In 1969, the then-Deputy Assistant Attorney

General for Anti-Trust, Donald Baker, summarized the tie-

in sales problem as follows:

"The implications of this broad tie-in rule

for the computer software field are pretty
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"obvicp],:s. The common existing practir;'. tf

providing computer programs on a pacg,* 'oasis

has not seemed a source of major conrn so

long as computer programs have only e)een pro-

tectc,U a trade secrets; since svccessfu programs

can be largely duplIcated by others, a particular-

program is less apt to be a arce of the type of

economic power necessary to make it a tying

product. (Indeed, most of the -1plaiiits to

date have been based on the th 7 chat computer

programs were the tied product in a hardware-

software in.)

"However, i of this will change if software

becomes subject to some type of patent or

copyright protection. A particular patented

program may become indispensable to users in a

particular field; it will thereby become a real

source of economic power and antitrust will have-.,
21i

.to be vigorously applied to prevent its use as a

tying device. The fact that it is patented will

at least assist in such enforcement, since the

patent will enable a court to presume that the

software supplier has the necessary economic

power to be guilty of illegal tying."

The final point of "other related aspects" is

84
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in taxes.
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The Miller study found that, among data processi

firms, the method selected "for protecting computer soft-

ware is as likely to be governed by a desired characteriza-

tion of their product for tax purposes,as for safeguarding

or transferring tLachnology."

For those of you who are not familiar with what

happens to software in the tax arena, it is characterized,

by the Federal government taxing authorities as an

"intangible product", and it must be amortized on a

straight line basis unless bundled to hardware-1n

which case it can be depreciated more quickly.

However, on the State side, where there is

interest in property and sales taxes, it is characterized

as a "tangible", which fits into the taxing category

by the State.

That concludes Mr. Bigelow's remarks. I regret

that hc could not be with you.

My thanks for permitting me to present them.

JUDGE FULD: Will You convey our thanks to him -

for letting you deliver them?

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Mr. Chairman, I have a

question. I was not sure I caught this: There were two

levels of statistical data that you were giving us on

methods by which software has been controlled. I would
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to go over that/briefly.

(1) You were giving us a figure related to

the number which used a particular type of method/and

then there were some statistics of that class of persons,

as to the effectiveness of that particular method.

Could you repeat those for me so I can get

them?

MS. NYCUM: Yes. You will find that the first

numbers do not add up to 100%.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: That is my concern.

MS. NYCUM: That is what I thought you were gettin

to.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Yes.

MS. NYCUM: That is because users Surverdused

more than one type of protection.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Okay. I see.

Was there any complete listing of the total

number of different types of protection, in addition

to the ones you cited?

MS. NYCUM: I have the support material here.

Perhaps we can share it with you. I am riot familiar with

in detail. It might take a few minutes to find. If

you would like to look at it, I think it is on page 58,

here.

MS. KARPATKIN: Is that the Miller study?
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MS. NYCUM: Yes.

MS. KARPATKIN: Do we have a copy of that?

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Was that in our documentation?

MR. LEVINE: No. Not for today; but we have

it in tlie office, once we get permission --

MS. KARPATKIN: I would like to have a copy of

85
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that.

MR. LEVINE: We don't need permission:

MS. KARPATKIN: Find out what he charges

a copy.

(Laughter)

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Thank you very much.

JUDGE FULD: Will you continue with your own

presentation?

MS. NYCUM: I will be glad to, unless there are

any questions.

JUDGE FULD: I think we might postpone .questions.

MS. NYCUM: Now, on my own behalf, I am pleased

to address you. I should say that most of what I am going

to be talking about comes from a National Science anda-

tion-supported study on Computer Abuse.

Essentially: What are the bad things that can

happen with the use of computer technology?

In addition, I have been asked to comment on

two or th:-e!ki aucstions that were raised by the Staff

8
C:4
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Commission.

Computer abuse is a very difficult area to

pinpoint,and we finally defined it in a way that is not

a legal definition; it is not a technical definition. It

just seems to fit, and it is: All those incidences

associated with the use of computers in which a perpetrator

did or could have received a..gaintand/or a victim did

or could have siaffered a loss.

We have been studying this area for several

years. We have gathered data on 370 cases of reported

abuses. We are aware of the work of other researchers in

the area,and we could say that it is likely that there may

be a thousand cases of reported abuseslknown at this time.

It is projected that what we have seen is a

tip of an iceberg,and the depth of the iceberg is such

that we have looked at 1S,; of the total size of the problem

That has to be mere conjecture,because there isn't*'7

any really clear way to extrapolate,from what we found,

how much there exists that we don't know of, yet.

We found, however, that in the cases that we

are aware of, that mis-appropriation of computer software

accounts fo,: approximately 10% of the problem.

In terms of dollars, we are talking, overall

since 1958 -- about aprroximately a. 5 million-a-year

loss; in the last four years, approximately a. .rilo

8 8
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a year loss.

The problem comes because computer technology

is moving very rapidly. It is being applied more and more

to sensitive areas in organizations -- both in the public

and private sector. And certain of the support functions

associated with computer technology have not had the abilit

to keep pace with this tremendous growth of the technology

proper. Those would be security functions; audit

functions; management functions; and the like.

With that introduction, I will move into.a

listing of the types of computer abuses that we have seen.

Very broadlzand by categories, I think of them as the

asset which is the target of the intentional act. The
A

first one is when the computer itself is the target, or

the systems software associated with it.

The second one is when the applications programs

or the data stored within the system are the target of abus4:

The third is when the computer itself is a

pe(.2etrating device; and

The fourth is the area where a computer may or

may not be evea involved, but it is used as a symbol--

usually in intimidation,or in deception.

Now, for your purposs, the first category where

the computer system is a target may be of minimal intere.

I would note, however, two areas:
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One: where the computer system has some

value apart from hardware.

The sc2:1,_ ?: When there has been damage done

to a computer itsPif, the integrity of the stored programs

and data may well have sufferedibecause of this disruption

to the hardware or the systems software.

So this may be a thrust.

Your main thrust of concern will be in the

second category where computer programs and data.are the

targeted asset and, particularly, where we are talking

about thefts of programs of data.

You probably will be interested to know that, as

a perpetrating device, a computer is an excellent means

to perpetrating a theft of software or data and haF], in

fact, been used in a couple of cases that I will be telling -

you about/in a minute,

The fourth category -- the symbol catego-y --

we can disregard for our purposes today.

Of the 10% of perpetrations to computer software,

I have noted some in both the criminal and the civil area,

and I think you will find that most of them are not

reported cases in terms of our familiar library research -;

capabilities, but two of them a.r.e_ available.

The two oE them, Hancock v. State and Hancock v.

Decker are listed at I CLSR 562, and 1 CLSR, 858,

90
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respectively. It is a case of incurring taxes when a pers

who is a programmer operations person in program work at

company called Texas Instruments stole a print-out from

Texas Instruments and approached a customer of Texas

Instruments to sell the program to the customer.

He was apprehended and his defense was, "Look,

all I was trying to sell was a listing, and the Texas

theft statute says that I am pretty much in the clear if I

have not stolen anything over $50.00 worth, and this

paper, by no stretch of the imagination, cost $50.00."

"tite Court said, "Not so! The program that

is worth $2-1/2 millioniconservatively, and you are

guilty of grand theft.

He appealed that it was a denial of the writ

habeas corpus; the Court of Appeals reaffirmed the holding

of the Court and, in Texas and in certain other States, the

value of the paper includes the value of the intellectual

property contained on it.

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: Can you givzi us the citation?

MS. NYCUM: 1 CLSR 562. T have a copy with me.

The appeal is 1 CLSR 858. That is:Computer Law Service

Reporter.

The second case: We have some reported informatioly4

about Ward versus the Superior Court of California,

County of Alameda, At 3 CLSR 206, ,which is-a denial of the:
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Motion to Dismiss.

Mr. Ward had been a programmer at one company.

He confessed later and plead guilty to a charge of theft

of trade secrets under Section 499(c) of the California

Appeal Code and the section on Larceny, generally, when h

took a copy of someone else's program from a second computer

in which it was stored; caused the program to be sent to

his home office's computer machine; printed out a copy of

and carried that copy to his office.

There was a search warrant issued,for the first

time that a computer memory had been the subject of a

search, and he was confronted with all of this; he did

confess; and he plead guilty.

It is interesting that the Court,in addressing

this issue for the first tirte. -- it was apparently the

first test of the 499(c) -- held with California,and said

mere transaction from Computer A to Computer B would not

satisfy even the Larceny Statute in California/or even the

Trade Secret Statute. When he caused a copy to be madu

and then escorted that copy to his office, he fulfilled

the requirements of the Statute.

It leaves open,the question of what would have:

happened if he had merely looked at the listing on a screen,

or otherwise simply used the computer program,without causiri

a copy to be prThted

92
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That case also gave rise to a Civil suit

which is not reported: 1SD versus UCCI for unfair

competition, which was settled out of Court. Prior to that

the jury had found Mr. Ward's firm guilty of unfair

competition.

There are a number of other cases which are un-
on-line

reported, based on /thefts such as Mr. Ward's, or the mis-

use of computer programs by employees who had access

thereto and then, subsequently, left the company.

I am informed that, presently in the Federal

Court over in Baltimore, there is a trial involving a theft

of a program from the Federaj Energy Agency. I don't have

any details on itlsince the people involved are unavailabl

for comment.

Now, as to the questions that were asked of me:

What enforcibility? Based on our research, what do we

find?

We find that detection is extremely difficult.

can take a computer program and not leave any traces of

that which is there.

MR. PERLE: Enforcibility of what?

MS. NYCUM: Enforcibility, generally, of protec-

tion.

MR. PERLE: Under Criminal Statutes?

MS. NYCL, 1: Under any 'Statutes.
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MS. KARPATKIN: By "enforcibility" do you mean

"detection"?

MS. NYCUM: I consider detection to be an

important part of enforcibility.

MR. PERLE: What bothers me is that I don't

really have a frame of reference as to what you mean by

"abuse".

Are you talking about the unlawful taking7-theft

-- coming into possession, illegally, of something?

Or the mis-use of something which would come

into possession lawfully?

MS. NYCUM: You can do both.

MR. PERLE: You are talking only in a criminal

sense? You are talking only "Criminal", not "Civil"?

MS. NYCUM: Nol I am also talking about the

Civil suits that accompanied the act, which was being

ca+egorized as a criminal act; which would be essentially

in it; and every example here has been brought on "unfair

competition" based on a trade secret type of protection.

Right?

There are no patents that have been involved,:

There have been no programs InVolved whiCh were

p-.tected by copyright -- or attempted to be protected by

copyright.

There has been no-mention -)f-the:documentqtio
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which may be copyrighted. It is all in this context of

"trade secret".

MR. PERLE: And under trade competition.

MS. NYCUM: Yes. Thank you for that question.

It helps us back to enforcibility-detection as an

essential part of it. This is where we are finding a great

difficulty. If we hayg located 15% of these people,

presumably we have not detected 85% of them,and I have

to say that, to date, the protection that is taking place

has been largely by chance -- some of it fairly amusing.

JUDGE FULD: That would be true no matter what

the protected device was.

MS. NYCIT': That is right! I am now talking

about the type of perpetration that goes on and the technica

ease in which this appears to be possib, and I consider

"technical" not only in the technology sense but, also,

in the auditing sense; the management sense; all of these

things. It seems to be something that people can get

away with fairly easily/at this point that we are now in.

Our security is imperfect, so the opportunities

are not provided for in the sense of keeping people out.

We have not been able to state that there are any known

computer systems which are totally secure. There are noh

(inaudible) that are impervious,nowl to the so-called "fighter" case

-- trained people who go in and deliberately, on behalf:o

95
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thc "good guys" try to act like a "bad guy" would, and they

have succeeded. Most do not seem to be impervious to in

inventive individual, and it does not necessarily require

one to be a sophisticated computer programmer. One of our

more engaging thieves and we have interviewed numbers

of these people stated that he was able to get into any

time-sharing system in the country. So we wondered what lend

of technical know-how he had to have in his brief case. Al,

it was, was the telephone numbers of the front office. H

1° would call up and "con" somebody into giving him all of the

information he wanted, and it is rather frightening to see

12 what we call building steel windowsland having paper doors

1!)

91.3

that you can simply walk right into.

However, 'le future is bright. There is considerabl

concern with pro 11 and security. Our friends in the

Privacy Study with the Protection Commission and elsewhere

are putting a great deal of stress, if you will, on the lack

of security t7:-- is presently availablefand I think that

there will be a tremendous effort to come up with better

methods of protection.

Now, I will focus just a moment -- I was asked

to talk about trade secret protection; how good it is.

In this context, I will say that, very briefly,

we have found it to be very ragged. Some States have

fairly good protection, and we have studied eleven of the

9
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so-called computer-intensive States. Some have very poor

protection for this type of an asset. .0verall, it looks

like there maY be a need for a better look at what
what

trade secret protection is available, or/protection under th

Federal Trade Statutes of the various States is available

and, possibly, a uniform law needs to be written.

There is ah interesting number of other types of

sanctions which we don't have time for, but it is my

understanding that at least in one case going forward in

Los Angeles at this time, a prosecutor is using the theory

of forgery to try to convict a perpetrator of a theft

of some computer time and services, on the theory

that he used someone else's account number and identifica.
tion number--and that amounts to forgery.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Is it all right if - ask you a

question related to that?

MS. NYCUM: Yes.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Does your study provide data on

whether the first party users or secondary parties dominated

in the "unauthorized use"?

For example, in the illustration that you just

gave;where an organization or an individual may be licensed .'

p:
,

.-

those the persons who dominate in the number of perpetrat '19

,J-Av

Or is it a 'second party, like someone getting unauthorized

to use a particular program, well, in your study, are

9 7 p,1
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access to that individual's license to use the program?

MS. NYCUM: It is usually in the second category.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Because I think that relates

to an even larger category of applications, including the

testimony we heard from the New York Times Information

Panel.

MS. NYCUM: Well, the last point I was asked

to comment on very, very briefly--and it will be brief

because I have only one sentence to say for it.7-is the

444--fr-dcz
(4-

idea embodied/O0p,expression in terms of a software

program. My own point of view, and from talking with

numbers of people, our feeling is, "No more than with ideas,

generally". Period. End of report. Thank you!

JUDGE FULD: Thank you very much.

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: Just expanding on that

last point, then, are you saying that you think that copyright-
!

protection for a computer program would not result in a I

monopoly of the useful idea embodied in the computer progral,

even though ityould prohibit reproduction of the particular'
I

mode of expression?
I

MS. NYCUM: Apparently not.

MR. PERLE: Do you think that some law in the

nature of the Federal law on unfair competition, as appliedL

to computers, would be an appropriate law for protection,..

to prevent this sort of theft?

98
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MS. NYCUM: It might help.

One of the things that we are noticing is that

a Civil protection is not going to be the sole answer

because many times, a perpetrator will be, if you will,

supported or funded by an organization which will be fined_

or otherwise subjected to financial constraints. But it

is more thz.n that, necessariiy. We have to stop the

individual so that somebody says to him, "No. That is

wrong."

MR. PERLE: What I am so bothered about is

that by using the word "abuse", you have already come .

to a conclusion. That is a conclusory term. Therefore,

something has happened. Somebody's rights somewhere have

been violated and, therefore, in some context, you already

know that somethin9 . has happened that is immoral, or

unethical,or illegal; and we are in here trying to grope

for the mode, or the way,of labeling in advance that type

illegal, and giving rise to civil or criminal penalties. 4c.

From what you said before, I got the feeling that -4

the enfoxcement has been done in the Unfair Competition/
,

-A

Trade Secret area, and there has to be something which i

of conduct which is immoral, unethical but, above all,

the ideal mode--at this stage of the game--for protection.

MS. NYCUM: I wish I could tell you what that

was. It has been going through my mind since 1968, what th

9 9
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should be. I would think that, after that amount of time,

I would have a better response than to say, "I am not sure."

MR. PERLE: If you were sitting on this side of

the table--if you were the Commissioner, and you were

charged with answering: "Should software be accorded copy-

right protection and, if not, what type of protection should

software be accorded", could you say anything?

What would you say?

MS. NYCUM: AS an individual, I would like to see

some kind of protection,because there is a tremendous inves

ment on the part of someone who develops it. But there are

several kinds of software. Tbere are those kinds that have

lasting utility, and there are those that have a single

application--for a short-term utility. I think that it i

possible that it will depend -- among other considerations

on what type of protection ought to be given.

Copyright seems like a very use4.ul approach.

It seems to have the better of two worlds. That is, some

of the aspects of patents, in the sense that it is one

umbrella -- like a statutory protection -- and yet, at

the same time, some forms of the good parts of the Trade.

Secret Law, which is difficult, because it is a Stat'kincl

of protection; 4.1a.-t which allows other people to come up

with similar ideas, in a sense, as long as they are not

infringing on a particular expression.
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So I think that it is quite possible, in the

majority of types of p::ograms, that you will be usincl

copyright, providing the opportunity for a person to realize

the gain that he should get from the investment of his time

and resources; and, at the same time, not shutting off

the advancement of technology in a field which is just

burgeoning-land has not leveled outiby any means.

JUDGE FULD: Does that answer your question?

MR. PERLE: Yes.

MR. LACY: You spoke of the varying effectiveness

and character of protection under the Trade Secret concept

in the different States.

Could you make any general statement about the

varying degrees to which the States, or the varying require-

ments the State might have'as to the degree of precaution that

the proprietor has to take to maintain it as a secret; how

limited; at what point his making it available to a

number of licensees or users has diluted its secrecy and

made it no longer protectible as a trade secret?

MS. NYCUM: Therej_s very little experience

with protection of trade secrets of this sort. There isn't

a standard in the industry as to what kind of security you

ought to invoke in protecting a computer program. I know o

really, only the Ward case, in which the Judge there laid

some standards that he saw at the time, based on the first
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impression to him.

He said, "Well, you cannot get in by a list

of telephone numbers -- unlisted telephone numbers. You

have to have an identification number that is particularly

yours and only yours, and you have to have an account

number. And this seems to me to be enough protection

of that trade secret. It is not open to everybody."

Now, that standard may change, because these

people have kept that program in source form - - youknow,

an irreadable form on the system. It is possible, of cours

not only to have a program in object form, which is only

machine readable, or he would have equipped it so .that

the standard of what would be adequate protection would get

tougher as time passes.

MR. LACY: Suppose the mode of access is not

permitting the people to have an on-line access to the prog

in a proprietor's computer, but is done in the form of

licensics. the use of it, and providing the licensee with

a tape embodying the program.

How generally could one offer it to licensees,

and how much wOuld he have to police whether they did or

did not, in fact, confine it to the licensed uses, before,

you feel he no longer possessed a trade secret?

MS. NYCUM: I don't know the answer to that. It

is one that I would like to know.
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MR. WEDGEWORTH: I just wanted to ask a new question

As I understand your testimony, it appears that e,Ili

problem does not lie with the type of protection that

you consideredas T looked at all of the possibilities-7-

since you have indicated that the major problem is in

determining that someumaut.hori2md use has taken place.

So I would raise the question: Does it really

make any difference whether it has copyright protection

or not, if the major problem is to determine the unauthorized::

use?

MS. NYCUM: Well, I may have unintentionally mislec

you. There is a second consideration. All of these have

arisen under a trade secret situation. It is a limited

experience but, if the trade secret protection is something
it is

that is less than adequate at the present time,/because of

the problem with categories in software and .tangibles,

and the fact that at least four out of eleven computer-

intensive States that we looked at do not have any kind

of trade secret protection,as such,in the criminal code,

aneuse"for their Larceny Statutes or Theft Statutes being

the common law definition which insists that you take and

carry away the personal property of another with the inten-

tion of permanently depriving him of the use thereof, and

it makes it necessary to take something away permanently,

depriving the owner of the use, and that eratsmethingis

1 0
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tangible.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Let me see if I understand that.

A major difficulty in detection is the extreme

variability in the law under which You would prosecute him.

MS. NYCUM: Once you protected the perpetrator,'.

there is a difficulty in the protection, to begin with.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Yes. I understand.

MS. NYCUM: The next step is finding something tha

you can use, essentially, against the activity.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Yes.

MS. NYCUM: And there is the problem with

categorization, under the existing non-trade secrets

specific Statute.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: It would be the Federal Statute

that would improve that. Let's take that one step beyond

that. Taking that into consideration, I get the implication'

that a very limited kind of protection may be appropriate

in terms of protecting the investment that has gone

into it. For example, it might be possible to, say,

limit this protection to five years, with compulsory licenS-

ing or something to that effect.

Is that moving in a direction that would be

appropriate, in terms of the kind of protection you think

might be useful?

MS. NYCUM: I think it depends on the sort of progr#M
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you are talking about.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: The reason that I bring up the 411

limitation of time is because we know how fast the whole

scene changes. I don't see the kind of activity where you

are going back looking at programs that were developed

for first generation computer hardware, you know, to

develop new programs for. That is the kind of time frame-

work that I am looking at.

MS. NYCUM: It has been said, however, there are ;

Lcertain machine-independent programs which will have a usefu

life considerably longer than other machine-independent

programs. So I could not say,flatly,that five years

is a good time, for example.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: I understand that. I used that

as an illustration to get the concept on the table.

Even though there are people who would say that

these machine-independent programs might have an independent

life,to look at the activity in terms of the development

of the equipment and the development of programming, it is

inconsistent with the activity.

Would'you not agree?

MS. NYCUM: That is true. I am reminded however,

of a conference a couple of months ago of the IEEE ---

the Electrical people and,there, it was stated that th

feeling of some of their state-of-the-art practitioners

105
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was that the curve which has gone expeditiously high

is going to level off in terms of computer development

generally. Therefore--since you are considering a very

long piece of legislation--that you might b.7;gin to wonder

whether some of these things will be good for a longer

time.

MR. DIX: One brief question, in this areal-that

I think you have not touched on. The question is this:

there a difficulty in detecting -- I will use the word

paagiarism.. Suppose you have one program here, and there

is another program here that you might suspect may have

been derived from the other one.

Doesn't this raise a whole series of intellectual

problems whether, in fact, it is like the other one, or

is not like the other one?

MS. NYCUM: Yes. I have heardirecently, of a

case that is now going on -- and I speak very generally.

It was not, certainly, any infringement of any of your

rights because my programmer did it from scratch in three

weeks time. The proof is very difficultibut that raises

a red flag, you know -- a massive software programming,

job, to have someone else magically develop it in three

weeks. So there are a lot of things that can be used.

Of course, the one that is used in books is also applicable

where you simply put in an instruction which does nothing-'

:11
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if it is present in the other's program.

MR. DIX: Then you catch him red handed!

MS. NYCUM: It is an evidentiary problem.

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: That is an extreme

difficulty.

MR. DIX: But that is different from stealing

a can of beans. You catch him with the beans, and you

know they are your beans.

MR. LACY: Just a comment on that.

MR. SARBIN: I suggest that the statistics show

that we are only catching 15% of the bean stealers!

(Laughter)

MR. LACY: Since the question of whether copyrigh

would be enforcible in this area as a thing to watch,

I think perhaps it should be pointed out that it is almost

the reverse of the "beans" case. It may be extremely-
!

hard even impossible -- to detect that a program has

been stolen. But it is not nearly as difficult to dis-.
;

cover that, having been stolen, it is being used--if it is

an extensive program. It is a little bit like stealing a

Mona Lisa. You may be able to get it out of the Louvre,

but what are you going to do with it once you do it?

You have a really, really major, quarter-of-a

million dollar program -- a half-million-dollar or

program -- addressed to solving a particular, kind of pperat,iOn

A* 4 4,4A =,,
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It is fairly easy to see who is using it.

I don't think you would have too much of a problem there.

One last thing: I think one of the things that ha

the

come out of this is that/trade secret and copyright that

have been suggested are somewhat alternate methods of

protection. The whole thrust of copyright is always

that the way you get it is by publishing the work; by makin

it available; by offering it to the public in general--

and copyright is your reward for so doing it.

The whole thrust of trade-secret protection is

that you get it only by keeping it a secret.

They are alMost diametrically oppositelin the

social goals they serve. It is not at all necessarily

true that copyright is a restrictive device-- keeping

material from the consumers.

MR. PERLE: There is a third mode: unfair competit

where it is published.

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: There is also what is,

presently, "common law copyright". Under the new law, there

will be the Statutory copyright for unpublished works where

there is not the necessity of even registration.

JUDGE FULD: Which I think is a good place

to recess. Thank you both very much.

(Whereupon, at 12:30 o'clock, p.m., the meetin

was recessed until 2 :00 o'clock, p.m., on the same day.)
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AFTERNOON SESSION
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1111JUDGE FULD: Good afternoon, gentlemen.

Are you Commissioner Puckofius?

COMMISSIONER PUCORIUS: I am Commissioner Puckoriu .

JUDGE FULD: Will you be here with others to

address us?

7 COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: Yes. There are others

8 that might be here:

George Dodson, Assistant Commissioner for

Automated Data Management Services;

M Isaac McKinney, Chief, Procurement Policy Branch,

Automated Data Management Services;

Robert Coyer, Director, Office of Management

Policy and Planning; and

Ms. Allie B. Latimer, Assistant General Counsel,

G.S.A.

the table?

JUDGE FULD: Are they going to sit with you at

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: Yes.

STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER THEODORE PUCKORIUS
GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

JUDGE FULD: We are here this afternoon to hear

more on the software protection problem,from representatives

of the Automated Data and TeIecoMmunications.. Service.

first.

Commissioner Puckorius is going to address us

109
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COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: First, I would like to

simply define,in a few words, if I might, why ADTS --

Automated Data Telec-jmounications Services -- is interested

in this series of questions.

MR. PERLE: Can you tell us, first, what it is?

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: :Yes. ADTS is a service

in the General Services ixiministration charged with the

management of ADP and Communications within the government.

We are the procurement arm of the Federal Government for

ADP and related services, which we accomplish either

through actions ourselves, or through delegations to the

agencies involved.

The series of programs that exist call for

procurement, reutilization of equipment, software exchange

-- that is to say, utilization of software that exists in

government today to make it available to other agencies in

the government.

Budgeted dollars in this area, as you know,

for ADP -- in the Federal Government for 1977, $3.95 billio

-- are for procurements that we makeior the procurements

that we authorize to other Agencies, and should approach
.Af

$800 million this year. So it is a substantial business.

I would also like to add that, on the other

side of the house; we are responsible for the Federal

Telecommunications System -- sometimes called "free telephone
4:14
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service". There has been a substantial wedding of

Communications in the ADP activities in the government,

particularly as we go more and more into computer systems

that call for communications between central and remote

terminal operations.

For your information, the budget for

Communications for this year,in the Federal Government,

for the control of ADTS is $329 million. So we have a

billion dollar operation plus, here, it deals with

communications; computers and what runs computers; and

software programs.

MR. CARY: Does the original figure that you gave

for your ADP operation include software as well ai hardwa

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: Yes, that is correct.

MR. CARY: Thank you.

109

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: I don't know how you would'

like to donduct this session today. I hope it is just

very informally. I have a series of questions that have

been put to us. I would like to respond to those questions'

and have your reaction to the responses,and then have some

dialogue.

Wbuld that be acceptable to you, sir?

JUDGE FULD: Surely. You proceed and we will

determine our actions accordingly.

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS:

OkAiggIgg
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question put to us is:

Should a computer program be copyrightable?

Patentable? Or both?

Our position is that the computer programs

should be copyrightableibut we do not feel they should be

patentable.

We believe the criteria for patentability is too

difficult to establish with software.

The second portion: Should the type of protection

afforded vary according to the nature of the programs?

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: May I interrupt on that one?

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: Please do.

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: Your answer seems to assume

that there should be protectability, and it only goes to

the nature of the protectability?

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: That is correct. We

believe there should be protectability.

;:*

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: Car expand on that

why there should be protectability of any kind -- unless

you are going to do so later?

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: Well, we believe that

the inherent nature of the software is: an intrinsic asset

or value that drives equipments and drives the applications

to be used on the equipment --

will, of information systems.

the intelligence, if you

I think they are created

&61Llio
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so that performance can be accomplished.

We believe they should be protected because the

show creativity and they have a value.

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: Should everything of value

be protected by law?

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: Well, I could say that

everything of value is proteted, in that if you steal it,

it is illegal.

MS. KARPATKIN: How about the briefs prepared

by government attorneys?

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: I sometimes question .wh

that is creative or not or valuable. That is being

facetious--I don't have an opinion on that.

MR. DODSON: I assume you mean Freedom of

Information -- Freedom of Public Information?

MS. KARPATKIN: Well, they are filed in Court.

Anyone can copy them,or use the information contained

therein, without copying it directly. But they are creativ

and they are of value.

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: More basically, it is a.

legal conclusion that something is "property", and

"property" is-not necessarily everything that is of value.

Fresh air is of great value, but it is no one's property...

One would have to go back to extremes.

-'e41

The point is: There is a secondary consideration
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1 besides value before you start to put the fence and

0% property around it.

5

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: Yes, I guess that is

correct.

MR. DODSON: I would be glad to argue with you

on the fresh air one, if you z.dd some value to it

7
other than the God-given right, such as the air reduction

8 business. If you create liquid oxygen, or liquid nitrogen

9 ; out of air, with the added value, you do have a copyright

0
10 1:hat is protectable.

X
Uo

< 1
VICE CHAIRMAN NIMMER: Well, ideas are not property

12 ,
right? By virtue of the First Amendmentfif for no other

13
reason - - but the idea as such -- the abstract idea --

. ,

no one can have a property right on that, for social

reasons that seem to be good and sufficient as to why people

should not be able to have a property right on abstract

ideas.

H I am trying to get at the social reasons. You may

19 well be right; that they should be protected, but I would

not simply assume that. . r

91 COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: Let's back off for

:ijust a moment, if we might, and talk about what we are;

2:)
creating.

First, ther;._! is the legal brief, which-I thinkr--

is an excellent point that we could argue on.

:

114
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The concept of software which we are addressing

here -- is a series of decision logic, if you will, which

creates a program that can drive many different kinds of

applications. Its use dan be substantial, and it can be

used over and over again.

6 I find that different than a brief which may be

7 a precedent-setting thing, but it is not used every day

8 :1 in some kind of application, and the value -- as I see

9 value in this particular case -- is that if it isn't there,

10 someone is going to have to generate another vehicle. to

11 I accomplish his task and that is value, in terms of cost,

12
1

to generate it over and over again.

That is why I say if it is value--if someone

created it so that it can be used..-we think it should be

15 protected.

r

MR. MC KINNEY: The computer program, or the

software, really represents a man's ideas that he has taken

and has put into a specific logic. It, indeed, is a product

of his efforts; and when the finished product is comoleted

it is a product of his efforts.

When you get into software, it is quite expensive

and without some protection, there is concern that the

necessary human resources would not be devoted to the

development of softwarein the absence ov some kind of

protection against the product that he is creating:

11
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MS. KARPATKIN: Is there evidence to support

that last proposition?

MR. DODSON: At least on the commercial market

there is.

MS. KARPATKIN: Yes. Well, taking the situation a

we find it today, can we reason backwards and say, because

this has been a growing and expanding industry, we have to

assume that the quantity and quality of protection today

is satisfactor.y?

MR. DODSON: Let me respond to thatlin part

because it really has not grown as predicted.

If you go back to your commercial, general purpos

software market five years ago, everyone was gearing up

to produce massive quantities of this to xeplace the

manufacturers' software, if you wduld, and go into business.

It simply has not occurrecL That is one of the big

disappointments. For one reason or another, protection

may be an element of it, independent corporate firms

went into business and out of business very rapidly.in

the last three or four years.

MR. SARBIN: Well, many things happened in t

last three or four years that were unanticipated. Certain

one would have to attriI:ute some

influence. At the same time, we have

from anyone here about the cOMPUter: indUStry'
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software or hardware -- that was different. The word

"burgeoning" was used several times -- "burgeoning indust

Growth figures for the industry certainly would

suoport what Ms. Karpatkin is saying. There has been

tremendous growth.

MR. MC KINNEY: Granted, there has been treMendous

growth but, in dealing with the marketplace, they are

now relying on trade secrets to protect those rights.

Some of them have fixed copyright labels, and are relying

on that. Some of them have used a cOmbination of the two.

If the "trade secrets" breaks down, then they

have the copyright protection behind it.

Indeed, this protection is there, and in the

licensing agreement, they get quite adamant on the

restrictions on use.

So, indeed, there is protection, and I think

this has been one of the contributing factors that has

caused the investment in the growth.

There is protection now.

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: I think the question,-,

that is being raised here is: You question our proposi7,.

tion that they are being copyrighted.

We say that because, from our experience, we,

find that there is a need for some kind ,of protection

it is trade secrets, copyright, ok What7-hasN/eyou., We
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9 would have no purpose for existing. The function served

would be futile -- it would not exist without the software--

that is-essential to it.

,: I think the overall interest in causing software

that there is a need for that kind of support to permit the

industry to continue to invest in the development of new

vehicles for sale.

MS. KARPATKIN: Could you develop/a little, why

it is that the General Services Administration has such an

interest in the industry?

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: Because we procure over

$6 million worthia year, of this kind of product, and we

are working diligently in establishing what we consider is

the government's right to software which is both equitable

to the government, and equitable to the vendors and

suppliers. In fact, we now have established a standard

Solicitation Document, which deals specifically with the

government's right to computer software.

MR. DODSON: Without the software, of which --

Commissioner Puckorius is right -- $6 million last year

was the charge for general purpose software supplies to

the government. Some of that was the unbundling of

manufacturers' software as opposed to independent vendors.-

The $3 billion remark.he addresSed earlier-

to be developed -- as Mr. McKinney, said is the vita



part of automation. Without it being developed, your

9 automation will not exist.

MS. KARPATKIN: Is the begt way:

4 for it to be developed by outside manufacturers rather

117

5

6

7 i

8

9 ' we do. When we award contracts for specially designed.-

than by the government?

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: I don't think you can

answer that question with an across-the-board "yes" or "non

I think we have to look at specific instancestand, indeed

19

i0

15

17

16

software to satisfy specific government requirements, we ca

for the unlimited right, use, and title to that software.

If, however, a contractor, under his normal

mode of operations, is providing other services, such as d

base management, computational telt-processing services,

and uses his own proprietary package to provide that

service -- which is reflected, perhaps, in his economical

cost to us -- that software is his, and not ours.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Mr. Chairman?

JUDGE FULD: Yes, Mr. Wedgeworth.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Let me ask:Id terms Of-the-scope

.)!
of your responsibilities for ADP , what benefits

derive -- would be deriVed bY
-4

tion of copyright -to this office?

MR. MC KINNEY: Well right now,

a dilemma every-time we_go to

we ,are facedwi

Vttkeka&e.
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software and for the design and development.

If, indeed, we had a standard industry practice,

we would be in a better position to negotiate with industry

on a common basis. And that is one of the things that we

are looking forif we can come up with a mechanism that

industry will use to protect. It puts us in a position

to know what we are facing when we go to the marketplace.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: I don't understand that.

MR. MC KINNEY: Well, a copyright, or a work that

is copyrightable and is copyrighted; along with that, we

would assume that certain rights would accrue to the man who

leases that. There would be certain restrictions, and we

would know what they are.

Now, we rely on trade secrets,and there is a

different body of rules governing the protection of material

covered by that.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: You are speaking of your agency

as a consumer of software:

MR. MC KINNEY: As a procurement agent. And what

we are trying to do is to obtain for the government the rights'

to use software, and our concern, primarily, is with use of

proprietary packages. When you.get into those that are

specially designed and developed, then this is another body.

There, we are talking about additional rights and titles.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Let me see if I can boil this down

120
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more to my level of understanding.

You are saying that, if there were standard

industry practice which provided certain kinds of protection

then it would be easier for you to get a clearcut exemption

from that?

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: Nol Let me say it to

you this way:

In the real-life world that we have in

the government today, there is a very broad marketplace

for the software industry. If we could establish a set

of standards that says: GSA--not as a consumer but as

a procurer for the government--could procure this software

package with unlimited right for use throughout the

government. That would be one criteria which could be very

simply understood by the vending world, and they would

price it with that understanding.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Which is an exemption from

some other kinds --

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: Let me say, "perhaps,

yes". Versus what happens today', it is a.gray world. How

does a software firm know that we procure their proprietary_

software package? It does not universally become inforMati

throughout the government. He might want to sell it.

am using this just as a pure example,.now: .A package:

for $20,000 a copy. We could use a thOusand copieS withi
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the government. Now, we are not going to pay 1,000 times

$20,000. But he thinks that is his market price.

What protection does he have if he sells us

one copy and we cannot use it universally throughout the

government? That is the problem you are faced with.

MR. MC KINNEY: As the conditions now stand,

when we contract for software, we address specific limita-

tions in each and every agreement,and they differ from

manufacturer to manufacturer; from product to product.

MS. KARPATKIN: What is the matter with that?

Isn't that the free enterprise system -- mixed

marketplace?

Why is that bad?

MR. DODSON: It is not bad; but it is recognizing

a property right and our procurement costs for the

government -- I would like to go to your question-earlie':

are diminished by the fact that a commercial market exists

and, therefore, when these people plan to create -- do thei

marketing planning -- they include both the commercial

and the government market.

I don't know what their protection is on the

commercial side. I suspect that Since the OvernMent-has

morals, we are more likely to honor our contracts not to

frivolously copy, reproduce, and disseminatelin violation

of our agreement.

122
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5 We would like toionly,pay our pro rata share

6 of the development.

I don't know what happens in the commercial

marketplace,but we urgently need protection in the

commercial marketplace for their property right, so that

they will make that investment for that purpose.

7

8

9

You asked an earlier question. You inferred:

Why doesn't the government just develop it for itself?

In a high technology area, where a commercial

market has developed, it is the general policy -- and we

can go behind that, if you like to rely on the commercia

marketplace,rather than the governmentedoing the developmen

MS. KARPATKIN: Don't you have any of your own

14 programs?

18

19

20
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MR. DODSON: The program is based in the general

policy.

MS. KARPATKIN: Does the government write any

of its own programs?

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: Substantial numbers!

But they arelusuallm not general purpose software. They

have unique, functional applications: payroll, logistics

applications; scientific applications; going-to-the-moon

applications.

In the figures that were being quoted for

example, the government bought analyst-programmer services
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the purpose of which was to write software to the tune of $2 million,

last year . These were to write unique functional applications

packages.

MR. LACY: Do I understand something you said

earlier: that you would like to be able to buy the right

from a contractor to make an unlimited use throughout all

installations of the goyernment, of a computer program,

recognizing the price for that would be substantial? But .

you did not go on to say -- but I thought you were on

the point of saying -- that contractors might refuse to do

that, today, because they would lose their trade secret

protection, and they would not be as willing to give you

a blanket government-wide right, even at a high price,

as they might be if they felt more confident of their

copyright protection?

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: I could say that, yes!

The point that I was making, however, at the time, was

the question that vendors have today of: what assurance

do they get-if we buy one copythat we won't make it

frivolously available across all of governmentsimply

because it is a huge marketplace.

MS. KARPATKIN: What is the answer to that

question?

MR. DODSON: We give a contractual assurance.

MS. KARPATKIN: Why isn't that enough of an

124
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assurance? Isn't the Government's word on a contract

sufficient assurance?

MR. DODSON: Let's say that a government employee

violates that trust. I am not sure where the rights would

123

follow; whether the employee would be personally responsible

I don't know whether the.government would be responsible,

if an employee, outside of his normal duties, misappropriate

it.

MR. SARBIN: I would like to suggest, Mr. Chairman

that these.gentlemen go ahead through their other questions

because as I perceive it, when I get to a question like

No. 6, I find an interesting relationship between the

conversation we are now having and the response to the

question.

Moreover, I think we can come back to these

questions that have to do with the premise. They do, howev

address themselves to some very practical questions: How

the copyright notice should be affixed, and so forth

we have to get to. So may I suggest that we do that?

JUDGE FULD: Yes. Would you.follow that

suggestion, and continue with the other questions?

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: Well, sticking with

Question No. 1 -- because there are a couple of other

questions that I would like'to answer on this. You as

What is the length of time thatthe

4 dalL
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available, assuming that we are going to have protection?

We believe that the length of time that the

copyright should be applicable should be attuned to the

technology. There is no need for excessive protection

beyond the applicationslon obsolete systems.

What that really says is -- I think I may be

contradictory later on the current copyright laws are,

what? Twenty years?

MR. DODSON: We were under the impression --

MR. CARY:. Twerity-eight years.

COMUSEUZIERPUOINMRIUS: We are under the impression that a

;
software system lasts about a system's life and, to us,

1

19

h

they were dedigned to run is changed. The technology

A

I

a system's life is apparentlyfabout seven, to eight, to

ten years.

Is that correct?

MR. DODSONs Yes.

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: It seems to us that that.'

probably is an appropriate length of time, because what

20

21

9 :3

'has changed over the years.

MR. DIX: Excuse me. When you say a "system s

life", you mean a computer°generation", to use another term?

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: Or an information system'

life. Unfortunately, our hdrdware technology has

advanced at a continually.accelerating rate. Software
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designs, in terms of the applications systems, are still

dragging. We have a very powerful computer still running

punch card applications--used only to a small degree in

the capabilities of the new scale computers.

That is a problem of both long range planning

and adequate systems and design.

I think that is outside of the scope of this

discussionlbut it is definitely a problem.

The second question you raised was: Should the

copyright protection of computer software be limited to the

right to make and vend copies of the program, or Should the

right extend to the use of a progkam to operate a computer

in a manner similar to the performance right in a musical

or dramatic work?

We believe that protection can, and probably shou

be,achieved through both copyright and licensing processes.

Whether or not better policing of multi-passage and reprodu

18 ; tion of software would occur with tougher copyright regulat on

19 ; would ultimately depend upon the terms and conditiOns of

90 contract between software developer and user. Such terms'

91 ! could just as well be exacted via licensing agreements--
I

4

Q2 or at the time software is sold or leased under a

copyright arrangement. However, we don't believe that the

copyright process should be considered as the vehicle for

controlling use of software.

127
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Once you establish the fact that there is a

copyright, permission to use the copyright--with the laws

of copyright, let's not set up a whole new policing operation.,

The third question: What constitutes copying

of a computer program? Making a new version in similar

media? Inputting the program into memory for execution?

We beli7rve that any action involving the use of

a software package involves copying. To use it, it must

be read into the computer. There are two pieces we have

to look at:

One is the documentation side. That would be flow

charts, computer listing, what-have-you. That,obviously,

is the narrative which we would refer to in terms bf

copyright protection. But the uniqueness of software is

that, once that is punched in the cards, or transmitted

in some technique into the memory of the computer, it may

be in another format. But it is still the same document,

and we believe that should be copyrighted and protected.

And we believe that if one computer was to

feed the information from Computer X to Computer that i

copying that program.

Any use of written narrative, or the machine

processible cards, tapes, and so on, we consider the

program as software, and, if you are going to establish

protection, you are going to have to establish. protection- --
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not only in the written documentation, but how it is used.

MR. CARY: Excuse me. Right there -- is that in

conflict with the statement at the end of your second

question, where you said that it should hot be considered

as a vehicle for controlling the use of software?

COMMISSIONER PUCKORTUS: We don't believe you shou

have a policing vehicle. What we are trying to say is that:

whether it be In a book or a program listing, or a

resident in the computer, or some computer-readable document

all of that is a part of the software and should be

considered as copywkitteh. To only establish that that

is true, or to establish that that is true, we have a

recommendation further down that says that we should make

some type of an imprint that identifies-to whoever is the

operaton-the fact that this is a part of a copywritten

document.

I guess we have to find another word besided

"manuscript". A copywritten product. How is that?

The next question was Question 4:

Wh t type of additional legal protection for soft-

ware is needed--as distinguished from more effective

enforcement of the present law?

Well, of course, we believe it is recognized

that the copyright laws were notioriginally written to .

protect technological innovations such *as computer
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softwa're. Explicit legal wording, which considers the

unique environment in which software is usedishould be

developed. We are just using -- what do we call it? A

product, a manuscript, or what is it?

An FPR -- Federal Procurement Regulation --

addressing Government Rights in Computer Software has been

developed and will be ready for Government-wide review

shortly. This regulation attempts to accommodate different .

industry positions regarding the use of trade secrets and

copyrights at the time of contracting with the Government.

We have copies of that section with us, do

we not?

MR. MC KINNEY: No. ,The FPR staff has made

arrangements tOprovide the Commission with copies of that

as soon as it is available. Mr. Walker.

JUDGE FULD: Thank you.

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: The fifth question is:

How can additional protection for software b

granted in such a way that it does not lead to a

monopolization of the basic ideas and structure upon which

the particular program is based?

We believe that the existing trade secret and

copyright processes are generally adequate.

There is an additional sentence I would like to

make. It is not the one I have here.

130
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We feel that the process is adequate. We did

talk about some better definitions; There is anothdr

sentence that I want to add later. I don't have it with

me right now.

Bob?

Robert Coyer, my Director of the Office of

Management Policy and Planning.

MR. COYER: Tl'e meaning of the second sentence,

I think, is that if there are any additional provisions

or deviations that need to be culled outu they can

probably be hdndled in the contractual .arrangerrient made .

by the Software Director.

MR. PERLE: What do you mean by that?

MR. SARBIN: What do you mean by "culled out?"

MR. COYER: Any uses -- special restrictions

on the use of the software which the vendor may feel

give him added protection, which be, perhaps, has discovere

in the course of vending his software ---.'perhaps he

has discovered ways of violating the copyright or

trade Secret lawsiwithin the meaning of the law. He ue

want to buildin some sort of caveat into his contract.

What we are saying,hereeis that we think,

possibly, at the contract time if the vendor has some

special caveats, they can be ndgotiated,

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS:And:shOuld not be44441
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of copyright protection.

9 MR. DIX: Do I understand that you gentlemen

are saying,then,that this Commission could make no

4 recommendation for a change in the copyright law -- some

5 future revision of the copyright law -- as it affects

6 computer software?

7 COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: No. I think that we

8 saidlin the sentence before that, that we need some better

9 explicit legal wording which considers the uniqueness of

lb

2r.

9 J

1 4

9:;

2-

the software environment.

MR. DIX: But you say that "Exiting trade secret

and copyright processes are adequate".

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: In terms of the scope

and the breadth, we don't feel there hameto be any more

restrictive copyright laws.

Is that not correct?

Is that the consensus of opinion -- that it need

be no more restrictive. It just should be more definitive.

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: Well, if I may focus on the

other side of the coin-on that question:

What he is getting at is: If you are licensea

to have a given computer program, you know the nature of

that program.

Now, suppose you want to accomplish the same

results that that program accomplishes -- this is difficult

132
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to articulate -- but using the same abstract idea of the

9r2 program, but filling in your own specific steps -- not
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Is it possible for you to do that without --

in other words, merely copying the idea and not copying

what the copyright owner calls the expression of the idea?

Is that physically possible to do?

That is important -- that the Idea not be

monopolized.

MR. DODSON: It has not become a legal or a

contractual issue with us.

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: I am not talking about

from a legal standpoint.

MR. DODSON: No. I am saying it has not been

so; based on the record, there is no problem.

There is a concept in the use of computers

and computer programs called "flow charting" -- Automated

Flow Charting.- Some of the more profitable -- one or 64To

more profitable -- software packages on the market are some

form of an automated flow chart.

The basic concept of flow-charting out, diagram

for visual consumption in a computer program, is the nut o

the idea. How you go about it -- there are two or three

approaches. We, by the way, contract for several differen

IR.g
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types of flow charters--and have developed/within the

2 ,

government, other flow charters all o4he same basic

3 .

concept of thought process. The same product.

4 .1

;1 Nobody, in the commercial market has ever
1

5 .1

6

7

8

9

19

questioned the government's right to design and prepare

its own flow charts, except in the area of commercial use.

As a general policy, you should not be doing that. But

they have not questioned how it is done,or why we do it.

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: You are touching on

what I think is the real difference in this copyright area,

in that the idea -- there is no monopoly on the idea, as far

as I have ever seen in this position as Commissioner, and

13 ! ten years of consulting work as

18

19 11

20

9 1

Management Systems

Consultant. The idea may be implemented with a whole

series of algorithms, for instance, but the idea of

a production control system -- a new technique -- once

that new technique has been seen by other people in the

industry, it is copied, somehow. It is altered, perhaps;

and you don't use that program that has been designed, that

may have taken 100,000 man hours to develop, the next

1 man can probably do it in 60,000 hours, because he has your

22 idea -- but-not that particular, product-You are not'

93 monopolizing any ideas, I don't believe.

24 Yes sir.

MR. LEVINE: My understanding,earlierifrom Mr.

34
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McKinney, was the reason GSA was suggesting copyright

protection was so there would be a uniformity of the

protection, so that the government could deal with each

software house.

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: Or simplicity in the

whole procurement process, If you are in the contracting

process, that is correct.

MR. LEVINE: You are saying -- my thought was --

9 that, therefore, what you are recommending to the
o
5 10 , Commission is 1 that we recognize copyright protection for
w Ul
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computer software, ari you are suggesting that copyright

preempt any other forms of protection, because if the other
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22 runs of some sort,: or new ways to bypase,.'let4t. Say,
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0 . a copyright -- still keeping within' the' Order of the-.
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in the same boat that you were When You came in, thisafter7.4_

noon. But this question seeMs to suggest that you are.tayin

that you have ekplicit copyright protection and continue

trade secret protection and contractual types of protectiotl

MR. COYER: One thing we fOund is that, the

industry is our best policeman, in a lot of ways--in terms
- :

of any possible violations of procurement regulations, a

well as things like this. I think if thdy discover erid,

they.will let :us know about them.

I think there is a particillar twist that

;
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seems to violate the copyright law. They called it to our

attention and it may be necessary to acknowledge that this.1

frequently, or surreptiously-managed violation of their righ

and we can build that into the negotiated contract.

MR. LEVINE: My question isl Should trade secret

protection continue to be accorded to computer programs?

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: Let us caucus here.

(Brief recess)

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: I think I have an answer

for you, Mr. Levine.

MR. LEVINE: Thank you.

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUB: That may make some sense*,

I think Bob touched on the fact here, for a moment

that we believe the industry itself is the best policeman.

The industry is not sure what

us that we don't believe that copyrighting should be-

paramount over trade secrets, or even patentability.

I might add that we feel that there are cases where we feel

they would like. It seems to

that there are cases where copyrighting is a good vehicle; ,

that trade secrets are a good vehicle; even contractual

relations are a good vehicle. We are not ready ,to take
L

a firm position

of any

as to one

one, at this time.

,e;g4

"17.4

over the other - -or to the,exclusion,

It is less a legalistic question than an,indus

.1(
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position; industry itself finally deciding where it is

most comfortable.

MR. DODSON: Let me add to that: We have some

conflicting regulations in the governmentfright now;on the

Federal procurement regulations and the Armed Services

procurement regulations, on rights .id data: rights to

computer software.

The industry worked with GSA to develop the

clauses that we now use in our uniform procurement

document. I think you have been given a copy of that.

The general purpose of the industry did not agree

with the Armed Services regulation': It was developed

with the cost-type contractors -- the PL.& D contractors

who have an entirely different problem than the commercial

vendors.

The commercial vendors are now stating that they

refuse to do business with the Department of Defense for

their systems and involve0 software-until they can get

these rights 'in data to their commercial product

straightened out. 'It is a very vital issue to us to

resolve -- at least with industry -- how they will do

business.

I think Mr. McKinney's point -- this is his

dilemma -- is some acceptable and uniform vehicle for -

doing business with industry.
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MR. LEVINE: I understand that, but I think that

is somewhat contradictory with your position,after caucus,

that all forms of protection should remain in effect.

I can understand from the producer's side

that the maximum protection; every route available--fine!

From a consumer's standpoint -- which you, as procurers

are -- I could understand your wanting sufficient

protection to protect the producer so that you can have

access to the materials you want, but if there is adequate

protection in, say, copyright, then isn't it to your

interest that you not be encumbered by other forms of

protection, such as trade secrets?

MR. DODSON: Well, let me get to the dilemma

that I was facing.

We have the same software product that the

vendor is protecting under trade secrets and, at the

same time, he has fixed a copyright label on it.

You have both protections on the same package.

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: Mx. Levine asked: Would

you want the trade secret protection, as a matter of law,

eliminated, so that you don't have to worry about that,

and still have access to the goods.

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: Let him try to identify

the protection on that packagenot slap two on there

and let us figure out which one takes precedence.
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VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: Your question is: Why

go through that dilemma? Why not pick one,and not the

others?

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: What we do is--based

on the protection he has specified---we have resorted to

specifying in the contract the rights that we get. This

goes back to her (Ms. Karpatkin's) question. We have

been able to do business with them, even in this.

MR. DODSON: Let me add one more thing.

TheArade secret, as far as doing business from

an industry point of view, is a very weak vehicle under the

Freedom of Information Act, and the Court rule is, on the

Freedom of Information Act, that no matter how trade

11 secrets are marked and identified, at least within the

15 government, the employee who has possession of this materia

has to reach an independent judgment as to whether, indeed,

that material constitutes a trade secret. He is held

personally responsible for reaching that independent

1U judgement. It is a very indefinite type of protection,

20 so we are in the Federal Courts frequently on whether

21 or not it should be released, or can be released, and th n

there are the reverse Freedom of Information suits on the

types of judgements that are reached.

LI MR. LEVINE: That is why I am surprised that

you did not say, "Yes, copyright alone, trade secrets,
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causes more problems than we care to deal with."

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: The answer to your

question is that we are not ready to take a firm position.

MR. SARBIN: Does that mean that you really

don't want to state it as positively as you do in your

answer to Question 2?

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: Well, I question whether

I say it more firmly. I say, " * * * probably should be.

achieved through both copyright and licensing processes."

MR. SARBIN: That is about as affirmative as we

ever getion a work of this subject.

Now you are saying you are not quite so sure

about that.

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: I am saying that I

believe we have not researched adequately to know what

the impact would be if we said, "Our position today is

that trade secrets will no longer be accepted in the

software area. The only approach would be the copyright

approach".

I think that there would be a cascading impact

through the industry which may very well turn out to be

right in the end, but we are not ready to take that

position.

MR. FRASE: Mr. Nimmer, can something be copy-

140
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rightediand still be a trade secret?

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: In the unpublished area

under existing law it would be common law practice --

not statutory.

MR. PRASE: I am talking about statutory copyright.

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: But, under the proposed

new law, statutory copyright would include statutory

protection for unpublished works which are not in the

register. So I think it would be considered.

MR. COYER: We are still left with a dilemma

which has been proposed by one of your other questions.

W A , ,

au- That has to do with what constitutes copyright law.
I
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I suppose the new law would have to acknowledge the techno

ology in situations where you are reading a program into

a memory. As a matter of fact, are you violating a copyrigh

law at that time?

waY
The only/you can use the program is to actually

copy it. Receive it.

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: I think we addressed

that in more specific language required in this environment.

MR. COYER: It is that sort of thing that puts

us in this dilemma and forces us to sayilater on,that new

language is necessary to take care of this unusual techno-

logy.

JUDGE FULD: Go ahead, Commissioner, with the othe
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questions.

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: Okay.

The next question is Question No. 6:

Would stronger copyright protection for softwaxe

encourage increased sale of proprietary software products,

and less reliance on restrictive licensing arrangements

based on trade secrecy, now common in the software market-

place?

We cannot give you a "Yes" or a "No". We believe

it depends on the industry's cost-payback analysis,

marketing plan, and contractual arrangements made with

the client.

The environment is substantially different,

depending on what the deal is, so to speak.

Generally, though, I would assume that, if we

could zero in and say we are going to stick with copyright

protection -- that is the main thrust of the protection -

and it was understood and agreed to by industry -- which is

a big problem -- I think there would be an opening up of

the sale. It is a question of--once it is understood;

would it be used? I think that is the problem.

MR. PERLE: When you contract out--when you have

somebody develop a program for youyou are paying for it.

Do you pay more if you are going to use it

10.

,

14 2
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throughout the government than if you are going to use it

just in one area?

The program does not exist except in your

Commission, in effect?

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: Philosophically, the

answer should be that there would be no difference.

Philosophically, the answer should be, "No difference".

MR. PERLE: Have you had experience in this area?

MR. DODSON: You have procurement going on

right now for that Cobalt Diagnostic Program.

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: We have acquired very few

packages to be developed -- general purpose packages to be

developed. My feeling -- and, really, I am going'to

refer to one we acquired about four years ago -- was that

the only breakpoint that you got in cost was whether you

got only government rightsT-or you got total rights.

Did you leave the producing vendor with commercial

rights after it was over?

That question arises.

Who has commercial rightslor total rightsiversus

the government?

To the extent of the development itself -- I drw

a line between the development, the distribution, and the

maintenance -- just the sheer development - we will stoli
,

25 at that point -- of the creation, no difference.

2v411.,,,2)13.1
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Once you go to multi-point, then you go into soft-

ware maintenance and distribution, and there is additional

incremental expense. It makes a difference between whether

the government took possession and maintained and distributed,
an expense

or whether the vendor did; but that is/entirely aside from th

development. The point of development only. reflects whethe

7 you get total rights, or just government rights and leave

8

9

1.0

11

12

.14

1 (;

17

the commercial rights.

MR. LACY: Which do you,typically,do? Take total

rights;or do you leave the vendor with the commercial rights?

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: In my 1/ay:limited .experience,

-- I will address this just to that one instance -- we left

the commercial rights.

MR. LACY: But you assume that there would be a

differential in price? That is, there would be a price

reduction if you do not completely recover the initial cost

from it?

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: Absolutely!

MR. LACY: If you want a program in some area

where you are aware of a need in the government for software

to deal with a problem, how do you go about finding out

whether that might be commercially available,and whether

there might be existing software?

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: Establish the requirement

and publish the request for the proposal to include the

1:4 4
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design and development of that particular program. In

I

.;

that process, If someone has a commercially available prog"am',

to satisfy it, they can come forward and offer it as

a part of the published response to the RFP. ,

Obviously, there is no one central depository ,

J

or library for available programs,today.

,
MR. LACY: Not commercially.

2:

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: Not commercially; although

14;

the major manufacturers of ADP all have substantial library

listings of what is available. We have no Library of

Congress that controls all programs. They are not all

They are attempting to start that in the government,right

now, with an ADP sharing program--which will be run througAIPA

the Department of Commerce. It has just been established --

where we are going to register, if you will, the software

within the government.

MR. LACY: If you develop a program yourself,

in-house, in the government, or, alternatively, buy total

rights from a vendor to a program, what is your practice

if private interests want to use the program?

Do you make it available free?

Do you charge just the physical cost of re-

producing a tape or a set of punch cards with the program?

MR. DODSON: I think the question has come up

'legally or officially: Is a program developed by the
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government,and the government rights and the copying

documentation available under the Freedom of Information

Act?

My understanding -- and Ms. Latimer back there

is our attorney -- is that it has been determined that it

is not available under the Freedom of Information Act.

MR. LACY: That is probably the National

Library of Medicine case--in which it was determined that

"a data base is not a program:

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: I understand that the

determination is that it is not available.

MS. LATIMER: Although there are conflicts in the

government, some Agencies haveltentatively, taken the other

position that they would make a program available.

MR. LACY: Well, NASA for example, under their

basic legislation, is supposed to spread technology so,

under their basic legislation, they make their technology

available. But that is a separate aspect.

MS. LATIMER: Well, we are taking the position

that it is a copyrighted program and was not intended to

be covered under the Freedom of Information Act.

MR. LACY: Would not the government be willing

to sell or lease access to that right?

You know, not claiming its right under the Freedom-1

of Information Act, but just the same way you lease out a
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a piece of real estate.

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: I don't think there is a

policy established; that if you would go through the

annals of the various agencies of the government, you will

findlin some casesIthat programs have been made available

to educational institutionsland even to commercial institu-

tions that perhaps may support the government in certain

areas.

In other cases, there is a great secrecy devolve

around the software. So I don't think you have a common

approach to how the government reacts.

MR. LACY: There must be a number of programs or

things that are common to government and industry, like

inventery'control; payrolls; fund transfers; and that sort

of thing.

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: I would hate to tell you.,

how many payroll systems are currently under design Within.
,

the government today, and have been for the last twenty

years; and we still don't have a standard payroll system

within the government!

As a matter of fact, within GSA, we are designing

our own (system), and another Branch of our own Service is

selling the same system to other Agencies.

JUDGE FULD: Do you want to continue with the

other question?
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COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: Yes. Thank you.

No. 7: How should the copyright notice be affixe

to the software product?

In some human, readable language, on reels,

card decks, and in headers of tape, discs, or what-have-you

I certainly don't think that you could put it

evel;y card in the card deck.

Question No. 8: In what form should registration

copies of progsrams be deposited with ths .7.-ibrary of Congres

Listings? Tapes?. FlowchartbI Complete

documentation packages?

Our belief is that a better answer could come

from the Libraxy of Congress, itself--with input from

the National Archives.

By the way, we have had some historical problems

in this area. I might touch on one:

You know, they store program tapes and there

was no standard established a d low and behold! Over

20

21

the years, the machines that

become obsolete and discarded

the tapes in some instances.

generated the tapes have

and they cannot even read.

There is a need for an answer-

from both the Library of Congress and from

Question No. 9:

you suggest affect the proprietors

products?

E.1
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The Government has always honored and

negotiated any limitations imposed by software vendors in

contract procoss. Beyond existing trade secret or copyrigh

regulations, contractual agreements can accommodate most,if

not all,software usage problems such as identification

or use.

We see no major change required there.

Those are the nine basic questions that were aske

There were eight very specific questions, and I can quickly

go through those so you can have them for the record.

JUDGE FULD: If you will, very briefly.

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: All right.

1. Do you purchase computer programs for federAP

agency use?

Yes, we do, through schedules contract

process.

2. If so, what is the approximate annual

volume and cost?

From six to ten million dollars,for general

purpose software.

If you are going to talk about specific applicati

in software, up to $200 million, annually.

3. Do we employ a standard purchase contract?

Yes, we do. There is a standard software schedu

contract. We would be happy to make it available.
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JUDGE FULD: Please do.

MS. LATIMER: We have copies.

COMMISSIONER PUCKORIUS: What we are giving you i

a specific case example, not a model document -- but a

specific case example.

Do we distribute federal agency programs outside t e.,1;

federal government?

The GSA does not. No.

If so, in what way and on what terms?

That is not applicable.

Would you see any advantages or disadvantages t

the federal government in the strengthening of copyright

protection of computer programs?

I guess, as a summary of the first nine questions

asked, we say that possibly--by developing legal language

which accommodates unique environment in which software

is used and differentiates it from works such as musical

scores or textbooks. As the computer technology

advances, new questions of uniqueness continually emerge,

1.8

in

20

21

as for example viewing software on remote

terminals; software stored on chips,

What we are saying 'is. that,

emerges, we are going

and if we are going to
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unique language. But the gArAeal concept of the copyright

law would go forward.

Would you see any AdVantages or disadvantages in

new legislative authority *P Vederal agencies to copyright

computer programs?

Beyond what we h0A vow, the 4n5wer is "No."
4

7 JUDGE FULD: Thai* rov very imleh. We appreciate

8 11

your presence.
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COMMISSIONER PUC*IALUS: Thark you.

DISCUSSION ON STAr PLANNING FOR PHOTOCOPYING
RESEAACI4 STUDIES

JUDGE FULD: We are wing right on with the

meeting, and will discuss t00, Staff Plarining for Photocopy'

Research Studies.

Prior to that, ArOlir Levine bias a couple of

announcements.

MR. LEVINE: Just a coUple of brief announcements:

The transcripts:o lha last meeting are available;

and if you would like copie, I think the best thing would

be for us to send them to yyll iA the mail. Unless someone

says he doesn't want them, Ve will send them to everybody.

We will hand out 0 yoll a copy 0Z the material

that Ms. Nycum quoted frotIpOn the statiStics that you

asked about. We will pass ./At. out.

4111
We have a copy, in okr library, of the final report

on Computer Abuse prepared 0 M. Nycum, Don V. Parker and
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S. Steven Wood, and it will conform with your library

loan.

MR. LACY: Does that mean that you will xerox

a copy for us?

MR. LEVINE: No. I think it is unprofitable

to do it. We may prevail on NSF to make additional copies',

available to us.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: I think it would be helpful

for our basic librarylif you could provide the Commission

with copies that are identical.

MR. LEVINE: I will see if we can get enough

copies.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Who published it?

MR. LEVINE: Stanford Research.

I think we can get enough. We won't have to

copy it.

Actually, it has an improper copyright notice, I :

believe, so perhaps 7.;re can copy it with impunity!

(Laughter)

:1!

JUDGE FULD: We will now consider the Staff

Planning for Photocopying Research Studies. I will merely

add,for the commissioners' benefit,that after we have

completed today's agenda, we will have an Executive Session

-

for a short time--after our audience leaves.

(Discussion off the record relative to
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premise: that no matter how the last details of the

91 Revision Bill are worked out, there will be a substantia

9 9

93 1

approximate time of adjournment.)
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MS. KARPATKIN: For later reference, can you giv

us the title of the document that starts with: "8. Copy-

writing data"?

MR. LEVINE: Yes, I will get it. I will have

that for you.

JUDGE FULD: Mr. Levine, do you want to pick

up the discussion on Staff Planning?

MR. LEVINE: It is the Miller Study, but I will

give you the title.

MS. KARPATKIN: I know. I know it is the Miller

Study. I would like the title and the citation for it.

MR. LEVINE: Yes.

What I would like to do is turn this

over to Bob Frase who prepared the material that we sent

you on the Research and Statistical Studies that we

are concerned with contracting out, and have him speak

to them, if he will,

MR. FRASE: Both of these are based on the followl

24.

amount of photocopying that requires permission, or licensi

or getting authorized copies. A large bulk of it will

probably be in for-profit organizations.

Both of these

IA.
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dealing with that problem in filling our Statutory obliga-

tions to make recommendations not only on Copyright Legisla-

tion but on Copyright Procedures of which we are reminded

by Senator McClellan's recent letter.-- and we hope the

Commission will get on this -- of developing methods of

licensing.

The stgelly7/proposed contract to the University

of Indiaha Graduate Library School deals with the Publisher

side of this and, particularly, in the area of scholarly,

professional, technical, scientific journals, to assess

public attitudes: How they would like to go about licensin

or providing authorized copies; or ideas about royalty rate

about kinds of services they might give; whether they would

like to do it through authorized agents, or through

themselves.

The contract is proposed to this organization becqugi

they have a basic list of 2,600 U.S. journals of this kind

which they developed and categorized by scientific or

technical discipline and, also, whether it is a publication

by a society, a commercial publisher, or University Press,

or others. They have all of this information on computer

tape, so they would be in a much better position to do i

quickly,and cheaply than anyone else.

There has just been passed out a letter from

them indicating the breakdown of their costsi which you will

154,



see comes to just under $10,000.

9 It will cost $10,000 to do this in a period of

three months.

The timing of the start of the program would4

5 probably be after the final shape of the revision material

on photocopying is known that is, after the Conference

7 Report. I say that because it will have some influence

153

8

9

1 0

1 1

1:3
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90

on the questionnaire and, also, make it a good deal more

realistic to the respondents that something is in existence.

And, secondly, because starting then, the

responses -- these opinion responses and factual responses -

from the publishers will have no impact on the Bill, itself.

If Publisher X says, "I would like to charge $5.

a copy for the authorized reprint", it might have some impact

on what the Bill might be because it might be regarded by th

other side as an exorbitaht price. If this is all done

after the Bill is put to bed, then we need have no fears

of that kind of impact, and we will get a very much better

response.

There is no one here from the contractor --

the proposed contractor -- but I think that, together

with the actual draft of the questionnaire which was

received in advance -- which is not frozen but still open

to amendment -- it will give you the basic information

that you need to act on the proposal.

155
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JUDGE FULD: What is the cost again?

MR. FRASE: $10,000.00.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: By what procedure do you anticipat

modifying this questionnaire?

MR. FRASE: Any input for any omission and, also,

trying it out. This has already been started in an informal

way with a few journal publishers to see whether they

think it can be done.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Is there going to be a formal

pre-test by this institute?

MR. FRASE: Probably not formal, no.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: I would suggest that that

become a part of the contract.

MS. KARPATKIN: Could you explain that a little

more for the benefit of the rest of us?

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Well, it is simply a standard

procedure so that you get some verification that the

answers that you are intending toglicit from the questions

are, indeed, the answers that people are inclined to put

down.

Fk.-r example, I look at saveral of these questions

and I am not sure what the objec;:ive is, and I can see seve

different questions being asked, and them one question,

and the result is that you get back data that you cannot

use. And the simple way of handling that is that you

r 6
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develop the instrumentland then you test it by having a

few people respond to it. Then you analyze those respons

to see if that is what you really want.

MS. KARPATKIN: How is that questionnaire

developed?

MR. FRASE: I developed it, essentially, and

tested it informally with Mike Harris.

Would you have any objection to the pre-test not

being part of the contract, but being done informally in

advance by the Commission Staff?

MR. WEDGEWORTH: No. I am saying that I think

the investigators ought to do this because, if you are

contracting the job, it seems to me that this is part

of the job. It is their integrity that is going to back

the results of the study, not the Commission, you know.

They are performing a service for the Commission.

18

MS. KARPATKIN: This is really just

If what Bob says is correct, should not the 4

investigators have a greater input into the questionnaire
,

20 .

before the questionnaire is made final and, perhaps, -- ,

:. 21
0, 01 ,

and this is a further exploratory question should:that

.. 22

is7

c i w
o z

n 0 93 .1

,...7 ,

1 with a review of the questionnaire.tO see'Whether'it IS.'..th

input come even prior to
..- ..: ,

,. .... ,.......

!I

9 -+..:

,
best possible questionnaire for the purpose desired, sinc

>
they have the expertise that we are paying for.
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illustration purposes.

Am I correct on that?

Or did you intend this to be the actual questionnair

that they would use?

7

8
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MR. FRASE: I intended this to be the actual

questionnaire,subject to any inputs from the Commission,

for an informal pre-test.

So far as the input by the investigators is

concerned, you will see that, in this letter which has just

been handedout, there is a statement in the third paragraph

the second sentence:

"We have looked over the draft questionnaire

and find that the fourth draft, dated

May 20, 1976, already incorporates suggested

changes which had occurred to us from the

reading of the previous drafts. Other suggested

changes may, of course, emerge from the pre-

test which I understand you are planning,

on closer scrutiny, after a contract award."

MS. KARPATKIN: Where is that sentence?

MR. FRASE: This is the last two sentences of

the third paragraph, the first page.

MS. KARPATKIN: They leave the door open for

closer scrutiny after the contract award.

158
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MR. FRASE: That is right.

MR. PERLE: Bob, what sort of rate-of-return

do you expect on this?

MR. FRASE: The time it takes, and the time in

question -- which are largely opinion -- it should be good.

The unanswered question is the political one -- the

emotional, the attitudinal one. If it comes after the

Conference Committee meets and we are clear as to what we

are operating on -- what the future holds -- I think it

ought to be pretty good because they then have to deal with

the problems of authorized copying.

MR. PERLE: Is there any track record on

surveys, and getting responses on this type of thing?

MR. FRASE: Not directly. Frye used the

same basic list of 26,000 technical and scientific journal

second part of his survey of library interactionfor the

with journal publishing.

However, his response was quite poor-but what he

was asking for was three years of back-counting information

20
.!! in a standard form;and every publisher did it differently-:-,

.
!

-

fq.t 5
so even those who cooperated and. were on the Committee .

,- 9 1

,
4 6 r 22 1 like Wiley -- it took him six months because you know,'
0 t 1 7.

93 1 he was asking for information that they did not keep in
_

their accounting records as a mattez' of course.

25 : The kinds of things that are asked for, here,
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MR. PERLE: Who is going to do the bouncing back?

MR. FRASE: Oh, yes. They are going to do the

follow-up. The procedure would be to send out a post-card

with a questionnaire and a package and an explanation,

and have that come back as to who is in charge in that

publishing house; when they could get it back. There would

be a deadlinesetr If people did not send the stuff in,

there would be two follow-ups; ove by mail and one by

telephone. They would have all of that chasing to do.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: I am not really sure. Who is

going to analyze the data if they are just going to

distribute and tabulate?

MR. FRASE: We would supply them with the table

shelves that they would tabulate the results on.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: That is the tabulation.

Who is going to tell us what it means?

MR. FRASE: The table shelves would be set up to

reflect the questions you want answeredland they would d

the table shelves; then the Staff would make the report

as to what it means.

That job could be given to the contractor, too,

but I think that probably we know more about it than they

do.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: I guess I really misunderstoo

?) the thrust of the project.
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You are really doing an in-house project.

MR. FRASE: The mechanical work is contracted out.

That is right.

JUDGE FULD: How do the Members of the Commission

feel about it?

Do you want approval for it?

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: Personally, I am for it-b

I am curious. For example, if the tenor of the results

are such that it indicates that most publishers are amenable

to licensing at reasonable rates of reproduction, then.

what does that mean for us?

Does that mean on the one hand that, therefore,

we should recommend compulsory licensing because,

politically, it would be easy to achieve?

Or does it mean, on the other hand, that you don

need a compulsory license because they will do it, regardle

of whether they are forced to_by law?

MR. FRASE: I think it depends on -the spread o

the results. I think it would be helpful in a.41swering a

consideration of that question.

JUDGE FULD: I wonder if we may consider passing

on this -- passing on whether we approve or not.

All those in favor of the presentation?

A

MS. KARPATKIN: Could we have a motion?

JUDGE FULD: I intended to put it in the form o
,
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MR. FRASE: The purpose is to try to get some

f I0 ,I.

,'.

g
,,

<._. indication,from this group of journals which we have .

R -
ac

V 5 classified- -and which are now in the heavily-copied area"-,
,

-.

;
i .

, , 1 as to the 'attitudes of publishers about supplyingb

J

motion.

Those in favor of the.project indicate by a

show of hands.

MS. KARPATKIN: Whic' is defined in what document.

JUDGE FULD: The letter from Indiana University.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Mr. Chairman, as I said earlier

I am in favor of collecting the data and proceeding in this

waylbut I am afraid that we have not really put together--

in a succinct form-what it is we are going to do,and why

we are doing it, with the instrument that we are going to

use to satisfy that question.

I just don't want to see us move forward because, 3::

you ask me right now, I would have extensive modification

that I would recommend for this instrument, I think

it is entirely inappropriate/unless I have a clear idea o

eXactly whefe we are going, and that is what I really don t

see here in the proposal to do the study.

is?

MR. FRASE: Bob, do you mean what the purpose

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Yes.

authorized copieslor us doing it directly, or through
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1 copyingland that practical methods of dealing with it will'.

10

agents setting up their own clearing house, or using

somebody else's clearing house, and what they think the

royalty rates might be; what the appropriate kinds of

service might be; and so on.

attitude?

MR. WEDGEWORTH: What is the significance of the

MR. FRASE: This is based on the presumption

12

I

1;;

20

9 1

9'1"

2!)

1

have to be developed, and this is one of the Commission'

assignments.

These are the people that have the product which

will have to be supplied in an authorized fashion.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Well, that is the reason that

I am,reallyisaying that I would like to see a proposal--

because I am not sure that the constraints to moving or not

moving in that direction are a matter of attitudes.

MR. FRASE: Well, it is a matter of attitude,

and it is also a matter of fact.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: On what would you base that

statement?

MR. FRASE: Well, the facts would be -- and

some of the questions deal with: Are you willing to make

this freely available to anybody?

Are you going to make it free to non-profit

164
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libraries?

Any kind of a clvAiln house syStem has to have

some idea as to what the vpAP.Ime of business is, in order

to make it work.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: khja1k you mlsUnderstood my

question. You are right alAkt that. To Me, the issues

that may be involved in cohAAdeZing a clearing house or som

kind of a licensing system Alate to: what is the extent

and nature of the activity ite) Olich it will be applied --

a series of questions in t4Ak particular area.

My question to y01 waS: What does attitude

have to do with this, becattitude cannot change 4.he

facts.

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIIIPARI may I trY this one?

I think it may go Patly to this: Assuming there

is going to be an area tha.k As not subject to the 108.

exemption -- presumably, t1c going to be some area

that is not subject to the AC)8 exemption for which payment,

must be made if photocopie4 Aro duplicated.

Right?

As to that area, AP yoll further assume --

as I do -- that it is desig40 to have some kind of

automatic licensing-r-that 41A libraries don't have to get

advance permission to reprpA%0 -, then that leaves, I

2r, 'think only two alternativ0A
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(1) A voluntary clearing house ala ASCAP; or

(2) A government- imposed compulsory license.

In evaluating which of those two routes would

be preferable, I would suppose it is relevant -- although

not necessarily decisive-- the attitude of the publishers

toward joining in a voluntary clearing house system.

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: Where are you disagreeing?

MR. WEDGEWORTH: I am not disagreeing at all! I

am just saying I am not sure that I really understand

where you are. If I were going to approach the question

that you just raised, I am not sure that I would go out

and ask anybody his opinion of that in general. I

would try to define what the problem is and the factors

that are determinative in the problem, and lay those out,

and ask some questions that were related to those.

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: To be more specific, on the

clearing house, itself

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Yes. The attitudes might emerge

in their answers to those questions related to the determin

tive factors, But I don't think it would really be the

attitude that would be my primary interest.

MR. APPLEBAUM: By that, do you mean you would

not ask the question: "For 2,600 rabbits, how much more

lettuce you would like Lo have?" You would ask the questi9nr2
-;

of 2,'t.7 publishers,"If there were a licensing agreement,

166
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would you consider passing some of the fees on to the

individual authors?"

Is that what you mean?

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Yes. That is a question they

can respond to. Waether or not they like it.-- which

I consider is an attitude -- to me, is somewhat irrelevant.

MR. FRASE: As a preference, for example,

you could ask, "Would you like to supply reprints yourself?"

"Would you like a cooperative proprietor's cleari g

1house to supply reprints?

"Would you like something like a periodical bank,

developed by users, as a method of doing this?"

These are not°attitudes". These are preferences

with respect to various ways of going about this.

MR. LEVINE: In addition, there are questions as to

what their current practices are.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: I agree with that.

What I am saying is that: If I were to look at

this questionnaire as a researcher, I see that you have

several different kinds of things mixed up.

One is: What are you currently doing?

That is a very straightforward question to ask.

Do you presently provide a reprint service, or

some other kind of authorized reproduction?

Do you do this yourself, or do you make this
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available through an agent?
9z

Those are questions about current practices,

and then there are questions that could be asked that

build upon those questions about current practices that
-
. ;

project what they might do under certain circumstances.

6

1

What I am,objecting to is asking what somebody

7
might do under undefined circumstances. I will give you an

8
11 example.

;

1

11

12

;

9

13

17

would get back would be unusable because it involves making '4

No. 6: "Will you be willing to authorize (and

to include a printed statement to this effect in each

issue) permitting non--profit libraries open to the public

to copy articles from all of your journals, current as well

as back issues?d

"Under what circumstances?"

It is a question that is almost unanswerable!

I would suggest to you that the answers that you

20

21

too many assumptions on the part of the person who is

making the response.

MR. FRASE: Well, the circumstances would be

that the Conference Committee has agreed on this kind of

photocopying provision, and this is the circumstance inH.

which some people are going to have

way or the other.

The question is based on the assumption -- which'

to get permission, one

168
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may be wrong, but I think it is a fair one that a

certain proportion of journal publishers will say, "Okay.

We will let all non-profit libraries copy because it

is not that important to us."

Like the American Bar Association, they may have

large membership,and.it is not an economic matter for them.

MR. LACY: Couldn't that question be phrased,

"Are you willing", instead of "Would you be willing?"

MR. FRASE: Yes.

MR. LACY: Would you feel comfortable with that?

MR. WEDGEWORTH: No!

The point I am posing is -- what I am really

trying to get you to see is: What is the answer that you
1:1

are looking for? Then you back up and pose the question,
14

15
because I can say that different people making different

16 kinds of assumptions could give you so many different

17 answers that you don't come up with anything that is useful

18 in the end.

MR. LACY: I don't know what the assumptions are-
1)

20 ;

You are saying, "Are you willing?"

9 1

22

MR. WEDGEWORTH: What is the significance? What ,

is the significance of an answer if I say, "Yes."

MR. LACY: That means that you are willing to

authorize non-profit libraries to copy...

MR. WEDGEWORTH: 'Not necessarily!.

.169
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MR. PERLE: What if you say, "No"? It may be

that you are not willing to show that little thing in Irur

magazine.

It is a multiple question.

It is a terrible question!

MR. WEOGEWORTH: That is all I am saying.

MR. PERLE: Legally, it is an objectionable questi

You could not ask that question over objection in Court.

There are too many aspects all the wEy through.

I am not a statistician or an economist. I am a

market tester in our business, and I know the way we market-

test. We market test with the shortest possible questions

in the most unambiguous way that can elicit the shortest

possible and most definite response.

I, as.a layman, look at this and I say, "Cripes!

I would not answer this! It raises too many questions for

me".

As a layman, I say that.

I asked you what response you were going to get.

If you get a 10% response on this, I think it is miraculous!

I think we have to get the data. I think this is

not adequate -- it is not the data that we want.

The data that we want really relates to away

little questions.

"Overall, are you willing to license?

170
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"If so, will you do A?

"Will you do B?

"Will you do C?

"Would you include this?

"Would you include that?"

And so on. Any question that is as long as

these are/cannot get answered. (Referring to questionnaire

MR. LEVINE: Let me ask, then: You are not

opposed to what we are attempting to do?

MR. PERLE: We are charged with this. We have

to do iti

MR. LEVINE: It is a question of going back

to the drawing board and making the questions punchier.

MR. PERLE: With all due respect, I think we

ought to contract this out -- the whole job, including

the expertise in the drafting of the questions to elicit
:g

'1;

the data that we are looking for -- not the answers, but the

data.

Wt1

.ty-4

MR. WEDGEWORTH: But which presupposes that we dev loj

a precise statement of what it is we are looking for.

4-;

else.

That is what I think is missingmore than anythin

Now, there is no doubt that this data needs t

be elicited. I think that Bob knows very well the ,frame4

work within which he wants this questionnaire to operate'
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MR. FRASE: One of the problems is, Bob, preparing

a supporting explanation at this moment.

We cannot say now, "This is what the Conference

Committee has decided, so these are the types of people

whoEre going to pay and these are the circumstances."

I think it won't be done until thenebut if

we can have that as a background -- have this concrete

fact -- then the whole thing would be clear to everybody--

and the explanation can be a lot clearer.

5 io
JUDGE FULD: Why not postpone it until you haye

W tr,
u) _1

1

that background?
z 0
7 j

I 2

UJ rrf

fairly well--that there will be a certain limited type
Z

of reproduction that libraries may engage in without
. _

7.?

-; paying. Beyond that, they will have to pay.

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: You can know, can you not

MR. PRASE: Beyond that, the whole prospect is

all for auprofieworld!

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: That is right.

?... MR. WEDGEWORTH: But that is a perjurious

211

2 I ;

21.1

question. I think the issue is that you want it to

be precise as to what users can do--and what they cannot

do.

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: Why is that necessary

for publishers' purposes? Does the publisher have to know

in advance--before he says he will license--which uses are

1:72
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For the publishers,

will apply as well. This is the information that I though

we were eliciting; that we can foresee down the line

that it will be very'clear as to how these types of works

are made available.

What I was objecting to is your stating it in

terms of: "We know that libraries are going to have to pay

for something".

Or saying, "I would like to see it looked at

from the point of because I.don't have to pay if I

don't want it."

VICE CHAIRMAN NIMMER: We also know that publishe

are going to have to permit their work to be reproduced

in given circumstances.

MR. FRASE: Yes.

VICE CHAIRMAN NIMMER: But we are just focussing

on an area where payment will be required if reproduction

is desired. We want to clarify that.

would have to have that in an exact line7-where

starts and the other one stopsr-to these questions

now, or even for the publishers to answer them now .

M. WEOL,EWORTH: I don't think this is a

terribly complex problem,and I don

it so. I think it can be
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,not cost a fortune to do it. And I would suggest that

we do try to work with these people,or someone else.

Frankly, I would be very suspicious of any

researcher who wrote back and said, "I find this questionnaireA
exceptional in its present form", because, based on their

previous work there was a lot of very useful data produced..

by that study; but it was in a stack like this, and if you.,

had a year to go through it, you might find it.

MR. LACY:.In that connection, by the way, have

we data--or have we a research project in mindto determine

just what copying of copyrighted works is now taking

place; and can we make a judgement about a licensing system

MR. FRASE: Yes. That is another important

ingredient that is involved in the next project, the

Minitex project.

MR. PERLE: Is someone doing that project now?

MR. FRASE: Well, there is a project which

came out of a recommendation of the upstairs/downstairs

group, which was advertised for bids by the National

Commission on Libraries.and'Information Science, which

had two aspects:

.:144

"fni/

One was to do a sample study of a month or two -,

:

. i
th,

months --. a sample of three types of libraries -- public --114;'

TIR.(

.,.

5..

4

special and academic -- on the nature and extent of

photocopying foi_ .inter-1ibrary loans.

t

174'.
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The contract was let to Market Facts, which

is a big commercial firm which has done a lot of work in

library field. Mr. Palther, who was one of the principals

in the study, is here.

This Minitext Study --

JUDGE FULD: Let'z L'Ilish with the first one.

Finish with the university.

Let's decide whether the Commission wants to

go through with it.

VICE CHAIRMAN NIMMER: May I throw in an additiona'

approach at this, or an additional question, or a series

of questions which were suggested by something that

Mr. Hersey said this morning: 4101

Mainly: possibly drawing this line of distinction,

that we talked about, between scientific journals and

non-scientific journals. Another line of possible

distinction is whether the contributing authors are.paid.

Now, I am not sure that we would want to recommend that,

obviously, but it is something that I think is relevant--

and something we ought to know about.

So, could there be a question or questions going

to that issue,with respect to each publisher, whether or

not the publisher, or someone, pays the contributing

authors, or whether they can submit it without them.

17 t.)
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JUDGE FULD: May I ask you: Is it desirable

that we reconsider the form of the questionnaire and re-

direct it?

MR. FRASE: I think I would concur with Bob

Wedgeworth's suggestion that we get further input.

I would be willing to see the contractor make the pre-

test. Engage people, or, if anybody else on the C6mmission

wants to make suggestions as to the questions, fine! The

thing really cannot be frozen -- put under way in any

event -- until we have the basis of the Conference Report.

The factual situation, I think, is important here in various

174;:;,..j:`;';

ways, including the fact that this will make the thing real

ii

to publishers of journals. They have been hearing 'about

Copyright Revision for a long time. They said it would

give them some incentive to respond.

MR. PERLE: Why is the Conference Report relevant

here? We have a Statutory charge,and that has nothing

to do with S.22.

MR. LEVINE: It goes to the question you asked,

Gabe, of the number of responses we would get.

MR. PERLE: Political?

22 MR. LEVINE: That is right. People would be more

willing and ready to answer these questions after Congress:

has made known the direction it is going to go on library-

photocopying.
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JUDGE FULD: It is desirable that this be done

this year, with the budget that we have, and that we g

a response from the Commission before that period ends.

Can you not re-do it in line with what you have ,

said, and circulate it amongst the Commissioners?

MR. FRASE: Yes. We can go beyond June 30th.
0

MR. WEDGEWORTH: I would like to move that we
: I

7

;!

10 11

11

1.5

(i

17

'

20

23 I

endorse,in principlelthe idea of the study on soliciting

information from journal publishers with the understanding

that the staff, in conjunction with the Commissioners, will

review the instrument and expand the authority that will be

given to the principal investigators.

JUDGE FULD: You heard the motion.'Is there a

second?

MS. WILCOX: Second.

JUDGE FULD: Do you have a question, Ms. Karpatkin

MS. KARPATKIN: Yes. It may seem like a small poin

but I don't know. I think the responsibility..for developi

excellent questions in this survey should not be passed on

to the Commission. I think tht while it is quite nice'

;:;$;,

that we have some resident expertise on this Commission '

over there, that the responsibility for improving the

questions to the point where they are regarded as vex'

g: ,c1 questions is the Staff's responsibility
,

- ,

necesSary expertise is not On:the-Staff, then .it,1
_ .

. .

ta.5i4&
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certainly purchasable. It is a very highly developed field

asking questions for a survey -- and I think we can

have those questions readily converted into the kinds that

were being discussed without putting that burden on

Mr. Perle or Mr. Wedgeworth, or anyone else.

MR. FRASE: I would not object to thatoat all.

Actually, I would prefer that you got that

outside but, if the Staff wants to do that, that is all

right with me.

VICE CHAIRMAN NIMMER: Are you speaking against

the motion?

MS. KARPATKIN: Well, I was trying to refine it

a little.

t-! Yes. If I had to vote on it, I would vote against

P

it,because I don't think that the job of developing questioils.':

is a Staff function,

16 for a survey should be the Commission's job. I think it

17

16 1

H
MR. WEDGEWORTH: Well, I withdraw the motion,

because I did not think that I had expressed that intent.

20 I certainly am not interested in developing questionnaires

for the Commission,but I also think it is our responsibilit

22 to try to set some standards for the quality Of those.

questionnaires.

21 JUDGE FULD: Your motion was not that?

MR. WEDGEWORTH: That was not my 4ntentat
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JUDGE FULD: I just got the recommended principletI

that the questions be developed and results obtained.

I don't think there would be any harm if the

Staff wanted to check with one or two of the Commissioners,

ex-parte,and determine whether it meets with their approval.

The motion, I think, is proper,in principle.

Can we have a vote on it, whether you agree with

Mr. Wedgeworth?

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Well, since it has.been seconded,

let me state what I thought the problem is..

I think the problem is to obligate the funds

that we have available for the study which will allow us

to go forward and develop the actual study itself. This

puts us on record as being in favor of doing such a study

without commiting us to the details of whatever that

study will be.

MR. LEVINE: We would like to officially obligate

the funds, though, by September 30. And I would say--)ust

in light of that motion-- that it was not my expectation --

Bob suggested that Gabe Perle's people might look at this

as the questions were prepared. I think we can do this in

either of two ways that Ms. Karpatkin suggested: either

getting in official question writers, or developing them

ourselves. I just would like official Commission approva

of what we develop before we go ahead with the

79

contract.
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And I ask 'whether it is the Commission's wi.P 3:hat this be

done by full Commission,or whether it tg' '7.1e1egated to

a subcommia.

JUDGE FULD: The Commission agrces in principle with

the formul:ati:on of a questionnaire.

Is anyone oppcsed to that?

(None)

JUDGE FULD: The motion is carried.

Are there any questions?

(None)

JUDGE FULD: Then I think it is up to the Staff

to prepare th- ,.stions with the help, if necessary, of

outside persoslc.:

MS. KARPATKIN: Further with respect to this,

there is an undertaking on behalf of the Commission

that no data of the individual publishers of journals

will be made public by the Commission.

Do I take it/then, it is a legal opinion that it

is immune from the Freedom of Information Act?

MR. LEVINE: I must say that I am not absolutely

certain on that. I am troubled by that.

MS. KARPATKIN: Certainly, I, as a Commissioner,

would not want to have the Commission make such a statement

,

in the face of the Freedom of Information Act in particular, ,n

but some generalities, as well.

180 4
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MR. LEVINE: This is a memorandum for the

Commission and it may be that we will not be able to do

that now. That information will be made clear to the

people responding to the questionnaire, as to whether

it is, in fact, °proprietary4-- not: subject to the

Freedom of Information Act.

MS. KARPATKIN:.The government has been'in_the

position of making this commitment to private corporations

and private interests, and not being able to &diver on

it! My organization has been a plaintiff in SuCh actions.

So that I hesitate to be on either side of this box.

MR. LEVINE: It is not entirely clear that

12 the Library of Congress comes under the Freedom of Inform

1: tion Act.

15 It is further unclear as to whether we come

'under the Library of Congress. So there are uncertainties

on uncertainties.

PARTICIPANT: Is it important that we know the ideriL,

tities of the people returning the questionnaire?

90 MR. FRASE: I don't tilink so!

21 PARTICIPANT: The question is whether it is

22 a Chemist_y journal --

MR. PRASE: Yes. We would want to identify the

nature of it.

PARTICIPANT: Or what the circulation was; whether

181



it is a society publication, or commercial, or what.

(Simultaneous discussion)

JUDGE FULD: Time is running. Do we have

180

another contract that is to be considered?

MR. FRASE: Yes. The second one is a tabulation

of 130,000 interlibrary loan transactions by the Minnesota

System, over a period of six months.

In this case you were given the table shelves of

the type of information which could be derived from the

basic information which is on the interlibrary loan system

slips.

This is a kind of information which has never

been tabulated. It tells you what the impact of photocopyin

is on the individual journals; over what period of time;

what kind of library; or what kind of users; and there

is a sufficient volume so that you can get some data which

none of the other interlibrar,- loan studies in the vast

have ever yielded.

JUDGE FULD: Has the questionnaire been prepared

on this, too?

MR. FRASE: It is not a question of the question-

naire because this is using an administrative documnnt

that records the facts about each one of these intev-

library loan photocopying operations.

This has taken a year's experiencetabulating

182
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1 and analyzing the facts.

This information is valuable,again,for planning

for the future when there will have to be some kind of a

system of making an authorized photocopying arranaement

5 work.

6

It)

12

13

19

I

It ties in with the contract that Market Facts

has for doing this two-part study: One a sample study of

interlibrary loans, and devising a clearing house mechanism

proposing various clearing house mechanisms.

It supplements their sample study,because it

is not a sample. It is a universe, and it will help fill

out some detail which is not available from the sample

study; and that is whether the sample is biased because 0410 -

,

,.

;

the seasonality of the kind of sampl s that are selected.

It will help in devising various authorized

systems of authorized photocopyingibecause it would give

you some impact of the 'denSity of the business impacting

on journals.

The technical e:ontracting arrangement would be

for the Commission to transfer -- for this C,-;lission to

transfer funds to the National Commission for Libraries

and Information Science, which has the contract with

Market Facts. They would add some money of their own,

and this would be in the form of a supplement to the

exiv:jr..3 contract of Market Pacts.

._1S43 _
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So far as the National Commission on Libraries

is concerned, their contribution would have to be made

out of the Fiscal 1975 funds which expire on June 30 and,

therefore, this expeditious method of supplementing the

existing contract is the only practical one of going

about it.

7 There are present:Doug Price, the Deputy Director

8 of the National Commission on Libraries and Information

9 Science, and Don King, the Directoi-of the existing project

sicl0 and his associate, Jean Palmer, who has done many studies,

in the past,on interlibrary loans. Also, since the basic

aiWitkg s operation of Minitex.;data comes from

she is also available for questions.
-

Doug, would you like to say a few words and then

''.;.Don King -- but very few! .;
,.

,..:

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Excuse me, Bob. Before we
.

.,
, start with question on this, could I ask a question

,...;

)1M

about where we go from here?

Do you contemplate doing a similar study of an

c)0 operation like the ISI in Philadelphia, or

9 1

2.

University

Microfilmsc which would be a for-profit operation?

MR. FRASE: Yes. I have gotten some basic

records from ISI already, for example, as to the volume

2. of their copying of the most copied journals from BLLD to

what the matching up is. But I am sure WAP,L22.11.0Uri,see

18.4
: " .
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they would be willing to cooperate in giving us as much

parallel information as the Minnesota System has, that

may be yielded from their basic records.

I also have an inquiry in to John Humphrey of

the New York State System, where they have certain informa-

tion,on the computer with respect to their interlibrary

loan network transactions. Since it is on the computer,

to the extent it gives us anything like this rich variety

of data that is available from Minite4, we would have a

parallel,there.

MS. WILCOX: I would like to state,for the

records that this does pose some very real problems for

me,personally. One is conflict of interest but, secondly

-- or the possible conflict of interest -- but secondly,
is

that,basically,the fundamental belief/that the borrowing

library should be the library responsible for maintaining

records -- not the lending library. It is simply that

we have a tremendous body of data that is available, and

I would not want to be in a position of sayingtftt it could

not b available. At the same time, it is awkward to b

sitting on the Commission,and not having it used.

MR. FRASE: Doug Price?

MR. PRICE: Well, I believe that everybody on

the Commission is familiar with the history of the study

183'

NCLIS is doing. 185



We have let the contract for that basic study,

and we have some modifications which are in process,right
.,

.,

now, which cm..1 out as a result of suggestions made in the
..

4 '

l bproposay the contractor.
.,

,

?

At the same time, Bob approached us, and we do
1

;,.

,

6 i

i I

have recognized shortcomings in this study. x:44

.',

7 ill

.

n ctefThe in grain of the disributiourves, partir
,

8 11

:

r-f
.17

,1 cularly in the area between the stuff that is obviously

9
j heavily used,and the stuff that obviously is very rarely

,

10

I

used; that the slope part, with the small size sample

il
that we can afford to take and pay for, would be very

1.14

fuzzy.

The same thing is true with the distribution with

respect to time.

The more recent stuff--the heavily used stuff-7

would be at peakzibut the slope of that peak would be

fuzzy.

Finally, we have-asked for annualization. That

is what we need for the clearing houselor the royalty

payment mechanism -- feasibility examination. We need to

know what annual volumes areiand with the very major

seasonality of libraries and differences in these/by

types -- the academic libraries have different seasons

from publi..7 libraries, who have different seasons from

special libraries, and so forth. -- so we were a little 40
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bit uncertain of this, when Bob approached us with Minitext

data being available. We can take a year's data and, with

the analysis available -- if we then takeias the year, a

year which includes the two periods where we are taking

our samples -- then we can adjust and come up with an

annualization fee which would be much more precise than

anything we can come up with otherwise.

As I say, we are very interested in this, too.

We are willing to make a contribution to the limit of our

resources .

For your purposes, the information is tremendousl

valuable, I think, in comparison with what .you can get from

other sources. It will provide you with a lot of informa

tion which is very, very useful and at a very modest

cost, I think--all things considered.

JUDGE FULD: Bob, does this take into account

John Hersey's question?

;

MR. HERSEY: The question was whether this is a

study which will satisfy our need for data in the whole

universe of lending and photocopying.

;

;

MR. FRASE: Well, this is a State system that is

not limited to any particular kind of material. It

covers any kind of material: books, journals, periodicals

of all types. It will give you a snapshot of a year::-.,.

MR. HERSEY: I understand that.
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What I wondered was whether we had in contempla-

tion any other studies that may supplement this, and give

us the entire range of data. We need to determine that.

MR. PRASE: I had an inquiry into the New York

State System to see what they have on thisland we can run

off and analyze what they do have. I don't think they

have as much detail as this. There are other State systems

that we can explore. There is the ISI -- a commercial

operation -- but that is all.scientific, technical, and

professionalon 5,000 journals.

We will try to piece together whetever there

is some information which will feed into the picture--

which won't cost a million dollars.

MR. LACY: t the real relevance the tying of

this to the NCL?

MR. FRASE: That is right.

MR. LACY: To the last study, because it

gives you a detailed study of one particular State for

one year, which will enable you to project better from it?

MR. FRASE: That is right. It makes their study

much more "providable:

MR. LEVINE: It is my understanding -- and

correct me if I am wrong -- that the type of data that is

available in Minitexreally does not exist in that volume,

or in the form in which it can be used in other systems?

188
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MS. WILCOX: As far as I know, I don't know anybo

else that has been so meticulous about keeping records!

(Laughter)

MR. FRASE: Don King?

MR. KING: There are two points that I think are

to be made here.

One point is that we are tying these data togethe

with the National Probability Sample that we are doing

with the libraries; and that we are using these data

to calibrate those data in a statistical sense. It is a

very, very useful tool.

The second thing is that I don't know of any source;

where one can get sufficiently detailed data to be able 110

to get the distributions of usage, and it is a gold mine

from that standpoint. It is really very, very useful.

MR. DIX: Mr. Chairman, there is a document here

'called: Quesions relating to the Coding of the

Minitext Request'Slips. On page two of that, there

are several things posed in the form of questions. I

simply would like to suggest that those be examined

rather carefully. For example, it says: "Language.

Probably worth coding in order to determine the amount of

foreign language material requested."

I think this is a relevant factor, for example,

and I think it ought to be included.

189
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Down in the next category, the question is

whether it is worth coding for commercial publishers,

society publishers, or university publishers, and so on.

My answer would be "Yes". I think it is worth

spending some money on that because the data is there. It is

a question of pulling, it in.

It would be very useful.

And then, down further, the date. I think that

is important because I think there is some indication

lebel_her the material is still under copyright or not.

MR. FRASE: The date on books?

MR. DIX: The date on general issues, too.

MR. FRASE: That is in there.

MR. DIX: It is in there, but will it be coded?

MR. FRASE: It is in the table shelves.

MR. DIX: Yes.

MR.FRASEL: This question was written up for my

own thinkingibefore I prepared the table.

MR. DIX: Finally, I would like to see the

question,tha't John Hertey has been raising today, smoked

out, to some extent, to prove this, because I personally

believe this is a kind of a dead horse you have been beatin

John, and this might tell us.

For example: How much ot this material is

what you would consider literary material -- or whatever
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categories you want. Now, this could be determined by the

title of the journal. The title is here. It could be

coded in, and one could find out/more or less once and
( 7 4

for all/exactly what is being borrowed.

5
I think this would be useful.

6
MR. FRASE: That is the only way it could be

7 i

done.
i

8
VICE CHAIRMAN NIMMER: May I add just a small

Id
0

9
footnote? When you say "once and for all", one of the

in

!:;

1.7

of)

things that bothers me about this study is that it is going

to tell us as of this moment in time what the practices

are. Nothinc more than that.

JUDGE FULD: Is the Commission ready to indicate

acquiescence in this project?

MR. PERLE: What are we voting onT

.

MS. KARPATKIN: Aren't we going to respond to

Ms Wilcox's comment?

MR. LEVINE: As to conflict of interest?
;

JUDGE FULD: Your organization is not paid, is i

MS. KARPATKIN: Yes.

Ms. Wilcox?

MS. WILCOX: No.

JUDGE FULD: You are not paid.

MS. WILCOX: No.

JUDGE FULD: Offhand, my reaction
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no conflict.

MS. WILCOX: Well, I think this is something

that the Commission has to at least address itself to.

MR. FRASE: Free use of her records?-- we are.

paying for the coding, the key punching, the computer prog

that turns out analytical tables.

MR. LEVINE: That is really why I asked the

question, too, about whether this material exists elsewhere
-V

This is really, as far as we know, the best source for

this material. So we are not going to Minitext to do this

project because Ms. Wilcox is on the Commission. We are

going there becauf5 that is where the information of data

is secured.

8RLE: I would like to move that the

Commission a0prove a study such as this in connection

with NCT,T,

That is the end of my motion.

I am not, by that motion, approving or disapproving0

!V
any of the materials that have been furnished to us.

I think that that is something entirely differen

I want to save that for the Executive Session.

That is my motion.

JUDGE FULD: Is there a second?

MR. LACY: -5econd.

JUDGE FULD: Is anyone opposed to the motion,

192
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based on principle?

(No response)

JUDGE FULD: Do you want to discuss it?

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: Mr. Chairman, assuming

that that is passed, I think Alice deserves a further

word, perhaps. I want to say for myself that, even if

of the highest Court in the United States saying that it

we did not already have an opinion trom the highest Judge

10

11

19

14

15

I;

1

I

.;

;

18
,

20
!j
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is all right, I certainly don't see any ground for not

agreeing. I think we all agree.

MR. PERLE: That is a.footnote to the opinion!

MR. LEVINE: That is the second opinion that

Judge Fuld has written!

JUDGE FULD: Well, the Commission has higher

jurisdiction than the Court of Appeals!

We will take the project up in Executive Session.

-4.

That brincts us to the last item on the agenda.

Are the parties here?

EDUCATIONAL COMMUNITY PRESENTATIONS ON

SOFTWARE PROTECTION

JUDGE FULD: You are going to enlighten us on

Educational Community Presentations on Software Protection'
..

MR. STEINHILBER: I am August Steinhilber, Assistan't

Executive Director of the National School Board Associati

,

However, I am here today as Vice ChairMa
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of the ad hoc committee, which is the'Educational group

coalition looking at copyright revision in the copyright

law.

The ad hoc committee has been in existence -- T am

not quite sure how many years, but I am sure it is at least

twelve.

With me is Dr. Anna L. Hyer'from the National

Education Association. Dr. flyer has submitted a statement

to the Commission which, by and large, is the position of

the ad hoc committee.

I would indicate to you, though, that there are

some differences of opinion within the educational community

and that is one of the reasons we were waiting for Dr. Hilton..

-- the fact that he does have a somewhat different position

and, as in many industries, there is not unanimity of

opinion in all aspects.

MR. CARY: Excuse me. What is Dr. Hilton's

position?

MR. STEINHILBER: I will get to that when we,

basicallytalk to him, because I think I can give you a brier

summation of where our differences are.

MR. CARY: I meant, what is his title?

MR. STEINHILBER: Oh, I am sorry. That is a good

question!

When we get outside of our own organization and Irciu

194
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ask for the title of someone outside of our own

particular organization, I am not quite sure.

I gather he is from the University of Michigan --

representina the higher education group.

Shelley Steinbeck of the American Council of

Education is the Chairman of the ad hoc committee. Un-

fortunately, he was unable to be here at this time.

I think the best way to describe it is that

we are,basically, advocates, and I think we ought to explain'

our advocacy role/and where we have been up to this

point in time, Some of you here have heard us before.

To those of you who have, I am sorry if I am somewhat

boring you with this discussion.

In the past, our positionlphilosophically,

has started off with a somewhat different point of view

than normal, in that we started out with the philosophy

that copyright is not necessarily a proprietary right in

and of itself; that that is not the sole purpose of copy-

right protection.

When we take a look at the Constitutional

provision on copyright, it has other bases--outside of .the

property right.

We look at it in terms of scholarly dissemination

of Lnfofmation; a clash of ideas, if you will, to didlr

cuss how our civilization can better itself through this

.
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clash of ideas.

Therefore, we invariably have -- either before

the Commission, or before the Copyright Office, or before

Congressional Committees -- pushed for an educational

exemption, and we have fought hard for an educational ex-

emption; and that we have pushed almost to the noint of

not discussing "fair use".

There is a very subtle difference -- but it is

a very important difference to us -- between the discussion

of an exemption,and fair use.

The basic difference is that, in fair use, you

are assuming that infringement has taken place, but that

there is a defense to that infringement action.

What we are saying is that in,the scholarl.y

aspects of the copyright law, the exemption takes it out of

even being discacsed as an infringement in the first

instance.

If there is a position that we support -- that is

exemption over fair use -- I would say that in the compromis

rwhich I am sure you have seen -- if not, I will submit one

for the record. It is a compromise that we reached

with the Authors League and the Association of Americail

Publishers dated March 19, which was sent to the Honorable

Robert Kastenmeier.

We did reach a compromise on what could be
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copied -- what we would both agree to in terms of both

language in law,and in report language on copyright.

But one of the items about which we fight

most vigorously, even beyond thig discussion between

exemption and fair use, is compulsory licensing.

Lest you get the wrong impression, we will

continue our discussion on compulsory licensing because

compulsory licensing takes us even one step further beyond

fair use. It, in effect, destroys both exemption and fair

use by its very nature, because the whole idea is to

begin a licensing practice so that there would be no

longer a need for fair use.

Of course, the exemption would have been lost

in a discussion of fair use in the first instance.

Now, I Indicated to you that there is a slight

difference of opinion by a gentleman who will be coming

here. If he does not arrive, I will,brieflytexplain:

the difference of opinion is with respect to computer

programming; whether or not it is so different that it is

more like the public broadcasting concept of licensing--

and it is more likened to that, than it is likened to

29 our question with respect to copying of books and materials

4.

and things of that sort.

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: May I interrupt just

before you get too far afield on your basic concept o

197
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exemption, because it is educational. Do you apply

that to text books? That is, not xeroxing or photocopying

of text books but simply one text book publisher wants

to copy a print copy a text book in which the copyright

is owned by another text book publisher, but he says,

6 "I am doing it for an educational purpose"?

MR. STEINHILBER: No. This.is specific. It is

not-for-profit exemption for scholarly uses.

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: Suppose it is a University

Press,but'it i a non-profit press. Would that be all

right?

1:

1 ;

t

20

MR. STEINHILBER: No. We are getting into the

subtle differences between that. .That is why I was,sort

of, shortcut into the document that we submitted.

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: I am questioning your
:that

philosophic approach to it/because it is educational,

it is therefore exempt.

MR. STEINHILBER: There are, obviously, limita-

tions. If we want to start discussi limitations: we

obviously make limitations with respect to work books

which are consumed upon usage, which would destroy the

market in and of itself. There are exemptions even

with that.

I wanted to start off with a philosophical

position which/itself, has limitations.
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1 The field of law is not a precise science --

at least of this time and place.

I think the last kind of question that we have

4 without going into our presentation here -- which we have

submitted for the record and I will let Dr. Hyer

, !

discuss that -- is that a further concern relates to

7 !I comput,ar usage, and the inclusion'of copyright in the

r!, whole area of computer programming. That question is:

Are we now moving even a further step down proprietary.

j
10

!! rights, to the point that data itself becomes copyrightable?

it Not the presentation, but the data itself -- which is

I') A far afield from There copyright started out. But, never-
:

':- --
theless, as we talk about the prograM, how entwined is 4

the program with the data; the difference between what

the instructions to the machine are,and the data that is in

the machine, so that we now are moving ourselves to the

point that information -- raw

to copyright.

There, I think, we would all have pr tplems

with respect to the method in Which information is kept,

distributed, and its accessabilityfif it were subject to

copyright law in and of itself.

Those are some'basic philosophical positions

information becomes subjecF

t.

t a

I think we wanted to make sure the Commission is aware o

With that, I will turn it over to Dr. Hyer, to
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to go into specifics.

DR. HYER: As my colleague said, the National

Educational Association has been a member from the Very

beginning -- I believe it was probably instrumental in

organizing the ad hoc committee and, for many, many years,

one of my colleagues at the National Education Association

served as Chairman of it. So that we have been very

supportive. We have been a party to developing the

cooperative input -- what is it -- 30,almost 40, organiza-

tions'that are members of that committee. They are the

positions, and they are very well thought out and hammered

out within the educational community.

The paper that we submitted today deals only

with some positions speaking for the NEA itself, and not

although they are in keeping with the ad hoc committee's

position about the computer program and the copyright- -

ing of these.

I am not going to read the paper that you have in'

your hand. We have addressed ourselves to the questions -

those are the nine on which we'felt we had any expertise

and we have related those in the paper.

I might say we have no objection to the copy-

righting of computer programs, although there is a little

bit of concern about the copyrightability of them--in case'

it does lead to any special claims for secrecy or any

200
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special, unique protection that would be required in order

to satisfy the people that are marketing these.

If that were the case, then I think that we

would think that, probably,they, ought to move to some other

mode of protection/rather than the copyright. But, as far

as we know at the present time, we have ;Jo objection to

the copyrighting of computer programs.

We do feel that they ought to be treated like

other copyrighted materials; and I think we are strongly

opposed to the copyright as it would apply to the input

into a computer. I think this is because we liken it

sometimesto make it as simple as possible--to the

purchasing of a book, and then the reading of the book.

The reading of it -- the thing that you have purchased --

you are not interfering with the copyright when gou do

that. It is only when you start copying from it, again,

after you have done your reading. It is the output that is

in question -- how you use the output from it--rather than

the input. And that, I think, will be clearer toyyou as
,

you read the paper than, perhaps, in the way I am trying

to state it very quickly. 7-:

We would oppose, as I said, any additional

protections for the software for the computer. If we feel

that they cannot be handled under the usual use of copy....
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right protection. Then/I certainly think/we woul.d have some

question about adding any special protections for software

for computers.

I might add that presently in Education, the

main uses, I would say, were first, in Educational

Administration -- wouldn't you agree?-- with the data

that is financial; with the records -- things of this sort.

That is the major use.

The second major use, I think, is in the field

of Research. Would you agree with that?

And, lastly, is the use of computer programs

for teaching. That is not as developed for use in

education as are these other two fields. So we do have

quite an interest in data itself, as not being copyrighted--

but merely the conditions under which it is stored.

I think/in summary, I just might say that we

believe that a computer program should not be handled

differently from other copyrightable works. If that result

does not provide the industry with the protection that it

thinks is necessary, then we think that they should

seek protection in some other way than the copyright field.

We think that input should not be subject to

copyright restrictions; output would be handled as would

any other copyrightable work.

I think thatiprobahAy, summarizes the points that

63)
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aro made in the paper that was submitted.

MR. STEINHILBER: I would like to IVXe just two

minor comments: one of which being that I thirlk one

of our other concerns is the fact that, in aa discussirn

on the use of computers --,especially in 5ducation we,

too, are concerned about the futureiand whethet or not

copyright law will lock us inior restrict the educational

endeavors of how the computer can be used ih adlaoational

instruction.

I think, just as the copyright indt.15ty was --

no question -- badly damaged by the JDØ lav, ahd what
was

happened since then, and how technology/hurt, I would say i

the publishing industry -- we would have no quetion about

that -- we have somewhat similar kinds c) C cpkIcorns that

the pendulum might swing the other way so tIldt, if there

were any change in philosophy to basically r'stk'ict the

education

2 1

Of

2.:

of children to the traditional thre-hour method,

would restrict us frbm moving to anything d&fferent.

One final comment, just to show t1c sOlidarity

here: 'I would just point out for the rec03 4 th4t only on

rare occasions does the NEA and the School ASS°Qiation

agree. When Management and Labor does agrea on certain

things, I would like to point it out for yo1.1 on the record.

JUDGE FULD: Thank you for being here

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: As to your CLItinction

20-
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between input and output, I can understand that with

respect to copyright data material data -- that is fed

into a computer, and then you want to feed that out; but,

if I understand a computer program -- and I am not certain

that I do -- a computer program constitutes instructions

to the computer. You don't have an output of the program

per se at least generally you don't, I don't think.

DR. HYER: If you buy the computer program, the

only way you can read it is to put it in the computer.

VICE CHAIRMAN NIMMER: The question should be as

to the words "read" or "perform". If you call it "perform

it is an infringement; if you call it "read" it is not an

infringement.

MR. LACY: I wonder about the analogy to a film

where there exists some distinct right to make a copy of

the film, and the right to perform with that film.

If a school buys a film, there is a license --

either expressed, or tacit and implied -- in the purchase

of it, that the school can show the film in the school.

There is no point in buying it if there was not.

Similarly, when you buy a program from I.B.M. t

use in a computer, there is no point in buying it if you

not have a computer.

It does not mean that you have a total right,

!. 5 once you buy the film. One cannot lend it to a
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runsa commercial local TV station and have it performed

on the TV station for profit.

MR. STEINHILBER: That would not even give us the

right, if I were the attorney for School District A, to

turn that same program over to School District B, to use

carte blanche.

MR. LACY: I am saying there is a right about

inputting the computer to that program itself. It is not

an unlimited use gained by the buyer.

DR. HYER: That is why the user of the "output"

is a different matter. I was trying to make a distinction

between the original input,and the use after that original

input.

MR. LACY: I really do think we are sliding over --

we are really thinking about data bases, not program.

Normally, one can, of course, duplicate a program

on a computer.

JUDGE FULD: If there are no more questions,

thank you.

MR. LACY: We have not heard Dr. Hilton's

position.

MR. STEINHILBER: Basically, his contention is

that he makes a distinction between the program and

the data, and he contends that, as to the program itself
a

the program should be subject to/compulsory licensing

205
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provision. But mit . the data.

MR. LACY: Are you sufficiently familiar with his

position, let us say, to assume that it means compulsory

to a university?

If a university has the job of working out a

curriculum assignment situation, or maybe just wants a

payroll or an inventory accounting system, and it can

shop around and discover a program that some commercial

firm has, it can compulsorarily take possession of that

and use it on the basis of some government stipulated

program?

Is that it?

1) MR. STEINHILBER: That is correct. The program,

1`)

1

itself, could not be kept completely secret. There would

be some sort of absolute access.

JUDGE FULD: Thank you.

We will adjourn the public hearing and go into

Executive Session.

(Whereupon', at 4:45 o'clock, p.m., the public

hearing was adjourned until 9:30 o'clock, a.m., June 10,

.71 1976.)

;.;

-o0o-
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JUDGE FULD: May I call this meeting to order?

I welcome Quincy Rogers, the Executive Director

of the Domestic Council on the Right to Privacy.

You are going to discuss the National Informa-

tion Policies.

STATEMENT OF QUINCY ROGERS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
DOMESTIC COUNCIL ON THE RIGHT TO PRIVACY

MR. ROGERS: Thank you very much.

JUDGE FULD: Thank you for being here.

MR. ROGITS: I thoughtibefore I got into anything, I would

tell everyone a little bit about what the Domestic

Council on the Right to Privacy is aboutfand what its

history is, briefly.

III
The Committee was established in February of 1974

and from, time to time, there are special committees of

the Domestic Council established.

The Domestic Council, of course, is the

Presidential staff arm which is responsible for domestic

policy and which, in a sense, parallels the National

Security Council and the Economic Council.

As I said, from time to time, in special areas

there are established committees of the Domestic Council

which I tend to think of as subcommittees; but they are

not so named.
ea

The Committee on the Right to Privacy is one

such committee.
,

It is chaired by the Vice President an

....ktiiilak4e6pboss....t.zitax:16f.14( -141
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is made up of those Members of the Cabinet and other

Agency heads who have a particular interest in the Privacy

Policy.

The first Executive Director Philli

and Douglas Metzler is also now on the Economic White House

Staff. He was the Interim Acting Director for quite a

period of time.

The Committee has been active in a whole variety

of Privacy questions over the last couple of years, includinT:

the -,,,,I.roage and later implementation of the Privacy Act of

1974. We are at work now on, for instance, bank records

legislation, which was before the Congress; work on

Security Clearance matters; and quite a number of other

initiatives that the Committee has been involved in.

Of course, that is not why I am here today. I am

here today to tell you all a little bit about something

else that we have been working on,and that is what we

'are calling annInformation Policy Stmly. Let me give

you a little bit of the background on that.

Vice President Rockefeller was concerned that,

in addition to the Privacy questions, that this part of the

policy-making apparatus was to try and take a look at

some of the broader questionsiand information policy. So

we began to get into questions of related areas quite

a bit?and if I might just make reference to a few notes
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here which I think will explain a little bit better

some of that background,and will also give you some idea

of the kinds of things in which we have become interested.

We have said, on various occasions, that

privacy is a cutting edge of a host of information policy

issues,,and that the privacy issue has brought a, realj-zat4:ork

of underlying structural changes in society. This kind of

structural change has been commented on by Daniel Bell; by

Peter Drucker and other people who have indicated that

we are in the midst of it; and that the underlying meaning

of this structural change is that {.'lurs is a post-industrial

society in which the service sector has outgrown the goods-

410
producing sector.

Bell and others have noted that the portion of

the service sector which predominates is the one which deals

with information. He has called this the "Information Age.

In a memorandum to the Vice President, we noted

^

that it was both a sign of growing interest in, and policy

of this nature; that there are curre

at least ten temporary study commissions in various states

of existence, dealing with various types of information -...

fragmentation of issues

issues.
244,

Among the better known of these commissions,

course, is yours.

Protection Study Commission.

There. is also a Privacy

4C).
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There is a Federal Paperwork Commission; there

is an Electronic Funds Transfer Commission; and there are

a number of others.

In October of last year,the Domestic Council

Committee held what we call a Roundtable on Privacy

and Information Policy, and there were a number of knowledg

able people who were invited to discuss a broad range of

issues.

The two days which were available were not nearly

adequate to deal with all of the issues pertinent to such

a topiclbut did get a process of such discussion which

culminated in the President requesting the Committee to

review major information policy issues and report back

to him -- the deadline being September 1 -- with .Lecom-

mendations from the government organizations to deal with

them. In so doing, he noted the need for better coordina-

tion of government policy in these areas.

JUDGE FULD: Is there a conflict between your

organizationiand other governmental organizations, on areas

that invade privacy?

MR. ROGERS: No. I would not say so. Perhaps-,

though, it will become clear as to what I am talking abou

as I move on.

There are other major

speaking. I should say
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are people and organizations, who have an interest in, or

a perspective,on what they call an "Information Policy".

I.;

Z
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It seems to me that the government's list must--

necessarilygive priority to those issues which have major

impact on society and the quality of life. And, as

z

-
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I tell everyone, if I don't know the issues which they

think are crucial, I would hope that they would give me the

benefit of their views.

We on the Committee Staff, have begun by

dividing the relevant issues into several categories: The

first of these are economic issues.

Questions such as: What is the significance

of the fact that some conservative estimates indicate

that 30% of our Gross National Product is in the Informatioh

Sector, and that over 50% of our labor force is now involved

ir these activities?

phenomena?

How adequate are our tools for measuring these

What are the labor-related issues that arise

from these trends?

What inflationary or deflationary significance

do they have?

What are the implications of this activity-for gr

policies and conservation-of-resource policies?

7'n

What are the pertinent microeconomic questions,
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such as increasing consumer-group demands for information?

The second set of questions:

What is the proper locus of regulation of the

information sector,for security, confidentiality,

accuracy, etc.?

What are the implications for Federal-State

relations of calls for preemption by Federal law?

Are other methods available to harmonize potentiail

conflicting laws of different jurisdictions?

What may happen internationally, where harmoniza-

tion of regulation is even more difficult?

Can we prevent the erection of data walls and

other restrictions on free-flow of information?

Third: What are the means of harmonizing the

conflicting impulses represented by the Freedom of

Information Act and Sunshine Laws on the one hand, and

Privacy and secrecy laws on the other?

How are these lines to be drawn?

What are the considerations which apply only

to the public sector? To the private sector?

Fourth: How should we, as a nation, cope with

communications networking of all types?

How should we cope with the fact that the

different systems for the transmission of information are

being driveniby technology, into similar modes?
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What should the infrastructure of our informatio

systems look like?

How can we preserve competition.?

How can we preserve private initiatives?

Fifth: How can we best provide incentives for

the creation of knowledge?

What is the role of copyright, patent, trade

secret in this process?

How should our national knowledge base be

managed?

":"t

What is the role of government,vis-a-vis

the private sector, with respect to the enormous amount o

knowledge and information created by government?

Tony Oettinger, of the Harvard program on

Information and Information Technologies, has said that,

"Everything is related to everything else."

This truism is evident in any categorization of

information policy issues such as I have just outlined.

Networking issues impact on economic podicy questions;

freedom of informationland compensation for information

questions interrelate; etc. But the divisions that I hay

2v
.

just outlined are a place to start fUlfiiIingour::mandate

Having outlined some of the areas which-- .--

it seemed to us-that any such categorization of importan

issues facing government should have, I will come back.to.l.

2.4;20jk
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what I listed as
0
Category 5, which is, I presume, the thing

that is of most interest to this Commission; and that is

the question of technology, copyright, and so on.

I have, incidentally, read the questions which .;

you have sent out,and I am not going to presume to answer ,

themfor a variety of different reasons.

The first, of course, is the fact that I do not

consider myself an expert in copyright. I think that

more or less explains the crux of what it is we think we

are about--as opposed to what we think you, are about.

The question that I am addressing, primarily, i

less one of what the substantive rules ought to be at

this juncture, than one which concerns how government

policy making apparatus ought to be organized.

At the current time, in the Executive Branch,

questions relating to all of these areas -- many of which

we believe interrelate, and many of which many people

..,..,;

are beginning to see interrelate to a much greater
A4

sense -- are scattered throughout and, indeed, with

respect to some of the issues that I talked about,the

Executive Branch has no capability.

So the problem, as we see it, is a policy

machinery. I could put it in a more practical..wavin

sense by saying that there has been a 'great cri-LiCis16,.,..

lately that Commission reports have a-tendency:to be,'
. . , .

"

It) ;61.5 Cr; AtigidaU"411MftM*
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sent back to the government very frequently, are

sitting on shelves and gathering dust Some plac.

This is not the way things should Wotk.

One of the things that I am concerned with is

whether or not there will be continuing apparattis to

continue to deal with,not only the questiorIS WNeh are

being faced now and dealt with, but those qUeOttons which

have not been anticipated and willieventuallVtise.

So, again, the question, in a set1Se, ks:

What is the policy making machinery of the gQvernment90

to look like? Who is going to be leftiove the pears?

19

The other major underlying theme, I think, of.

13
the effort that I am involved in, is sort of a qllestion

of viewing policy questions in relationship to each other.

15

17

91

23

In the case of Privacy and FreedoM of /nformation

I think it is probably fair to say that those "re handled

more or less on an ad hoc and separate basiS they

went through the Congress within the ExecutiVe hranch --
when

this being one example of the fact that/thingS tart gettinç.

rz,
overly compartmentalized,it gets very diffiOult to have ap

adequate coordination.

I brought a couple of things -- partxctaarlY for,

Professor Miller, who is not here today Whi.C11 I thou"

were a good example -- at least, .V:judged theY

example of over-compartmentaiizatioh in an,or ahizatio
-
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which is not government but whichl I suppose, has its own

bureaucratic problems. I also brought it because I thought

Professor Miller has indicated it was an example of one

of the privacy issues we are (-ming to have.

The Washington Post on June 7 that is last

Monday -- carried an editorial which said: "Absent fathers

and child support", which is an editorial all about the

parentslocator service, which is a system designed to

go around the country and find the fathers of children who

are on Welfare and get them to pay up and fulfill their

obligations.

It struck a bell with me, so I went back to

the files, and I found that a little less than one year

ago, the same Washington Post put out another editorial

attacking that same program!

So I sort of viewed that as an.over-compartnentalizedi

question but, also, I think --

JUDGE FULD (Interposing) It might be matutit

MR. ROGERS: Well, it could be a change in

position. That is right.

But I was interested that there was no refereric

back no reference back: Indeed, :if you read

.,0

Otherthan ...

can see it looks like they came out of two different,aeaO

that, again;:except to Stiesa7that..

Alt 3m

.
. -

"kg4i,

,....',...,!.."..,:,..':'-,,-,,.
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raised, but as one that helps hone them.

Again, the only other thing I would add is that,

in terms of the copyright the whole sort of copyright

question in both terms of the Hill,and in terms of the

216

work you are doing; in terms of its relationship to changes

in users as well as owners, I think that one of the things

which I would hope we could all do in some sense is to

advance the sense of understanding of the.interests that

are involved.

I say that because, from my limited experience

in these areas, I have a sense that, too often, the

important public interests that are involved in these

questions are not as clear as they seem, because of

the focus that one begins to have in terms of all of the

various private interests that ale involved.

I say that from sort of a personal point of view;

having been on the Hill at a time when the legislation

was going through. I worked on the Senate Judiciary

Committee.

In my view, Copyright is an example of the ver

important kinds of rules which govern the whole set of-

issues relating to the knowledge base and the dissemination
,

of knowledge, and that really is about all I have to sa

except that I would be glad.to-anSwer anyyquestiO?1S4

anybody has.

A144'4
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MR. PERLE: You have suffered through Copyright

for a long time. I am very familiar with 4.
Is there anything that we, as a Commission,

should be considering in the Privacy area in relation

to our Statutory charge?

MR. ROGERS: I am sorry..I really don't have

anything specific at the moment.

MR. PERLE: Let me sharpen the question a little.

We are really asked to deal with provisions of

copyright legislation.

MR. ROGERS: Yes.

MR. PERLE: Does the Privacy consideration

belong there, or in some other type of legislation?

MR. ROGERS: Well, the Privacy consideration,

I think, probably belongs in other types of legislation.

There has been a standing debate as to whether

or not privacy legislation should be dealt with in an

omnibus fashion,or on a piecemeal fashion; but in neither

case does it seem to me that we are talkingibout legislq-

tive packages.

MR. LEVINE: Along those lines, I have met'once

and it is our pleasure to continue discupsing the intet-,,

:11

relationship, if there is such, with the Execu-tive

Director on the other Privacy Commission -- the Privacy
iedtketkADA

Commission. So .that.:they..OnderStnd-HtherblO,
. . .- .. %..-..,.............-.

AI,W$61i.g, ,iikt-,,..,L,,,::
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Copyright,and we understand what they are doing, to see

if there is any interconnection.

VICE-CHAIRMAN NIMMER: May I just point out when

Warren and Brandeis wrote their article, The Right of

Privacy, "they relied, in a

large degree, upon earlier common law copyright cases,

particularly one involving Prince Albert, and the privacy

of certain documents of his. In origin, there is some

relationship.

MR. ROGERS: Yes.

MR. DIX: Mr. Chairman, I am referring to the

last thing you said about the public interest the

latent public interest -- in all of these areas. 'I

wondered -- we have been wrestling with how one attempts

to measure two conflicting, as it were, forces, in one

sense, with Copyright -- the rights of the creator and the

producer, as against the rights of the consumer, or the

interests of both.

I wondered,in the Domestic Council,how you go

about weighing these things.

I guess what I am saying is: Have you found

techniques or methods of weighing two rather disparate

kinds of interest like this, and coming out with where

the public interest lies. When r say "weighing", let me

one more thing:

221
.PA1,41k`'
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Are there inviduals who haVe a special

technique of doing this whose judgment one can say has

a certain validity, perhaps: Policy analysts --

this sort of person?

MR. ROGERS: Well, I feel like I would be getting

a little far afield to be responsivelbut it seems to me

that one answer is that the Constitutional system presumes

that by continuing to debate and hammer out things in

9 different forums, you somehow arrive at that.

10
3

I would almost be tempted to go so far as to say

that,as a reflection of the fact that there is no simple

'e4

formula. But maybe, if I can try and be a little more

1: specific about what I had in mind there: looking at the

21

informaion policy questions.has taught me -- and this

may be an obvious thing to many people but it caused it to

occur to me -- that one has to be very careful when they

look at information flowlabout what the effect of the

regulatiOn in one place will mean in another place.

I have in mind, for instance, as a rough.

:M

analogy,the Buckley Amendments that deal with information

in schools. And on the sort of tail-end, shall we say,

of information flow, the public policy now is that that

shall be open to the subject so he can,..look at his own
;

recordS.And critics f this system charge that th4.regult

of that is to simply cilsy:RE, the flow at the.beginnin

a? _
14414,14V"
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-- to take the right-aWay and make it meaningless.

411It seems to me and I grant that it is rough --

it seems to me there is sort of a rough analogy in the

4 question of information -- whether we want to call it

5 "knowledge" or "technical skills" or whatnot, that is

6 sort of where a copyright /patent /trademark stands at

7 the gate of its regulation without getting into a deep

8 discussion about the Constitutional background of

9 copyrights, etc. It seems -6o me that one policy basis

10 that one might have for these systems is whether or not

they maximize this process of dissemination of knowledge

19 and information and, in doing that, it seems to me that

you have to realize that you maximize -- there is an

assumption that you maximize dissemination by providing

15
sic

11;

17

16

19

20

21
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2:3

adequate incentives. But you know, how much deeper can

you go into that kind of a formula analysis? I don't know.
o

It is one that I am particularly interested in,because it

seems to me it goes to an underlying policy question that.

I would favor.

MR. DIX: Thank you. That is quite responsive

a very vague question,. I must say..

MR. ROGERS: Thank you,

MR. CARY: mr. Chaiiman?

JUDGE FULD: Yes.

MR. CARY: If I m y ask ,a questiofi Somew

ailva
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the same line.
.
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6 ri

11

where you think public interest lies in a situation like

-:' We have been wrestling over the past meeting or ,

= ,,
. .

two with the problem of whether there should be -- or is

5

±

a

., --:- there -- any adequate protection for computer software, for''
,NA

.

, .

J
example, and I just would like to get your comments on .1

7 11

11

.,

li that.

8 Here, we are confronted with such ideas as, well:
>4

9
w 1 Here is an industry which is burgeoning -- as some people,

o
> 101 ..,/

i.

z have said -- at producing software, and they say some of

-,. 11 il

them rely on -- what is the word -- "trade secrets

1-- ;- 12 !

.0 P-
.

rz.
. . means of protection.

,4,1

1

:.. - They seem to come out,in generalifor copyright
K,

5
protection. So we are charged with the problem of

,

.J
deciding some sort of a recommendation in this area._

,
#.1

Tif

philosophy". They really don't think it is an acceptable 44

;

ie
whether or not protecting software, in a sense, is in the :

,9
public interest; or does this tend to create a monopoly

Do you have any thoughts along this line of

20 ,!

9 1

20 j

--bearing in mind, of course, that patents are monopolie

and that copyright is a type.of mopopoly,but theY

Constitutional purpose to increase the incentive of t

and inventors, and to thereby make it'possible to dissemina

this information more readily.

Do you have any -comments.
,

,1,44QWatig,51,7kbAVighaAigni',
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MR. ROGERS: Well, I read--as a matter of fact,

yesterday--what I think is all of the testimony that you

in your last session if not a good portion of it -- and

it was then that I decided for sure that I was not going

to get any specific answers about that sort of thing--excep

that it occurred to me: I recall that someone had pointed-

out to me that Earl Kitner in his book,'Monograph on

the Law of Intellectual Property, made reference to the

fact that the patent copyright systems were products of the,

industrial age and were a response to the need for the

dissemination of knowledge. It occurred to those of us

who had been talking in terms of the post-industrial age

that maybe we are talking -- at least with respect to

some of these things about entirely hew systems.

Now, whether or not that is Constitutionally

possible -- how one finds the authority for it -- is a

different question. But it does seem to me that one

ought not -- at least at the outset -- shirk from the

possibility of an entirely new approach --

I suppose.that is sort of sui generis,

MR. CARY: Thank you.

MR. ROGERS: I really don.',t

to make any comment about the telancing bedauSe,'
;

something

I want to repeat that it seemst

responsibility is to trY and

4.- vat
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making apparatus of the Executive Branch ought to belover

the next few years. While I feel very strongly that there

ought to be somebody at a high level who is concerned

about these kinds of issues, I would not--it seems to

me premature try to substitute judgement for how

one would answer those questions. Indeed, in the first

instance at least, it is the responsibility of the

Commission, I suppose.

MR. CARY: I did not have any intention of

putting you on a hook or anything. I was speaking

philosophically.

MR. ROGERS: No. I understand.

MR. CARY: I see your point of view,and I

accept that.

MR. ROGERS:- Thank you.

MR. LEVINE: Did I understand that by

September first you would be issuing a report on the

14

coordination -

1,9 .

90

21

MR. ROGERS : (Interposing) That is the deadlind

I must 'say that I am not, sure that:

(a) We are going -to.make,itat.:thisAuncture'
.

,

.

,

. ,

(b) -It wOuld bd.publicat:that.:-,Juncture
,

.

MR. LEVINE: What about-the Privacy ::,issue
, .

.

,

MR. ROGERS: Under the Freedom of InforMao
-

"
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President has had a chance to focus cn them;although I

probably will feel reasonably free to talk about it at

that juncture.

JUDGE FULD: Are there any other questions?

MS. WILCOX: I wonderoin your position,if you

have any advice for us in dealing with some of the issues

of Privacy in the data basis -- the computer data basis --

not the software programs

for the general problem?

MR. ROGERS: Well, I guess the thing I would

.011 that would be a consideration

focus on, in those terms,would be the definitional problem.

There is, of course, a sort of full question of property

rights. I don't know if one wants to call those "rivacy

or not.

4

Then there is the whole set of confidentiality

questions. I guess that would really be security/confi-

dentiality, and that whole set of definitional questions.

,

One source for defining those is Rtth Davis's\,.,::::: g

.-,-;
,

group out at the Bureau of Standards: It has done quitel-a,

bit of work in terms of discussion of the definitional

differences, and a discussion which-I think helps hone dow
. :

really what it is that we are talking about. I would._

glad to try and pull together-some of tilat,stuff and

send it over.
, ,.

JUDGE FULD: We wr;uld appreciat!

;
r4:41
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MR. LEVINE: I found/when we discussed the

computers/that making analogies is unwise,But I will make

an analogy on this. In the area of obscenity, which may

be prohibited by some laws, at least the law as we under-

stand it now is that you can, nevertheless, secure

copyright for obscene material, notwithstanding the fact

that there may be a law that says it is obscene. There

may be privacy material and data bases that may not

necessarily mean that we are not entitled to copyright

protection.

JUDGE FULD: Any other questions?

(None)

JUDGE FULD: Thank you very much.

(Whereupon, at 10:45 o'clock,

hearing was concluded.)
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